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ANNOTATION 

In the 5o°k there are discussed fundamentals 
of theory and calculation of liquid-propellant 
rocket engines (ZhRD). Much emphasis is placed 
on questions of the course of the operating 
process in the combustion chamber, calculations 
of mixer elements, cooling and profiling of 
combustion chamber nozzles, calculations and 
selection of optimum parameters, turbopump and 
pressure fuel feed systems, calculation of meara 
of generation of working medium for turbine ana 
pressure fuel feed system, design and composition 
of pneumatic and hydraulic circuits of liqula- 
propellant rocket engines, specific character 
of calculation and selection of parameters of 
1-quid-propellant rocket engines with a closed 
system of generation of working substance for 
turbine. In the book there are discussed funda¬ 
mentals of selecting optimum parameters of the 
propulsion system on the whole. 

During consideration of various types of 
liquid-propellant roeket engines in the book 
there are given fundi mentals of theory of the 
operating process ano designing, there are 
described specific character of operation of 
basic units and calculations of their charac¬ 
teristics, there are examined selection of ZhRD 
schematic diagram, combined operation of its 
units and method of calculations of optimum 
parameters. 

¿ne book is intended as a training aid for 
students of higher educational institutions, 
specializing In rocket engines; it can be of 
interest for engineers working in the field of 
rocket technology. 

While compiling the book, we considered 
that students attended courses of thermodynamics, 
gas dynamics, hydraulics and heat transfer. 

While writing the book the authors used 
domestic and foreign literature from the field 
of rocket engine manufacture. 

Separate chapters of the book were written 
by: A. P. Vasil'yev and V. M. Polyayev - 
Chapters II, VI, VII, XVII; V. M. Kudryavtsev — 

^SÎ!r8vï,I,I’„IVA VÍTI’ XVIII¡ V. A. Kuznetsov - 
Chapter XIV; V. D. Kurpatenkov — Chapters IX, 
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X, XI, XII; A. M. Obel'nitskiy 
XV, XVI, XIX; V. M. Polyayev — 
B. Ya. Poluyan - Chapter V; V, 
and V. D. Kurpatenkov together 
XX • 

Critics 

1. F, L. Yakaytls, Prof, 

2. L, S, Dushkin, Prof. 
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- Chapters XIII, 
Chapter I; 
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CHAPTER I 

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT ROCKET ENGINES 

§ 1* Terminology and Specific Peculiarities 
or Rocket Engines -- 

For accelerated travel of some vehicle (rocket, aircraft, etc.) 

or for overcoming forces of external drag (aerohydrodynamic, 

gravitational forces), to this vehicle there should be applied 
force, called thrust. 

Thrust is created by the propulsion system (engine), installed 

on the vehicle. Thrust is reactive force, appearing with rejection 

of some mass »working medium) from the engine, with this the direction 

of thrust and motion of rejected working medium are opposite. 

The thrust magnitude, determined by equation of momentum, is 

proportional to the product of mass of working medium by its rejection 
velocity. 

For creation of a specific rejection velocity of working medium, 

energy should be supplied to it. The greater the amount of energy 

that is supplied to a unit of mass of working medium, the higher 

is its rejection velocity and the greater the thrust developed by 
the engine. 

Thus, for creation of thrust there is necessary the presence 

of working medium, energy source and installation - engine, 

converting energy into kinetic energy of working medium. 
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Depending on the type of engine, it can completely use energy 

and working medium from the environment or in another case energy 

source and working medium reserve are completely aboard the vehicle. 

An intermediate position is occupied by various types of engines, 

which completely or partially use energy or working medium from the 

environment. 

Engines obtaining energy or working medium or both together 

from the environment pertain to> the class of nonrocket engines. 

For example, these include various types of jet engines (turbo¬ 

compressor, ramjet, bypass), "Z3nd-2" type plasma electrojet engine, 

for which the supply of working medium is completely aboard the 

vehicle, but it obtains energy (solar) from the environment. 

Thus, a rocket engine is an installation having energy source 

and a working medium supply, designed for production of thrust by 

conversion of any form of energy into kinetic energy of working 

medium, rejected from the engine into the environment. 

From this definition of a rocket engine there stems its basic 

difference from other types of engines — autonomy from the environment. 

It is necessary to point out that by autonomy of rocket engine 

it is Impossible to mean independence of its parameters from the 

environment. Output parameters of a rocket engine considerably 

depend on ambient pressure (counterpressure). By autonomy one should 

understand only the ability of a rocket engine to operate without 

use of the environment. 

At the contemporary level of technology in rocket engines there 

can be used energy, accumulated in form of nuclear, electrical, 

thermal and chemical. 

Rocket engines, using nuclear, electrical and thermal energy, 

make up the class of nonchemical rocket engines (see Fig. 1.1). 

These engines are as yet in the theoretical development and experimental 

investigation stage. 
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Rocket 

Fig. I.l. Classification of rocket engines. 

The overwhelming majority of rocket engines practically applied 

at present use chemical energy — chemical propellant. The propellant 

can be mono-, bi- and multipropellant. At present in most engines 

there is used bipropellant, consisting of fuel and oxidizer. The 

energy source in this case is the reaction of burning (exothermic 

reaction, occurring with heat liberation). 

Exothermic reaction can also be the reaction of decomposition 

of certain substances, or association (recombination) of radicals. 

Chemical energy of propellant in the engine combustion chamber 

is converted into thermal energy of reaction products (combustion 

products). Then in the engine nozzle thermal energy will be con¬ 

verted into kinetic energy of outflowing combustion products, as a 

result of which reactive force (thrust) is formed. 
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Thus, initial chemical prooellant is simultaneously both an 

energy source and a source for jroducing working medium. Totality 

of the noted criteria defines tne class of chemical rocket engines. 

The most characteristic for these engines are thermal processes, 

therefore they belong to the thînnal category. 

Chemical rocket engines (Fig. 1.1), depending on the state of 

matter of utilized propellant, may be divided into the following 

basic groups. 

1. Engines using solid propellant (RDTT). 

2. Engines using propellant with mixed state of matter — 

combination (hybrid) engines, for which one of the propellant 

components is in liquid, and the other is in solid phase. 

3. Engines using liquid propellant (ZhRD). 

In RDTT the solid propellant, being a physical or chemical 

mixture of oxidizer and fuel (propellant charge), is usually located 

inside the combustion chamber. 

In hybrid engines the propellant components, being in solid 

phase, is placed inside the combustion chamber, and liquid is fed to 

combustion chamber from a ttnk by a special supply system (feed 

system). 

In liquid-propellant rocket engines both propellant components 

are placed in separate tanks and are introduced into the combustion 

chamber also by a feed system. 

Basic characteristic peculiarities of rocket engines as compared 

to other types of engines will be the following. 

1. Autonomy, permitting operation without use of the environment 

(under water, in the atmosphere, in a vacuum). 
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2. Nondependence of thrust on speed of the vehicle (see 

Chapter III). 

3. High energy contents of propellant, caused by the tendency 

to obtain the highest possible exit velocity, and, as a result of 

this, large calorific intensity of the operating process and small 

specific gravities (engine weight per unit of developed thrust). 

Besides the enumerated criteria, for chemical rocket engines 

high specific fuel consumptions (fuel consumption per unit of 

developed thrust), caused by the necessity of having fuel and 

oxidizer aboard the vehicle, are characteristic criteria. 

The shown peculiarities determine the field of application of 

rocket engines. 

Of the entire variety of rocket engines we will limit ourselves 

to consideration only of the liquid-propellant rocket engine (ZhRD), 

which has received wide practical application and occupies a special 

place in rocket technology and, in particular, in conquering outer 

space. 

§ 2. Fundamentals of a Liquid-Propellant 
Rocket Engine 

Liquid-propeliant rocket engine consists of tanks, fuel 

component supply system (feed system), combustion chamber and nozzle, 

starting, control and cutoff systems. 

Fuel feed to combustion chamber can be carried out by pressurized 

feed system or by pumps. In the latter case the system is called 

turbopump (TNA), since for pump drive, as a rule, a turbine is used. 

On Fig. 1.2 there is shown a diagram of an engine with pres¬ 

surized feed system. Principle of action of the system consists 

of the fact that to the fuel tank there is fed gas, creating definite 

pressure in it, under action of which the propellant components 

are fed to the combustion chamber. Source of gas can be cylinders 
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Fig. 1.2. Diagram of liquid- 
propellant rocket engine with 
pressure feed system: 1 — com¬ 
bustion chamber; 2 — oxidizer 
cutoff valve; 3 — fuel cutoff 
valve; 4 - tank with oxidizer; 
5 •- tank with fuel; 6 - pressure 
resistor; 7 - VAD. 

with air — air pressure accumulator (VAD); gas generator, operating 

on liquid propellant — liquid fuel pressure accumulator (ZhAD); ga;¡ 

generator with solid fuel charge — solid fuel pressure accumulator 
(PAD). 

Advantage of the examined feed method of propellant components 
over the turbopump feed system consists of comparative constructive 

simplicity. But at the same time the application of a pressurized 

feed system leads to loading of tanks, inasmuch as in this case they 

are loaded by pressure from within, exceeding the pressure in com¬ 
bustion chamber. This narrows tne field of application of pres¬ 
surized feed system. 

Figure 1.3 shows a diagram of liquid-propellant rocket engine 
with turbopump feed system. For feeding each propellant component 
tnere is used its pump or a group of pumps. Rotation of pumps is 

accomplished by a gas turbine. Turbine is driven by gas, obtained 

in the gas generator, which produces gas (working medium of turbine) 
from parent substances, stored aboard the rocket beforehand. Exhaust 

from the turbine is either ejected into the atmosphere (open scheme) 
or enters the engine combustion chamber (closed scheme). Engine 
starting, control and cutoff systems consist of a series of units 
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Fig. 1.3. Open scheme of liquid- 
propellant rocket engine with 
turbopump feed system: 1 - 
combustion chamber; 2 — fuel 
cutoff valve; 3 — oxidizer 
cutoff valve; 4 — turbopump 
unit; 5 — ZhAD; 6 — tank with 
fuel; 7 — tank with oxidizer. 

Dlagrwn of llquld-propoUart rockot 
•nglna comb nation chamber 

Fig. 1.4. Diagram of com¬ 
bustion chamber of liquid- 
propellant rocket engine: 
1 — head; 2 — fuel injector; 
3 — combustion chamber; 4 — 
nozzle; 5 — cooling jacket; 
6 — oxidizer injector. 

(cocks, regulators, reducers, valves, etc.), whose purpose is to 

carry out specific operations in prescribed sequence. 

Thrust is created in liquid-propellant rocket engine by its 

combustion chamber. Diagram of combustion chamber and nozzle of a 

liquid-propellant rocket engine, operating on bipropellant, is 

shown in Fig. 1.4. 

Fiiel and oxidizer are injected under pressure into the combustion 

chamber through atomizing devices — head injectors of combustion 

chamber, are mixed, vaporized and ignited. After ignition of 

propellant its burning occurs. Propellant combustion in the chamber 

occurs at high pressures (in some cases up to 150-200 atm and higher) 
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and temperatures (3000-^00°K). Further, the combustion products 

low from the engine nozzle into the environment, while temperature 

and pressure of gas are decreased, and its velocity increases, 

passing through local speed of sound in the critical section. Nozzle 

exit velocity is 2700-4500 m/s. The higher the nozzle exit velocity 

of gas and its mass, the greater the thrust created by the chamber. 

Fig. 1.5. Change of 
pressure (p), tempera¬ 
ture (T) and velocity 
(w) of combustion 
products along the length 
of liquid-propellant 
rocket engine chamber. 

Approximate character of change of temperature, pressure, and 

velocity of gases along the length of engine combustion chamber and 
the nozzle is shown on Fig. 1.5. 

High thermo- and gas-dynamic parameters (pressure, temperature, 

velocity) of gas, and also the corrosion and erosion effect of gas 

flow on the chamber and nozzle walls, cause extremely arduous operating 

conditions of these elements. 

For providing reliable operation of combustion chamber and 

nozzle there are used special methods for protection of walls. For 

example, intense external (circulated) cooling, creation of a 

parietal zone with lowered gas temperature (internal cooling), 

special wall coatings, etc. Usually external cooling is carried out 

immediately by either one propellant component or two. In cases 

when external cooling does not provide reliable operation of the 

chamber and nozzle, we use additional internal cooling, which 

loweres specific engine thrust. 

§ 3. Basic Parameters Which Character!zp 
the Llquld-Fropellant Rocket Engine 

Basic parameters which characterize liquid-propellant rocket 
engines include: 
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engine thrust - P, kgf. The thrust magnitude permits Indicating 

propulsion system scales (its weight and overall dimensions). 

Existing liquid-propellant rocket engines have thrusts from fractions 

of grams to several hundreds and thousands of tons. 

Thrust developed by the engine can be changed during its 

operation. Dependence of thrust change in time is called thrust-time 

curve. Thrust-time curve is calculated for a given type of aircraft 

depending upon its assignment and flight path; 

specific thrust - kg thrust/k^ propellant/s. Thrust 

obtained from one kilogram of consumed propellant in one second is 
called specific thrust: 

P ~ ' 

where GceK - propellant consumption per second, kg/s. 

Specific thrust is one of the most important parameters, which 

permits indicating the engine quality, i.e., degree of perfection 

of the operating process, and energy efficiency of the propellant 

used. For contemporary liquid-propellant rocket engines Pv„ - 250-^450 
units. YR ' ' 

Specific thrust primarily depends on type of propellant used 

and expansion *:atio of combustion products in the nozzle. Specific 

thrust directly affects the flight range of the rocket. Thus, for 

an intercontinental missile with 11,000 km range and P » 310 

kg thrust/kg-m/s the increase of P by one percent giïes an 

approximately 500 km increase of range. 

Development of liquid-propellant rocket engine tends toward 

increase of Pya by application of new energetic and more effective 

propellants, increase of expansion ratio of combustion products in 

the nozzle and improvement of the liquid-propellant rocket engine 
operating process. 
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Thrust and specific thrust depend on counterpressure of the 

environment. With decrease of :ounterpressure the thrust and 

specific thrust are increased and reach maximum value in a vacuum. 

Total (complete) pulse - J^. Total pulse is an integral of the 

function of thrust in time, taken over total operating time of the 
engine : 

where v* _ overall operating time of propulsion system, s. 

At constant engine thrust the total pulse is equal to the 

product of thrust by the duration of its operation: 

0». 

where 0T -weight of propellart in tanks, kg. 

Total pulse is determined by the tactical and technical assign¬ 

ment of the aircraft and is one of the important parameters charac¬ 
terizing the engine. 

Thus, for example, for liquid-propellant rocket engines we select 

some feed system or another depending on total pulse and the weight 
of the propulsion system. 

—-&ht t0 thrust ratio — gtt . By weight to thrust ratio we 
mean ratio of engine weight to its thrust: 

where - engine weight, kg. 

Weight to thrust ratio characterizes the degree of weight 

perfection of the engine construction. For rockets this parameter 

is very important, since decrease of weight to thrust ratio leads 
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increase of flight range of the rocket. Therefore, the tendency 

decrease o- value of weight to thrust ratio Is natural. Por 

contemporary liquid-propellant rocket engines the weight to thrust 
ratio is already O.OI5-O.OI and less. 

rocJeSlT the enUmerated ba3lc Parameters of liquid-propellant 

and t h “’ there ShOUld atlU be n°ted ltS National, technical, 

multioli l’t.0* 081 qUalltleS' su:h as »yP« of Propellant used, starting 

thrust °r rePeateti ‘'PPiloeblllty, control range of 
thru-t, reliability of its operation, service life, ease of servicing. 

All the above enumerated parameters permit Judging liquld- 

propellant rocket engines on the whole and comparing them to each 

cs^m/m adVantagea and «advantages of some engine, and 
establishing rational fields of their application. 

5 11 ‘ Slafallfcation and Fields of AnnUcn™ K Uqdl-J-Prope.lant Rocket bnirjnes 

Sub,ftlth:tr818 °f eaCh claS8lflcatl°n Ho® the distinction of 

«n be diff rrP8Ct t0 SOme er°UP °f °rlterla- criteria 

pecuJarltl enÍ'e aaai6nment' operating process, 

syste¡ etc ^ and englne «»"trol 

llouidV3 1”POSSlble t0 oohatruct some universal classification of 

ani th'PrOPellant r0Cket deihd. Pince the quantity of such criteria 
and their groups is extremely great, 

it ieHrV!w; USlng deSlgn 8nd 0peratlon*1 considerations as a basis 
is possible to separate basic distinctive peculiarities of rocket 

engines and on the basis of these construct the classification (see 

Pig. 1.1, where as determining criteria there are used type of 

possibi*"! 8n? type °f feed SySte'")- Regardless of this, it Is also 

of ther crit 7 f llqUid-pr°palla"b engines by a number 
other criteria, for example, by field of application. 
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Liquld-propellnnt rocket engines are used basically for three 

types of flight vehicles; rockets, spaceships and aircraft. 

Depending on the field of application, liquid-propellant rockets 

are divided into the following basic classes. 

1. Rockets designed for transferring payload from one point of 

the earth's surface to another. They are called "surface-to-surfice" 

rockets. Here it is possible to relate rockets of analogous assign¬ 

ment, ship-launched, etc. 

2. Rockets designed for delivery of a payxoad from the earth's 

surface to an orbital (space) trajectory — "surface-to-space." 

3. Rockets designed for striking air targets. These rockets 

can be launched from the ground ("surface-to-air" ) or from aircraft 

("air-to-air"). 

4. Rockets designed for striking targets located on the earth's 

surface or under water from the air ("air-to-ground," "air-to-water"). 

Liquid-propellant rocket engines are installed on aircraft 

either as the basic engine, or as a booster, providing short-term 

thrust augmentation. When a liquid-propellant rocket engine is the 

basic engine on the aircraft, such an aircraft carries the name 

rocket aircraft. 

Let us consider conditions of application of liquid-propellant 

rocket engines on various types of flight vehicles. 

I 

"Ground-to-space" space rockets. To rockets of this type there 

are Imposed requirements of delivery of a payload into a circum¬ 

terrestrial orbit with orbital velocity (7.9 km/s) or higher 
velocities. 

Usual space rockets consist of two, three and more rockets 

(soages), operating in series one after the other (Fig. 1.6). First 
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Pig. 1.6. Diagram of a 
three-step space rocket: 
1 - first stage; 2 - 
second stage; 3 - third 
stage; 4 — payload. 

the liquid-propellent rocket engine of the first stage Is cut in. 

Payload for the first stage Is the remaining stages. After burnout 

the first stage Is separated and the following stage Is cut in. After 

the second burnout the latter is separated and the engine of the 

following stage is cut in, etc. 

Since the weight of the payload carried by each stage is 

successively decreased, then thrust developed by each stage is 

decreased accordingly. Thanks to this the fuel reserve, which is 

expended on acceleration of the payload to the predetermined velocity, 

is sharply reduced. The more stages the rocket has (at equal launch 

weights), the greater the payload that can be introduced into orbit. 

However, increase of the number of stages complicates the 

operación and lowers the reliability of the rocket. Therefore, at 

present for increase of payload weight we use thrust augmentation 

of liquid-propellant rocket engines to values, measured in thousands 

Vernier liquid-propellant rocket engines of spaceships. Vernier 

liquid-propellant rocket engines are designed for change and 

correction of spaceship trajectory during orbital and interorbital 
flights. 
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To engines of this type there is imposed an intricate complex 

of requirements, caused by concitions of their operation. These 

include: high degree of reliability, prolonged stay in launch 

readiness conditions, repeated starting, possibility of change of 

direction of thrust vector and several others. Absolute value of 

thrust of vernier liquid-propellant rocket engines, as a rule, is 

very small (from tenths of a gr m to several kilograms). 

To the category of vernier liquid-propellant rocket engines it 

is possible to relate acceleration and retrorockets, designed for 

increase or reduction of spaceship velocity. They differ from 

vernier liquid-propellant rocket engines by large values of thrust, 

measured in hundreds of kilograms and above. 

Combat rockets. After termination of the second world war 

rocket weaponry found wide application in many armaments. 

On combat rockets there is imposed a number of stringent 

operational requirements, caused by the specific character of their 

application. The most important of these requirements are prolonged 

storage in a state of complete launch (combat) readiness, possibility 

of transportation in a state as close as possible to combat readiness, 

and several other requirements. 

weaponry, 
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strategic rockets ("surface-to-surface"). 

Range of strategic rockets usually exceeds several thousand 

kilometers. For achievement of the prescribed range there can be 

used both orbital and ballistic trajectories. Engines of rockets 

of this type have value of developed thrust approaching the liquid 

propellant rocket engines of space rockets 

On Fig. 1.8 there Is shown a Soviet strategic rocket. 

Fig. 1.8. Launch 
of Soviet strategic 
rocket. 

|( Tactical rockets ("surface-to-surface,M "water-to-surface," 

water-to-water," "air-to-ground"). 

Tactical rockets differ from strategic by smaller range. As a 

result of this, the propulsion system of rockets of this class have 

^mailer thrust and weight, and simpler construction. For example, 

launc'i and operation at raised counterpressure (for launch from under 

water), etc. Figures 1.9 and I.10 show samples of a similar type 
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Fig. 1.9. Soviet ballistic missile, 
launched type, on parade. 

submarine 

Gn/iivIC NOT 

Fig. I.10. Launch of Soviet rocket from a 
rocket carrying aircraft. 

Surface-to-air guided missiles (ZUR) are of the ’’surface-to-air," 

"water-to-air" class. In connection with the appearance of high- 

altitude supersonic aircraft the surface-to-air guided missiles 

received wide application. 

At the present time this class of rockets has attained a high 

degree of perfection. In the armament of contemporary armies there 

are found ZUR's with antiaircraft defense system complexes (PVO), 

possessing special detection and warning installations and capable 

with one shot (rocket) to knock down aircraft at practically any 

possible speed and altitude. 

On the ZUR propulsion systems there are imposed especially 
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Pig. I.11. Launch of 
Soviet surface-to-air 
rocket from a ship, 

GRAPHIC NOT 
miCíBLE 

stringent requirements for maintaining constant launch readiness, 

minimum time of reaching launch conditions and low value of production 

and operation. Figure 1,11 shows a similar type of ZUR. 

In connection with the appearance of strategic and tactical 

rockets it became necessary to create means of intercepting and 

destroying them. In this case, as compared to a ZUR, the problem 

is complicated by the little time available for detection and 

interception of the object, and the necessity of its destruction at 

sufficiently large distance and high altitude from the defended 
zone. 

For this there appeared a special class of rockets - antimissile 

missiles. In view of the specific conditions of operation, require¬ 

ments of large launch thrust-to-weight ratio* and especially high 

reliability were imposed on them. 

Rocket aircraft. Further development of piloted aviation will 

occur in the direction of mastering all high altitudes and flight 

speeds. In limiting case this will lead to the necessity of using 

liquid-propellant rocket engines as the basic engine for aircraft 

(rocket aircraft). Only a rocket aircraft is able to accomplish 

flights along orbital trajectories at suborbital speeds. Therefore, 

the future of stratospheric and high-speed aviation will apparently* 

rest on the liquid-propellant rocket engine. Additional stimulus 
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for the use of liquid-propellant rocket engines on similar pilotei 

aircraft is che possibility of their multiple use, i.e., a rocket, 

aircraft possesses practically the same merits as space or inter¬ 

continental rockets, while maintaining the economic advantages 
connected with multiple use. 

At the present time the development of this area of technology 
is only started. 

On liquid-propellant rocket engine designed for rocket aircraft 

there is Imposed a number of requirements, determining its essential 

distinction from engines used for rockets. Primarily they include: 

1) multiple launch and repeated use; 

2) long service life with respect to operating time and number 
of launches; 

3) wide thrust control range; 

4) high degree of safety and reliability of operation. 

At present there are experimental models of rocket aircraft in 

operation. One of them reached a flight altitude of over 100 km 
and flight speed over 6000 km/h. 

Boosters. To assure flight vehicle takeoff there are used 
boosters with liquid-propellant rocket engines, use of which pennits 

substantially reducing the length of takeoff run of an aircraft and 

provides takeoff with increased payload. On these engines there is 

imposed the requirement of repeated starting and reuse, and also 
minimum erosion and corrosion effect of combustion products, flowing 

from the engine nozzle, on construction of the aircraft and airstrip. 

Other purposes. For example, liquid-propellant rocket engines 
are widely used for driving rocket sleds, moving along rails, for 
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testing various rocket and aircraft components, connected with 

nigh speeds and considerable overloads. 

It Is possible to cite other examples of application of liquid- 
propellant rocket engines. 

5 PrAef Review of Rocket Engine Development 

Creation of the rocket engine pertains to the remote past. The 

earliest rocket engines known to us were the engines of solld- 

Propeliant rockets. They, as N. 0. Chernyshov Indicates (73) 

appeared simultaneously with the Invention of gun powder. 

From literature sources It Is known that the first solld- 

propellant rockets appeared In China. In X-XIII centuries the appli¬ 

cation of gun powder and rockets was quite well known In Burope 

Reliable data on the combat employment of rockets pertain to this 
time. 

In Russia, as various historical sc irces show, the solid- 

propellant rocket appeared In the middle of the X century. 

At the end of the XVIII century In Europe Interest was awakened 

toward the military application of solld-propell.nt rockets first 

n gland, and then In other European countries. Rocket forces 

appeared. Solid-propellant rockets were widely used In wars of the 

first half of the XIX century. Thus, for example, in the Crimean 

war period around 500C combat rockets were produced annually m 

"I!381:; w1? the "lddle °f the XIX CentUry there APPeared rifled guns, 
or which the range and sightabllity turned out to be the best as 

cc.ipared to the rocket weaponry, which led to rejection of the 

application of combat rockets. Gradually combat rockets were 

forgotten and the rocket forces abolished (rocket corps In Russia 

was abolished In 1897). However, the idea of the use of the Jet 

tlonU,1Sl?ä ;’rlnClPle COrtlnU8d to llv' «"I found Its brilliant regenera 
Ion In the works of Konstantin Eduardovich Tslolkovskly (1887-1935) 

the founder of contemporary rocket technology. 
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In 1903 TalolkovsKly published en article "Investigation of 

Outer Space by Rocket Instruments," in the journal "Nauclmoye 

obozreniye” ("Scientific Review"), where for the first time he 

indicated a rocket with a liquid-propellant rocket engine as a means 

of movement in outer space, he outlined ways of mastery of inter¬ 

planetary space and gave basic laws of rocket motion. 

Tsiolkovskiy not only indicated theoretical bases of rocket 

flight, but he also gave the first schematic diagram of a vehicle with 

a liquid-propellant rocket engine, in which he provided all the basic 

equipment of contemporary engines of this type. 

Fig. 1.1^. Diagram of 
K. E. Tsiolkovskiy rocket 
spaceship. 

The first diagram of a flight vehicle, given by Tsiolkovskiy, 

is shown on Fig. 1.14. As propellant he proposed using liquid 

hydrocarbons and oxygen. In 1903 and in subsequent years he 

investigated various propellants for liquid-propellant rocket 

engines, proposed using propellant components for cooling the 

engine, anticipated the necessity of forced feed of propellant com¬ 

ponents by pumps. 

Tsiolkovskiy proposed several methods of rocket control, 

including /anes, placed in the gas outflow, and by turning the Jet 

nozzle or the entire engine, installed on the rocket. Rocket control 

should be automatic during this. 

As early as I9II Tsiolkovskiy with great sagacity Indicated the 

possibility of using atomic and electrical energy In rocket engines 

(11). He considered flight conditions of the rocket in Inter¬ 

planetary space, and conditions for departure of the rocket from 

earth. He proposed forming artificial satellites around the earth. 
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The idea of creating multijtage rockets or, as he called them 

rocket trains,' making it possible to obtain considerably large 

-erminal velocity as compared to a single-stage rocket, belongs to 
him. 

From the above it follows that Tsiolkovskiy developed the project 

o space flight on a rocket with liquid-propellant rocket engine in 

axmost all parts, laid the principle and theoretical foundations of 

contemporary rocket engine manufacture, thereby having determined 

iOr accedes tne forward path of development of Jet apparatuses — 

rockets. Tsiolkovskiy's ideas did not receive acknowledgement in 

tsarist Russia, and only during Soviet rule was Tsiolkovskiy rendered 

aid in the work and publication of his labors. 

In the twenties Tsiolkovskiy's ideas received world fame, his 

basic works were translated Into foreign languages. In a number of 

foreign countries there were created groups and societies for the 

study of possibilities of interplanetary Journeys, and there were 

developed design and experimental works on rockets and liquid- 

propellant rocket engines. 

Practical realization of K. E. Tsiolkovskiy's ideas in the field 

of rocket technology, and also their further development was started 

by us only during the years of Soviet rule. With this the creation 

of liquid-propellant rocket engines paralleled the creation of rockets, 

and works in this area were closely connected. 

In the thirties in the USSR there were created two organizations, 

setting the beginning of the development of a domestic school of 

rocket-building. 

In 1929 to the development of electrical and liquid-propellant 

rocket engines there was devoted the first research and design 

organization in the staff of the gas-dynamic laboratory in Leningrad 
(GDL). 

By the works of this organization there was theoretically and 
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experimentally proven the possloility of creation and there was 

determined the field of expedient application of an electrical rocket. 

engine, using metal as working medium and electricity as energy 

source. Here in 1930 oxidizers were proposed for liquid-propellant 

rocket engines for the first time: nitric acid, nitric tetroxide, 

hydrogen peroxide, perchloric acid, tetranitromethane and their 

solutions and colloidal fuel, containing beryllium. Such oxidizers 

as nitric acid and nitrogen tetroxide subsequently received the widest 

application in rocket technology. 

Fig. 1.15. Soviet 
engine 0RM-1: 1 — 
water Jacket; 2 — 
combustion chamber; 
3 — fuel feed to 
injector; 4 - oxidizer 
feed tube; 3 — nozzle; 
6 — chamber pressure 
measuring tube; 7 - 
fuel feed tube. 

In 1930-1931 passed the experimental rocket motor (0RM-1), 

developed in GDL, firing tests - one of the first liquid-propellant 

rocket engines. In 1931 about bO bench tests were conducted with 

this liquid-propellant rocket engine. It operated on nitric 

tetroxide (nitrogen tetroxide) — as oxidizer and on toluene — as 

fuel. On Fig. 1.15 there is shown the appearance and a cutaway of 

this engine. It consisted of a combustion chamber, covered inside 

with a thin copper sheet, cylindrical nozzle, oxidizer feed duct, 

and fuel feed duct. Ignition of propellant was carried out by 

ignition of wadding, inserted in the combustion chamber through 

a nozzle. At the same time there was proposed hypergolic propellant 

and a.chemical source of ignition. 
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Another organization — jet engine section at Osoaviakhim 

[Society for Assistance to the Defense, Aviation and Chemical Con¬ 

struction of the USSR] under the direction of F. A, Tsander -- was 

created in 1929 in Moscow. In 1931 it was converted to the Group 

for the Study of Jet Propulsion (GIRD). The great merit of GIRD 

colleagues Involved the fact that they transferred the rocket problem 

from the area of theoretical research to the area of engineering 

practice. They first evaluated K. E. Tsiolkovskiy1s ideas from prac¬ 

tical positions and showed engineering methods for solution of problems 

on conquering space. In a short time they succeeded in developing 

severax engines, installed them on rockets and launched them. 

F. A. Tsander (1887-1933) actively participated in the publica¬ 

tion of K. E. Tsiolkovskiy1s works and the spread of his ideas, and 

in 1924 published his book "Perelety na drugiye planety"2 ("Flights 

to Other Planets' ). F. A. Tsandar developed thermal calculations 

of the operating process of liquid-propellant rocket engines (l.e., 

calculation of combustion and outflow taking dissociation into 

account), and also the method cf evaluating the economy of liquid- 

propellant rocket engines, on the basis of which he proposed new 

cycles of increased economy. He also proposed a method of calculating 

the temperature of chamber working wall of liquid-propellant rocket 

engines and a method for its cooling. To Tsander belongs the idea 

of using metallic constructions of the rocket, fuel and oxidizer 

tanks, pipelines, etc, as engine propellant after their need elapses. 

Thanks to combustion of these metallic parts the engine operating 

time is increased and weight characteristic is improved, which leads 

to increase of flight terminal velocity of the rocket vehicle. Even 

before organization of GIRD in 1930 F. A. Tsander successfully tested 

the 0R-1 liquid-propellant rocket engine (Fig. 1.16), initially 

operating on gasoline and air. Later, on this engine there was 

tested metal-containing fuel. The engine developed up to 5 kg thrust. 

The engine combustion chamber was cooled by air, which was subse¬ 

quently used for burning of gasoline in the combustion chamber itself. 

In the engine there were provided replaceable nozzles, which 

permitted conducting different experiments. Numerous test firings 

were conducted on the 0R-1 engine. 
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Fig. 1.16. Diagram of 
OR-1 engine of F. A. 
Tsander's desigr. : 1 — 
spark plug; 2 — combus¬ 
tion chamber; 3 — fuel 
injector; 4 — nozzle. 

Fig. 1.17. OR-2 engine of F. A. Tsander's 
design on the testing stand. 

On the basis of obtained experience and theoretical developments 

there was proposed a program, extensive for that time, of works on 

creation of rocket engines, and the first step in its realization 

was the creation of liquid-propellant rocket engine OR-2 (Fig. 1.17) 

with 50 kg thrust, operating on gasoline and liquid oxygen. This 

engine was tested in 1933 even after the death of F. A. Tsander. 

Feeding of combustible and liquid oxygen to the engine chamber was 

carried out by their displacement from tanks by gaseous nitrogen, 

which was produced by vaporization of liquid nitrogen by heating 
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the tank. Oxygen, entering the engine, was preliminarily vaporizod 

in two vaporizers and then directed to a jacket for cooling the 

combustion chamber. From the cooling Jacket through slits in the 

combustion chamber walls it was introduced into the chamber, fuel 

was atomized by injectors located in the engine head. In the OR-2 

engine a cryogenic (low-boiling) oxidizer - liquid oxygen, was used 
for the first time in the world. 

In 1933 on the basis of GDL and GIRD in Moscow there was created 

the Rocket Scientific Research Institute (RNII), which as a basis 

for its works used the problem of development of theory and design 

of flight vehicles using the jet principle for their motion. The 

institute united enthusiasts working in the field of rocket-building, 

end contributed to a further stage of development of domestic rocket' 
technology. 

Fig. 1.18. Soviet engine 
ORM-65: 1 — head; 2 — fuel 
feed tube; 3 — fuel manifold; 
4 — rib-cooled combustion 
chamber; 5 -- rib-cooled nozzle; 
6 — oxidizer swirl injector; 
7 — electric spark plug for 
ignition of explosive charge. 

After creation of RNII the active members of the gas-dynamic 

laboratory group continued the development of liquid-propellant 

rocket engines. In I936 there was created the ORM-65 engine (Fig. 

I.I8), operating on nitric acid and kerosene. The engine developed 

up to 175 kg thrust, had specific thrust of 210 units and withstood 

repeated launching, which should be considered a good result for 

that time. The engine was installed on the 212 winged rocket 

(Fig. I.19) of S. P. Korolev's design. This rocket had a gross -./eight 

of 210 kg, and payload weight 30 kg. Design flight range was 

calculated at 50 km. Engine was installed on a frame in the tail 
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Fig. 1.19. Soviet 212 
winged rocket: 1 - winged 
rocket on catapult trolley, 
2 — trolley booster; 3 — 
catapult rail. 

section and was enclosed by a metal visor for protecting the rocket 

control vanes from fire. Feed of propellant components to the 

engine was pressurized. There were conducted ground and flight 

tests of the engine, which gave positive results. During the 

Patriotic War liquid-propellant rocket engines began to be installed 

on aircraft for takeoff boost and increase of their maneuverability. 

Thus, liquid-propellant jet engines RD-1, RD-lKh3, HD-2 and RD-3, 

developed by this group, were installed on Pe-2, Lk-3, La-7, Su-7 

aircraft and others. Lk-3 aircraft with the RD-lKh3 engine (Fig. 

1.20) passed flight tests in 19^5» showing a speed increase of I82 

km/h at an altitude of 7800 m. 

Fig. 1.20. RD-lKh3 engine 
installed on Lk-3 aircraft 
with cowling removed 
from engine. 

Gime NOT 
mzwii 
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Fig. 1.21. "GIRD-Kh" rocket. 

Another group, coming from the GIRD, worked on further improve¬ 

ment of the engines, using liquid oxygen as oxidizer. The group 

created a liquid-propellant rocket engine, which successfully passed 

bench tests in October of 1935. The engine operated on ethyl alcohol 

and liquid oxygen. There was obtained 75 kg thrust for 21 s. 

In November of 1933 a OIRD-Kh rocket {Fig. 1.21) with the shown 
engine successfully passed flight tests. 

Subsequently the group created the 12-k engine with 306 kg 

thrust, operating on alcohol and oxygen and having an uncooled ceramic 

nozzle, and the RDA-I-I50 engine, operating on nitric acid and 

kerosene. In particular, a rocket aircraft (Fig. 1.22) of S. P. 

Korolevs design with the RDA-I-150 engine successfully accomplished 

the first flight 11 February I939 piloted by F. A. Fedorov. 

Subsequently a liquid-propellant rocket engine was Installed 

on a rocket aircraft of V. F. Bolkhovitinovs design. The first 

successful flight of this aircraft was in 15 May 19^2 piloted by 
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G. Ya. Bakhchivandzhi. This was the first rocket fighter airplane 

in the world. 

Another group of colleagues of the GIRD, directed by M. K. 

Tikhonpavov, developed the original Jet engine, which launched one 

of the first GIRD-09 rockets in August of 1933. This engine belonged 

to the category of combination (hybrid) engines operating on solid 

propellant and liquid oxidizer. The engine operated on solid gasolin* 

(solution of rosin in gasoline) and liquid oxygen. Solid gasoline 

was located directly in the combustion chamber. Vaporization of 

oxygen was attained by its heating by propellant combustion products, 

and at the moment of engine starting — by combustion of a special 

explosive charge, which served for ignition of propellant in the 

chamber. 

M. K. Tikhonravov's rockets with liquid-propellant rocket 

engines accomplished a number of successful flights in 193^, and 

in 1935 one of them reached an altitude of several kilometers. 

Thus, the above mentioned brief review of the works of Soviet 

scientists in the area of rocket technology attests ;o wide span of 

research in the creation and practical use of liquid-propellant 

rocket engines. 

Along with the above-indicated works of domestic scientists, 

in the second decade of the XX century the first research in 

theoretical questions of space flight appeared abroad, then both 

liquid and solid-propellant rockets. 

Among the western scientists, dedicating their work to the 

shown problems, one should name R. Esnault-Pelteri*. (France), whose 

first works appeared in print in 1913, and R. Goddard (United States) 

starting his works in 1915 and later creating several types of 

liquid-propellant meteorological rockets, and also Germans H. Oberth 

and E. Sänger (Austria), who made great contributions to the theory 

of rocket flight. 
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The reatlon of llquld-propellant guided rockets (V-2) by the 

<enaans during WV II appeared significant for their time. 

In postwar years In the Soviet Union there was mastered an 

entire series of models of combat ballistic missiles, and also 

meteorological, and geophysical liquld-prop.ll.nt rockets, with the 

aid of which there was conducted an extensive program of upper- 
atmosphere research. 

Nineteen hundred and fifty-seven entered the history of mankind 

as the year of the successful launching of an artificial earth 

satellite. After the first satellite followed no less magnifient 

achievements, such as the launching of heavy artificial earth and 

sun satellites, circling the moon and photographing Its dark surface 

and, finally, putting artificial earth satellites with animals Into 
orbit and their safe landing. 

All these successes permitted the Soviet Union for the first 

time in the history of man to carry out manned space flight. On 

12 April 1961 Major Yu. A. Gagarin rose into space aboard the 

spaceship "Vostok," accomplished flight around earth and safely 
returned. 

On 6 August 1961 there was carried out a new launching of the 

spaceship "Vostok-2" with cosmonaut 0. S. Titov, who accomplished 
17 orbits around the earth. 

In August 1962 for the fiïst time in the world there was 

accomplished a formation flight of two spaceships "Vostok^” and 

Vostok-V piloted by pilots-cosmonauts A. 0. Nikolayev and 
P. R. Popovich. 

M In June 1963 there was macJe another formation flight on ships 

Voetok-5 and Vostok-ó" with board pilots-cosmonauts V. F. Bykovskiy 

and V. V. Tereshkova-Kikolayeva aboard, where for the first time in 

the world the spaceship was controlled by a woman. 



Or. 12 October 1964 for the first time In the world tho three- 

seated piloted craft "Voskhod-l" was placed In orbit; aboard the 

craft was a crew consisting of pilot-cosmonaut V. M. Komarov, cra.*t 

commander, scientific colleague-cosmonaut K, P. Feoktistov, and 

physician-cosmonaut B. B, Yegorov. 

In March 1965 there was accomplished a successful flight of the 

spaceship "Voskhod-2" with pilots-cosmonauts P, I. Belyayev and 

A. A. Leonov. During this flight for the first time in the world 

there was accomplished the egress of a man from the spaceship into 
space. 

Successful spaceship flights give the possibility of deeply 

Investigating a number of new geophysical problems and studying the 

problem of manned flight in space. 

In February 1966 there was carried out a soft landing of the 

vioviet automatic station "Luna-t*” on the surface of the moon, after 

two months the Soviet automatic station "Luna-10" was placed into 

a circumlunar o.-bit - creating the first artificial moon satellite 

in the world, '„’hese flights were the first steps in the practical 

mastering of other planets of the solar system. 

In a comparatively short period of development the contemporary 

liquid-propellant rocket engines reached large perfection. Propulsion 

systems are created for aircraft of various assignment. Engines 

are made which satisfy the most various operational requirements 

with different fuel feed systems, sharply differing both with respect 

to schematic diagrams and in terms of structural elements. There 

are developed engines which operate on various propellant components, 

both high-boiling and low-boiling (cryogenic). 

At present liquid-propellant rocket engines continue to be 

developed and improved In the direction of increase of specific 

thrust, decrease of specific gravity and dimensions, increase of 

their reliability both in conditions of circumterrestrial and in 

the space zone of operation of rocket vehicles of the most diverse 

assignment. 
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Footnotes 

v.ei<rhIhÕfr?íí0^LÍ?ry‘t d?r*i°P«0 »>y the engine to the Lunch 
ig^t of the rocket is called the thrust-to-welght ratio. 

*F. A. Tsander. 
Oboronglt, 1947. 

[Problem of Flight by Rocket Vehicles]. 
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CHAPTER TI 

THERMODYNAMIC AND OAS-DYNAMIC FUNDAMENTALS OF THE WORKING 
PROCESS IN THr COMBUSTION CHAMBER 

Basic output parameter of a liquid-propellant rocket engine i:; 

reactive force of the working medium flowing from the nozzle box. 

Usually at the nozzle box exit the working medium Is in gaseous 

state and the reactive force of the outflowing gas Jet is basically 

determined by the mass flow rate per second of the working medium 

and the exit velocity, reached at nozzle exit. 

At the prescribed flow rate per second of the working medium 

the reactive force will be greater, the higher the value of exit 

velocity of working medium from the nozzle box that is attained. 

In basic types of existing liquid-propellant rocket engines the 

chemical energy of propellant is first converted into thermal, and 

then into kinetic energy of the outflowing gas Jet. Therefore, the 

attainable value of exhaust velocity (besides the degree of per¬ 

fection of the propulsion system) is determined by propellant chemical 

energy reserve and its thermodynamic properties, and also by 

conditions of conversion of one form of energy into another. 

Usually the energy conversion conditions are determined by the 

design configuration of the propulsion system of liquid-propellant 

rocket engines and prescribed pressure limits, in which thermodynamic 

processes are carried out. 

The purpose of thermodynamic and gas-dynamic analysis is determin¬ 

ing optimum conditions of energy conversion and calculating the 
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C ange of working medium parameters along the propulsion system 

ducts. Such a problem 1, very comples. since as the working medium 

s necessary to be concerned not with Individual substances In 

but ;™ °f hCh'"1C!,Uy lnert or 6a.es of constant composition, 
1th combustion products. In which during motion along the ducts 

' combustion chamber and nestle bos at high temperature there 

continuously occur various chemical reactions, changing the 

composition and properties of these real working mediums. Therefore, 

n addition to the determination of usual thermodynamic parameters 

. . V an flow rate w there appears the problem of finding com¬ 

position and thermodynamic properties of reacting combustion products. 

Theoretical analysis of phenomena Is complicated by the fact 

-hat motion of working media occurs at high velocities, reaching 

..ound propagation velocity and supersonic speed, at which the time 

„ e reactlon Products stay In combustion chamber and In nozzle boxes 

K-comes very small, measured In thousandths of a second. Por this 

reason we are not able to establish equilibrium states between 

thermodynamic parameters and the properties of working media. 

In most cases, when perceptible disturbances of equilibrium 
appear (especially In chemical reactions), the degree of this non- 

evaluation" 1S Ind'termlnate- r0t Preliminary theoretical 

herefore, the basic theoretical scheme for thermodynamic 

calculations provides the assumption that all processes are 

equilibrium. Such a method In application respect Is accessible 

for conducting analyses, and by It there are performed most 

engineering calculations. 

In cases when assumptions on possible nonequllibrium are especially 

weighty, there are conducted additional thermodynamic calculation, 

with allowances for extreme limiting cases of complete absence of 

equilibrium with respect to all or separate parameters. 
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A comparison of the results of these two limiting calculation 

schemes can he evaluated in terms of how strongly one or another 

form of nonequilibrium may have an influence, and the comparison 

of computed values of parameters with data of engine tests gives the 

possibility of selecting the final method for calculations. 

In spite of the complexity of phenomena. In liquid-propellant 

rocket engine theory there is developed a method for carrying out 

thermodynamic and gas-dynamic calculations, available for engineering 

practice, in which there are used calculation formulas initially 

obtained for idealized nonreactive working media. Such formulas 

can easily be derived by known thermodynamic and gas dynamic methods. 

In basic regularities, utilized by thermodynamics and gas dynamics 

(equations of state of working medium, equations of conservation of 

energy, inseparability and force pulse), properties of various 

gases are considered by a small quantity of physical quantités, which 

include molecular weight p, gas constant Ru, heat capacities c , 

CV* heat caPaclty ratio k ■ cp/cv and sound propagation velocity a. 

For ideal media of the same chemical composition these physical 

quantités are taken as constant and during integration of fundamental 

equations are carried as integral sign. 

As applied to real reacting working media with variable physical 

properties and variable chemical composition, such a method of 

Integration of fundamental equations will turn out to be approximate. 

This is a methodical assumption, which is justified by accessibility 

of conclusions and simplicity of obtained analytic dependences, 

making it easy to use them in the aprlied purposes. 

Loss of calculation accuracy with such a method of integration 

Is inevitable, however it is compensated to a considerable degree 

by the fact that in obtained final calculation equat .ons it again 

turns out to be possible to introduce into consideration the variable 

values of physical properties, reflecting the behavior of real 

working media and combustion products of variable composition. 

Introduction of variable (or average) values of physical properties 



of the real »orkln« media Into 'Inal calculation formulae permits 

r nglng the calculation accuracy to the level of requirements of 
engineering problems. 

With the shown assumptions In this chapter there are examined 

analytic relationships between thermodynamic and gas-dynamic 

gase0u5 "orklne ««a. In these relationships the 
rklhg media are characterized only by their physical properties: 

Ut w* cv* cp» *t* anc* a* 

r„m.I>'t*rmln4tl0n °f th* enumerated physical properties for reacting 
combustion product, of variable chemical composition 1, performed 

in Chi , \rr th*n,0CheBlC*1 C,,1CUl“10"* »y the method discussed in Chapters VI and VII. 

* 1• Work! ^jng Media In a Liquid-Propellant Rocket 
Engine as Thermodynamic System-- 

Usually In propulsion system ducts there occurs motion of either 

quid or gaseous homogeneous working media. Only for combustion 

i: and ln n°zzle b0,,!8 ll la necessary to encounter heterogeneous 
om usuon products, being polyphase mixture, (gaseous, liquid aid 

solid components). 

,, "tructure of gas and liquid Is discrete, the gas and 

quid consist of molecules and atoms, which accomplish chaotic 

ermal motions Inside the moving flow mass. Displacements of atoms 

molecules from collision to another collision are determined 

y the value of the mean path of molecules, which depends on gas 

In conditions of ducts, along which there occur, motion of 

wor ing media In propulsion systems of Uquld-prcpellant rocket 

engines, the density Is so much greater that the gaseous working 

media can be considered as continuous media. To these media 

are attributed the following properties: Inside molar volumes of 

gas there occur chaotic motion and collision of atom, and molecules 

“ * chaotl<: thermal motion the separate particles can abandon 

the examined volume and be replaced by others, so that the overall 
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mass of partidas In this voltas* Is not ehanctd and such r*plac*ment 

of atoms and mol*eul*s Insld* ths voltas* affoots n*lth*r th* average 

chemical composition of partidos nor th* velocity distribution o^ 

thermal motion. 

Methods of phenomenological thermodynamics, used In liquid- 

prop*1 l*.rt rocket engine theory, permit being diverted from discrete 

structure of working medium, permit not considering the Internal 

molecul.ir structure and permit operating by macrophysical properties 

(such as pressure, temperature and so forth), characterising the 

total effects. 

This Is permissible If the studied volumes of substance are 

sufficiently great as compared to the dimensions of elementary 

particles and the distances between them, 1.*., when It may be 

assumed that In the considered volume there Is so many particles 

that distribution of their Individual parameters of state conforms 

to random functions of mass distribution (Maxwellian distribution 

for velocities of molecules and others). 

The presence of essential deviations from such distribution 

functions In gaseous working medium can be assumed at the nozzle 

box exit at very low gas density and with nonequilibrium processes. 

In such oases for description of the behavior of working medium 

it would be necessary to resort to methods of statistical 

thermodynamics, operating by Ideals of mlcrophyslcal nature (number 

and structure of various atoms, molecules and other particles, 

their mass and energy and so forth). 

Por th* majority of calculations in llquld-propellant rocket 

engines It Is necessary to be concerned with equilibrium processes 

at rather high gas density, therefore all basic theoretical 

relationships between parameters In the llquld-propellant rocket 

engine are derived on the basis of phenomenological thermodynamics, 

with description of th* working medium as a continuous medium. 
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Static thermodynamic methods are used only during theoretical 

calculations of tabular values of physical and thermodynamic 

properties of working media, such as heat capacity (at high 

temperature), internal energy, chemical equilibrium constants and 

so forth. It is necessary to resort to them in exceptional cases, 

in the absence of needed tabular data. 

During the study of the behavior of working medium in propulsion 

system ducts of liquid-propellant rocket engine it is considered 

as a thermodynamic system, limited by control surfaces. Most often 

as control surfaces there are considered the solid channel walls, 

along which motion of working medium occurs. 

For study there are selected certain molar volumes of gas, 

corresponding to one kilogram, one mole of working medium or any 

other quantity Nx, playing the role of a scale, at which it is 

permissible to consider the selected volume as a continuous medium. 

Inside the studied volume the properties and parameters of 

working medium are considered identical at all points. Subsequently, 

regularities for selected volume are extended to regularities of 

any mass of working medium, participating in processes of energy 

conversion in liquid-propellant rocket engines. 

Two forms of motion are inherent to this volume of working 

medium under conditions encountered in liquid-propellant rocket 
engines : 

1) displacement along propulsion system ducts as a solid body 
(mechanical motion); 

2) internal processes of transformation in the thermodynamic 

system Itself (inside the considered volume). 

Displacement along propulsion system ducts can occur under action 

of external forces (external influences), due to energy supplied 

to the examined system from outside, or under action of internal 

processes (due to expansion and other internal effects), due to 
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internal energy. 

In fuel feed lines, In combustion chambers and In nozzle boxe ï 

the flow Is considered as one-dimensional mechanical forward flow. 

In blade units there occurs mechanical rotation. 

Internal processes of transformations of working medium in 

liquid-propellant rocket engine conditions can be connected with 

change of forces of surface tension (atomization of liquid-propellant), 

with phase transformations (fusion, vaporization or condensation), 

with diffusion phenomena with thermal phenomena, with expansion or 

compression of gaseous working medium (compressibility of propellant 

in liquid state is disregarded), with chemical reactions and change 

of mass of separate reactants (composition of combustion products), 

and with phenomena of perceptible thermal ionization (at combustion 

temperature over 5000°K). 

'The possibility of development of any form of displacements or 

internal motions of the material is called corresponding degree of 

freedom. 

The presence of a considerable number of degrees of freedom, 

especially in conditions of combustion chambers and nozzle boxes of 

liquid-propellant rocket engines, leads to the necessity of considering 

general equations, characterizing the behavior of working medium 

with mutual transformations of various forms of motion. 

Manifestation of each concrete form of motion is always connected 

with change of corresponding physical parameter X^, called coordinate : 

displacement (with mechanical forward motion), angle of rotation 

(during rotation), momentum k ■ mw (with kinetic displacement of 
system), moment of momentum Mk (with kinetic phenomena of rotation), 

height h (with displacement under action of gravitational forces), 

volume V (during expansion or compression of gas), entropy s (with 

thermal motion), mass of reactants M (during phase transitions and 

chemical reactions), surface f (with atomization of liquid into 

drops), electrical charge q (if electrical interactions are assumed) , 
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and so forth. 

Invariabllty or the absence of corresponding form of 

determined by constancy of the sho.n physical parameters 
Xj • const. 

motion are 

(coordinates ) 

In a thermodynamically Isolated system there is established 

equilibrium between various types of motions and change of these 

parameters is ceased. Thus, equilibrium states of the system are 

characterized by certain constant values of the shown parameters, 

which it is possible to call parameters of state. 

Appearance and development of each concrete form of motion is 

determined by the presence of corresponding propulsive force P 

roñí!nlla^: ,f0rce (Wlth lnechanlcal forward motion), moment of 
Mp urlng rotation of system), velocity w (with kinetic 

forward motion), angular velocity w (during kinetic rotation of 

ayateml, force of Inertia Y (with unateady forward motion), moment 

o Inertia force My (with unateady rotation), weight of body Q 

of ii'rr— phenoraena)> a-fa« tension o (with atomization 

chem Í ’ Pre"Ure P <Wlth e,panalon o'1 compression of gas), 
realtl potentlal * <d“rlng phase transitions and chemical 

ons , and absolute temperature T (with thermal phenomena). 

Thus, for each form of motion the presence of two conjugate 

values Is characteristic: propulsive force (potentlal) P. and 

physical parameter (coordinate) Xj. 1 

If the system Is limited by only one degree of freedom, then 

between these two conjugate values there exists functional connection 

(II.1) 

which is called equation of state. 

form of function Pj • ^(X^) is determined by properties of 

the system. By this equation ?1 is simply connected to X.. In 

order to determine the state of a system with one degree of freedom, 

t s sufficient to assign either the value of P1 or the value of X 
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Consequently, In this case potentials may also be called parameten, 

of state, as coordinate X^. 

All forms of motion are connected with conversions or transmission 

(exchange) of energy. Therefore, energy Is a general single measure 

for evaluating all forms of motion of matter. 

As a quantitative measure for evaluating all forms of motion 

without exception and interactions corresponding to them there is 

used the idea of generalized work, determined by equation 

^•>PtdXt, (II. 2) 

Concrete types of work have names corresponding to forms of 

motion: mechanical work, kinetic work (force of Impact or kinetic 

energy), thermal work (heat or thermal energy), chemical work (chemical 

energy), electrical work (electrical energy) and others. 

Behavior of working medium in concrete unit form of motion (at 

one degree of freedom) can be fully determined by equation of state 

of type (II.1) and by quantitative degree of motion, determined by 

equation (II.2). It la convenient to study various types of motion 

Fig. II.1. Representation 
of motion (process) In con¬ 
jugate coordinates: L - gen¬ 
eralized work, L - work of 

P 
gas expansion; Lq - thermal 

work (heat participating In 
the process). 

in corresponding conjugate coordinates of type » as ls shown 

in Fig. II.1, where parameters of state and value of work Lj - Jw 

during transition from state 1 to state 2 are easily presented 

graphically. 
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I!: 

.. ,,ul<1-Prol!*11®"t engine condltlone the etudled eyetem 

ueuelly he, several degree, of freedom for v.rlou, type, of motion, 

n this case finding the eonneetlon, between potential, p. and 

parameter, Xj 1« complicated becau.e the different type, of motion 
turn out to be interconnected. 

Generally for 1 degree of freedom of Internally connected form, 
of motion, instead of equation (II l) the wuanon Vii.ii the system of equations of 
state will be written so: 

. Xf ); 

“ /■( X|. X^... Xi ); 

Pi-fi(XvXt...Xt). 
(II.3) 

Por each degree of freedom the quantitative measure of corre- 

spending form of motion will be generalized wneir *****.** 
/ TT ^ generanzea work according to equation 
(II.2), and quantitative appraisal of mutual transitions of one 

form of motion Into another 1, established In accordance with law of 
conservation of energy : 

for isolated system 

du-<y. (il.M 

with external influences 

«/ -1 di„ 
(II.5) 

where dl’ - change of Internal energy of system; - sum of works 

of external Influences with respect to all possible degrees of 
freedom . 

Equation, of state (II.3) and equation of conservation of energv 

If the ni", T'' PrOPerty °f the matter- aPp«rln« interconnection of the most diverse forms of motion of matter. 
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The difference between these two types of fundamental equations 

consists of the fact that equations of state are connected with t le 

mechanism of internal interconnection of various phenomena, but 

equation of conservation of energy touches only the quantitative aide 

of energy transformation. 

Detailed explanation of the mechanism of internal interconnection 

for many possible degrees of freedom, i.e., determination of 

equations of state in general form, as they are written In system 

(11.3), is not possible. Some equations of state are known for 

three degrees of freedom, but they are very complex and are not used. 

For application purposes the equations of state must be simplified, 

i.e., in the basis of study there must be placed simplified concepts 

of the mechanism of Interconnection of various phenomena. Such 

simplifications are based on the fact that certain Internal connections 

between various phenomena are very perceptible and others are less 

noticeable, and in certain conditions it is possible to disregard 

them. 

As an example let us consider the motion of ideal gas at three 

degrees of freedom: for gas expansion, for thermal motion of 

molecules and for forward kinetic motion of gas as a continuous 

medium. Designations of potentials, coordinates and generalized 

works for this case are listed in the following table: 

Type of motion 

Gas expansion 

Thermal motion 

Forward kinetic 
motion as con¬ 
tinuous medium 

Potential 
(propulsive force) 

Pressure 

Temperature 
P2 - T 

Velocity . 

Coordinate 

(physical 

parameter) 

Specific 
volume 

X1 “ v 
Entropy 
x2 - S 

Momentum 
mw 

Generalized 
work 

Work of ex¬ 
pansion 
dLx ■ pdv 

Thermal influ¬ 
ence 
dL2 - dQ » Tds 

Kinetic energy 
dL. wdk 

wd(mw) » 

d(mw2/2) 
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The system of equations of state (II.3) i„ this case should have 
been written in general form so: 

Pt w* T ft (u; S', *); 
ps . . /, (IT, 5; A). 

For simplification of equations of state It Is assumed that the 

mechanism of thermal motion of atoms and molecules does not depend 

whether all the gas mass moves as a continuous medium or It Is 

not displaced, l.e., one degree of freedom of kinetic motion 1» 

considered not connected with mechanisms of thermal motion and gas 

expansion. Then the simplified system of equations of state (II.3) 
will look so: 

P - fi fa S); 

r-/«(p;S); 

»-/•(*). 

In the fir.t two equations of this system there is reflected the 

connection of only two degrees of freedom for thermal motion and gas 

expansion, and the third equation corresponds to one unconnected 

degree of freedom of the kinetic motion of gas mass as a whole body. 

By exclusion of variables the first two equations can be 

reduced to one. More often from the number of variables In equation 

of state we exclude entropy, which Is Impossible to measure directly 
by Instruments, then we Obtain equation 

P-Kr-T), 

Which for gas <s sufficiently studied and accessible for practical 

Simplified equations of state introduce some error Into 
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calculations, however the overall results of calculations can be 

satisfactory with practical accuracy, since the quantitative appraisal 

of transitions of one form of motion into another is principally 

based on the application of equations of conservation of energy, 

which do not Jepend on concepts of mechanism of motion. Similar 

simplifications of equations of state are made in examining the 

interconnection between other phenomena. In particular, it is 

considered that chemical phenotrena do not affect the mechanism of 

thermal motion of particles, making up the gaseous working medium, 

gravitational forces also do not affect thermal motion and so forth. 

In liquid-propellant rocket engine theory the most complex 

calculations are thermodynamic and gas-dynamic during motion of 

combustion products which are nechanlcal mixtures of various gases 

with impurity of solid and liquid particles. Between the components 

of such a mixture there can occur chemical reactions and mutual 

transformations . 

When describing the oehavicr of combustion products it is 

considered that in the entire mixture each gas and the condensed 

particles keep their individuality. This assumption is spread to 

the behavior of ionized combustion products, which can be formed 

during application of advanced high-energy propellants or with the 

presence of substances with low thermal ionization potential in the 

composition of propellant. 

In homogeneous gas mixture, not containing condem.ed particles, 

each component is assigned: individual partial pressure p1, individual 

molecular weight or specific gas constant 1^, inolvidual values 

of heat capacity Cvl and entropy Sj. However, temperature T and 

velocity of kinetic motion w in the studied molar volume of homogeneous 

gas mixture are con-^dered identical for all the components. 

Composition of ouch mechanical mixture of various gases is 

assigned in the following forms: 

I 

1) by concentration by weight 
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(II.6) 

i* ) by molar concentrations 

3) by concentration, by vol™. rt, repre.entlng the dlmen.lonle.. 

o of number of mole, of 1 component N to the number of mole, 

of the entire mixture N ■ IN1: 

(II.8) 

o the entire homogeneous gas mixture there are assigned general 

parameters: pressure of mixture p - volume of mixture v - Ev 

number of moles of all gases in the volume of the mixture N - EN ^ 

temperature T and velocity w. 1* 

Purthernore, the idea la Introduced concerning some apparent 

molecular weight of the mixture, determined by formula 

*“*r (II.9) 

Universal gas constant Ru - 1.985 cal/mole-deg Is extended to 

all the homogeneous mixture, and specific gas constant of mixture 

R cal/Kg.deg is calculated through apparent molecular weight of the 
ml if tur»* • 

#-.½. - 
e 

I.WSp 

* 1*4 Pi (II.10) 

Entropy S, Internal energy U and enthalpy I of all the homogeneous 

r heterogeneous mixture of combustion product, are ca'culated on the 

basis of the property of energy additivity so: 
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For one mole Por one kilogram 

(II.11) 

(11.12) 

(11.13) 

Heat capacity of reacting combustion proaucta la determined In 

a somewhat more complicated manner, as la described In the following 

section. 

In heterogeneous combustion products, containing solid and liquid 

particles, the condensed comporenta differ from properties of gases. 

Therefore, parameters of the state of gaseous combustion products 

Including solid and liquid phates, are calculated under the following 

additional assumptions. 

1. Volumes occupied by solid or liquid phases are assumed equal 

to zero, slice the content of these components in the overall volume 

of gaseous iroducts is small, and their specific gravity Is two- 

three orders greater as compared to gas. Such an assumption Is 

Identical to that, which disregards the volume of molecules themselves 

In Ideal gases. 

2. Partial pressures of solid and liquid particles in gasesour 

combustion products are also considered equal to zero. 

3. Overall pressure in heterogeneous mixture Is equal to the sum 

of partial pressures of gaseous components. 
» 

The gaseous part of heterogeneous mixture of combustion 

products satisfies equation of state for Ideal gases. 

5. Content of solid and liquid phases is estimated by their 

weight or molar concentration. 
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6. During calculations of equilibrium states it Is assumed 

that solid particles are so small In dimensions that they succeed 

in acquiring the velocity and temperature of gas flow. It Is consid¬ 

ered that this assumption under liquid-propellant rocket engine 

conditions is Justified with particle dimensions not exceeding 

5*10“^ mm. 

With large dimensions of condensed particles there are performed 

comparative calculations in the assumption of limiting cases of 

nor equilibrium in heterogeneous mixture: 

a) with thermal nonequilibrium between condensed particles and 

gas, when the temperature of solid and liquid particles does not 

follow changes of gas temperature and remains constant; 

b) with dynamic nonequilibrium, when the velocity of condensed 

particles does not follow changes of gas velocity and remains 

constant. 

The first of the assumptions that volume of condensed phase is 

equated to rero (vK ■ 0), is sometimes not made. Then to equations 

of state there is introduced not the entire volume of mixture v, 

but the difference of volumes (v - v ). With this there are obtained 
1* 

solutions admissible for use, although more complex. 

The working meaium as a thermodynamic sjstem, separated from the 

environment by control surfaces, disposes various forms of internal 

motion of matter and, consequently, has determinate energy. It Is 

accepted to call this energy internal. 

It is rather difficult to find the absolute value of internal 

energy. However, for technical calculations it is important to 

know only the components of internal energy which participate during 

transformations of motions under liquid-propellant rocket engine 

conditions. 

Such components in reacting combustion products are intenal 

thermal energy u and internal energy of physical or chemical 



transformations (change of state of matter, dissociation, ionisation 

and so forth) of substances, which we will call chemical interna* 

energy and designate by U « 

The measure of internal thermal energy u is temperature 

T 

(II.1J') 

where cy - heat capacity of individual substance. 

By internal chemical energy of individual substance there 

is meant the heat of formation Qcgp of given substance from certain 

parent substances, taken in conditional standard state. If heat 

is expended during formation of substance, then it Is considered 

that Internal energy of the forming substance is gr-ater by the 

value of heat of formation. 

Consequently, by total internal energy of individual substance, 

participating in transformation processes of motions under 

liquid-propellant rocket engine conditions, we will mean the sum of 

(11.14) 

Reference system of total internal energy for individual 

substances is constructca analogous to reference system of total 

enthalpies, examined in Chapter VI. 

Total Internal energy for one mole (one kilogram) of reacting 

combustion products can be calculated by equation (11.12). 

On the other hand, analogous to (11.13*) the change of total 

internal energy dU can be written through heat capacity of the entire 

mixture of reactants so 

d(/ -c,dT (11.15) 
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Thus, change of total internal energy or the examined system 

with temperature is connected through heat capacity of the mixture 

of reactants cv* This connectioh is simple only for equilibrium 

processes, when in accordance with temperature change the saturation 

of energy levels of atoms and molecules (energy equilibrium) is 

changed and répétions of dissociation occur until reaching chemical 

equllibilun between the composition of combustion products and 
temperature. 

Value of heat capacity of reacting working medium, which 

connects the change of total internal energy with temperature 

change in equilibrium processes, is called equilibrium heat capacity. 

In nonequilibrium processes the heat capacity can take different 

values depending on the degree of nonequilibrium. 

During analyses of limiting cases of total chemical nonequilibrium, 

when the composition of gases does not follow the temperature change 

and remains constant, and into consideration of total energy non¬ 

equilibrium there is Introduced the concept of so-called limiting 

nonequilibrium heat capacity, which is designated by c8 with 

indication of the form of nonequilibrium motion. Such^eat capacity 

is sometimes called "frozen" heat capacity. 

i 2. Déterminâtlon^of Properties of Reacting 

As was noted above, in final calculation formulas the properties 

of working media are described by values of gas constant R, values 

of heat capacities cy and cp, s^und propagation velocity and index 

of adiabatic process, representing the ratio of heat capacities 

k " Vv 
Let us consider determination of these properties of reacting 

combustion products in reference to combustion chambers and nozzle 

boxes of liquid-propellant rocket engines. 
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Homogeneous Oas System 

Heat capacity c for indlvicual substances 
V1 

(11.16) 

is listed in tabular values of thermodynamic properties. 

For a reacting gas mixture the value of equilibrium heat capacity 

cy can be determined by proceeding from the idea of total internal 

energy: 

(11.17) 

On the basis of (11.12) for one mole (N ■ 1) it is possible to 

write 

Whence we obtain the final formula for determining equilibrium 

heat capacity of one mole of reacting combustion products 

(11.19) 

In this formula c and U. are tabular values of heat capacity 
vi 1 

and internal energy of individual substances. 

In the entire reacting mixture there occurs change of the number 

of moles of components ^ due to chemical reactions or other trans¬ 

formations. Therefore, in equation (11.19) values of N1 enter under 

the sign of derivative 
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Thus, for determination of equilibrium value of heat capacity 

of the reacting thermodynamic System cv, besides tabular values of 

cv and U, for individual compor»nts it is preliminary required to 

find the ml*ture ratio, assigned by and values of partial 

derivatives for each component. 

Methods of finding the composition of reacting working medium 

and values of partial derivatives of type are discussed in 

Chapter VI during calculations of combustion In the chamber and out 

flow of combustion products from the nozzle box. 

it is simple to note that with constant composition of working 

medium u - const and -^--0 the second term in equation (II 19) 
vanishes. 

Consequently, when in the method of calculations it is assumed 

to estimate the limiting case of complete chemical nonequilibrium 

or we are concerned with ideal nonreacting gases, then for this 

case the heat capacity of the mixture will be determined so: 

(11.20) 

Here in the sense of NJ the constants and such heat capacity of 

the mixture can be called heat capacity of the chemically frozen 
process. 

In calculation practice for determining the equilibrium heat 

capacity of reacting combustion products we most frequently use 
approximate formula 

(11.21) 

which differs from exact equation (11.19) by the fact that for 

simplification of calculations there is dropped the term containing 

partial derivative of form (-^),. however the composition of gao, 

determined by values of ^ - var, is taken variable, changing stably. 
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This gets rid of the necessity of finding partial derivatives, which 

gets rid of half the labor Input for calculating the composition cf 

combustion products. 

Tabular /alues of heat capacity c and Internal energy U. for 
V1 

individual components of the mixture correspond to energy equilibrium 

conditions over all the energy levels of molecules and atoms of this * 

substance. Moreover, in thermal processes there appears total heat 

capacity of the given individual substance wdich is composed 

of heat expenditures for different types of intramolecular and 

intratomic motions in atoms and molecules of this substance- 

+V*+C'.~-+C'm +*•• (11.22) 

Limiting energy nonequlllbrlum is the name for the process of 

intramolecular motion when, besides forward motion end rotation of 

molecules c. and c. , all other energy levels (oscillations 
ttoct ^ipam 

of atoms Cj^ , electronic levels c^ and so forth) are not 
icojieö ** 

excited and turn out to be as If "frozen,’ l.e., are not 

participating in the process. 

Then heat capacity of the individual substance, manifested in 

the limiting energy nonequilibrium process, will comprise only the 

sum of two components 

With sufficient accuracy c* can be estimated by the molecular- 
vi 

kinetic theory of heat capacityT 

~ -J- (Íboct + *•**») ** * (Wi + If")’ (11.2¾) 

where inoCT ~ number of steps of forward motions dnoCT - 3); iBpani ~ 

number of steps of rotations, which depends on atomicity and the 

structure of molecules. 
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Consequently, when In the method of appraisal calculations It 

Is proposed to examine the limiting case of total chemical nonequlllb- 

rUun and simultaneously total energy nonequlllbrlum of intramolecular 

motions, then for this case it is necessary to take the heat capacity 

of the double form of nonequlllbrium for gas mixture 

•• 

(11.25) 

Value of heat capacity at constant pressure cp for reacting gases 

can be determined analogously, as for heat capacity at constant 

volume, with the difference that Instead of total internal energy U 

is considered total enthalpy of working medium I: 

" (ir)wt * (11.26) 

Corresponding calculation formulas will take the following 

expressions : 

: (11.27) 

(11.28) 

(11.29) 

(11.30) 

The Meyer formula is known in thermodynamics; it connects the 

difference of heat capacities cp and cy with the value of gas 

constant Ry. It should be borne in mind that this formula is 

accurate only for ideal nonreacting gases or in the case of limiting 

chemical nonequilibrium, therefore it can be written: 

¢+ If f* rí 1 

1.985 iST?T3ig- (11.31) 

For equilibrium heat capacities in reacting gas the exact 

expression of this formula for one mole of mixture will be 

-Ic,,*;; 
ï-ïc-N]. 
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(Il.jJ) 

If w* use approximate formulas (11.21) and (11.28) for calculation 

of equiliorium heat capacities In reacting gas, then It Is possible 

to write that with the same approximation 

1,985. rTT, 

Ratio of heat capacities k ■ ^ , important for the use of 

thermodynamic formulas, will differ, depending on calculation 

conditions, Just as equilibrium and "frozen" heat capacities differ. 

Exact expression of this index for equilibrium processes in 

reacting gases will be 

«#+2/i(4Sr) 
-for one mole. 

-..+21/,(-¾ 
(11.34) 

If we use approximate formulas for equilibrium heat capacities 

(11.21) and (11.28), then the approximate value of k in this case 

will be 

X_ c* _ Ie», . , 1.985 

*• 2vv‘ % 

For limiting nonequilibrium processes 

(11.35) 

k* 

Velocity of sound a is determined by relationship 

(11.36) 

a* * 
(11.37) 

where index s indicates the constancy of entropy. 
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Exact expression for velocity of sound in equilibrium reacting 

combustion products will be 

(11.38) 

where R —- specific gas constant of mixture in kg-m/kg-deg. 

By disregarding the terms with partial derivatives, we will 

obtain the approximate value of magnitude ã: 

5' » kgRT. 
(11.39) 

Accordingly for limiting nonequilibrium processes 

(„•)• « k*gR*Ti (a**)* - k**gR*T, 
(11.40) 

848 
where R» - —^ _ specific gas constant, calculated by molecular 

weight of the mixture of ’'frozen" chemical composition. 

Figure II.2 shows change of equilibrium heat capacity of hydrogen 

depending on the temperature at various pressures, in accordance 

with exact formula (11.27) — solid curves. As can be seen on the 

graph, equilibrium heat capacity of reacting gas cp sharply increases 

in the region of intense dissociation and reaches maximum value where 

there occurs the most intense change of number of moles when(-^-) -= ma 

The dashed line on this figure shows change of heat capacity c 

according to approximate formula 11.28. P 

In figure II.3 as an example there Is shown change of other 

physical properties during dissociation and ionization of hydrogen 

for pressures 10 [atm(abs.)]. In regions of intense dissociation 

and Intense ionization for hydrogen index k turns out to be less 

than k by 20-25%» and velocity of sound a is less than ä by 10-15)1. 
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Pig. II.2. Change of heat 
capacity of dissociating 
hydrogen, taken In a quantity 
of 1 mole of Initial molecular 
hydrogen. 

Fig. II.3. Comparison of 
equilibrium values of thermo¬ 
dynamic properties of dissocia¬ 
ting or ionizing hydrogen at 
various temperatures, determined 
by exact formula (a and K) and_ 
by approximate formula (a and k). 

During calculations of gas exit velocity from the nozzle w and 

specific engine thrust with the use of exact value of k or approximat 

value of Ic the difference in calculations can be 0.5-1.0Ï. 

Absolute values of heat capacity cp according to exact formula 

and cp according to approximate formula, as can be seen on Fig. II.2, 

can differ by several times. However, absolute values of heat 

capacities do not directly enter calculation formulas for specific 

thrust. The large difference of cp and cp can essentially affect 

calculations on heat exchange in reacting gases, where this 

circumstance should be emphasized. 

Properties of Heterogeneous Combustion Products 

During assumptions with respect to the behavior of heterogeneous 

mixtures, specified in § 1, heat capacities of the entire mixture of 

reacting combustion promets, containing solid and liquid particles, 



can be calculated by the same formulas as for homogeneous mixtures 

which are examined above. In reference to heterogeneous working 

media the overall heat capacity of the entire mixture c Is spilt 

Into two parts: heat capacity of all condensed particles ck. If 

we designate the content of all condensed particles by concentrât!» 

by weight gk, then for specific gravity heat cg of heterogeneous 

mixture 

(11.41) 

(11.42) 

If in the rapidly occuring processes of change of the parameters 

of gas state the solid particles do not entirely change their 

temperature, then this suggests limiting thermal nonequilibrium of 

motion of condensed phase. In this case the heat capacity of solid 

phase drops from equations (11.41) and (11.42), and they acquire 

the following appearance: 

K)' ‘O 

K)' - -*«)v 
(11.43) 

Gas constant in the presence of condensed phase 

(II.4 

A; thermal nonequilibrium of condensed phase the gas constant 

In the case of propagation of action of usual gas-dynamic 

equations to flow of heterogeneous mixtures let us write expression 

for adiabatic index kg in such a mixture. From formulas (11.41), 

(11.42), and (11.44) we obtain 

* 

(11.45) 



With limiting thermal nonequilibrium of motion of condensed 

phase 

(II.JJ6) 

Real flows of heterogeneous combustion products are characterized 

by the average value of the relationship of kcp between and k. 

Velocity of sound in such mixtures is determined by the gas phase 

S 3. Equations of State of Working Media 

In spite of the presence of chemical reactions, it is assumel tha* 

gaseous working media satisfy equation of state of ideal gas in the 

form 

pV-NRJ. (11.^7) 

where - universal gas constant, equal to 1.985 kcal/mole«deg. 

This equation is extended to the entire homogeneous gas mixture. 

In such a mixture for each individual gas in conditions of 

equilibrium it is possible to write the particular equation of state 

so: 

ptV-NtRJ, (11.48) 

where — number of moles of i component. 

In these equations for reacting gases the number of moles N is 

variable, and in differential form the equation of state will look 

so: 

do . dV dN dT _fi 
T+~r~~a-r”° (11.49) 

In particular cases of 

chemical nonequilibrium in 

ideal nonreacting gas or with extreme 

reacting gas dN * 0, and then 
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dT 
(11.50) 

Frequently in calculations It la convenient to operate by 

parameters of state, pertaining to one kilogram of working 
medium 

Through specific parameters the equation of state is written so 

I 
or pu « /fr. 

(11.51) 

and in dlfferentitl form 

(11.52) 

For generality of solutions the behavior of gaseous combustion 

products, containing solid and liquid particles (heterogeneous media), 

describe the same mathematical form of equation of state as for 

ideal gases. This becomes possible during assumptions in connection 

with properties of heterogeneous systems, stipulated above in 5 1 of 

this chapter, and also taking into account equation (II.4ÍI). 

In this case for heterogeneous mixtures 

po-RJ-ll-gJJtr. (11.53) 

where Rg - specific gas constant for heterogeneous combustion products 
according to equation (II.il4). 

it 

With the shown assumptions it is considered that volume of 
condensed phase v ^ 0. 

1C 

To a certain degree the influence of concentration of condensed 

phase gK can be taken into consideration if the assumption is taken 

that vK - 0. Then it will be necessary to write the volume of 

y 
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gaseous phase in equation (11.53) In the form of the difference 

(v - v^), and the entire equation will be copied in the form 

*('-*.di. st) 

where ys specific gravity of the entire heterogeneous mixture; y 

specific gravity of substance of condensed phase. * 

In some cases, for example during calculations of throttling 

devices on gas lines, for exposure of Jule-Thomson effect, and also 

during calculations of vapor flow under conditions close to the 

saturation line, it is necejsary to resort to more accurate 

equations of the state of real gases and vapors such as van der Waal 
equations . 

Besides the value of gas constant R, in van der Waals equation 

of property of gases there are even considered coefficients a and b: 

(* + £)(•-*)-W. (11.55) 

Coefficients a and b are constants, depending on the nature of 

working medium, but not on parameters of state. 

Usually these coefficients are determined for each gas through 

its critical parameters pR and T T taking into account ga* 

constant R in the following way: 

and • (11.56) 

Values of critical parameters are listed in tabular data. 

5 Phenomena of Motion Transfer in Liquid-Propellant 
Rocket Engine Conditions * ^ 

Along the ducts of liquid-propellant rocket engine propulsion 

systems there occur transformations of various types of motion of 
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matter. Por quantitative appraisal of each type of motion there is 

the same measure - energy. Thus, energy is a single property of 

matter and all for^s of motion. During mutual transformations of 

various forms of m ’on the energy remains constant. 

However, Inasmuch as to energy, measuring the concrete forms of 

. motion, there are assigned corresponding names (kinetic energy, 

mechanical work, thermal energy or simply heat, chemical energy and 

, so forth), then instead of transformation of forms of motion we more 

frequently indicate conversion of one form of energy into another. 

Such terminology will be used further. 

Conversions of energy in various propulsion systems are examined 

on the basis of two thermodynamic methods: method of cycles (in 

reference to periodically operating machines) and method of flows 

(in reference to continuous conversion processes). 

The second method of flows is more Inherently connected with 

conditions in ZhRD propulsion systems. Therefore, the following 

discussion of fundamentals of thermodynamic calculations is based 

on the study of method of flows and transfer of motion forms. 

Phenomenon of transfer of substance or propagation of 

corresponding type of motion into the space or volume of the 

considered medium is called flow. 

As basic flow in liquid-propellant rocket engine conditions we 

consider motion of the mass of working medium along propulsion system 

ducts and in combustion chamber. Working medium is a carrier of 

several noticeable forms of motion of matter at once. Therefore, 

simultaneously with mass transfer of substance there is carried out 

transfer of types of motion peculiar to this mass, i.e., forms of 

energy. 

i 
Thus, conversion of forms of energy into each other occurs in 

flows, connected with transfer of mass of working medium along ducts 

and different forms of energy. Furthermore, through walls of channels 

or with the aid of units inserted in the basic flow there can be 
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carried out interaction of working medium with environment. These 

interactions are considered as transfer of corresponding forms of 

motion from the working medium to the environment, or conversely. 

Inside the studied volume of working mediun. flows can he considered 

as transfer phenomenon (interchange of various forms of motion by 

energy) between separate phases or particles, making up this medium. 

* 5. Energy Dissipation During Transfer Phenomena 

Por any motion the presence of conjugate physical quantités is 

obligatory: propulsion force (potential) and parameters of st'ite 

(coordinates) X^. Spontaneous transfer of mass or some form of 

motion of matter always occurs in the direction of decrease of 

corresponding propulsion force (potential) P^. 

A condition of any spontaneous transfer in the direction l is 

the presence o" propulsion force gradient 

(11.57) 

Thus, for example, flow of gas or liquid in the pipeline occurs 

in the direction of decrease oí propulsion force - pressure p, i.e., 

with the presence of pressure gradient along the length of the 

pipeline 4. Heat transfer in a solid body by thermal conductivity 

occuru in the direction of temperature decrease with the presence 

of gradient jf* 

Any transfer and transformation of energy are connected with 

dissipation phenomenon, which consists of the fact that all forms 

of energy during transfers and mutual transformations of forms of 

motion partially or completely change into thermal form of motion. 

This phenomenon is called Internal friction, inherent to each form 

of motion. 

A single measure of dissipation for any motion is so called 

generalized work of dissipative forces 
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dLtmtiU » PiäXl, (11.58) 

This work <lLw|CCJ|n is alwa-s negativej it changes into heat 

^awccwn’ ^slled dissipation heats 

dQtmt',m *■ — dL¿gKCM• . ( 11.59 ) 

In an overwhelming majority of cases dissipation heat Q 

goes into increase of internal thermal energy of the workingHmediurn. 
Only In certain cases can dissipation heat be discharged into the 
environment. 

Dissipation heat provides part of the useful forms of energy, 

changing them back into heat. The same role is played by friction 

on the walls of channels: the work of friction forces on the walls 

of channels dL changes into heat Q 
TP Tp 

Both these phenomena lead to increase of entropy along the gas 

flow path, which can be estimated so: 

^Q«r*cii» + dQrp 

-r- (11.60) 

Thus, in real cases flows always occur with increase of entropy, 

even if friction of working medium against channel walls is 
disregarded. 
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§ 6. General Form of Equation of Conservation of Energy 

Ir the theory of motion of working media along the ducts of 

liquid-propellant rocket engine propulsion systems there is considered 

stabilized one-dimensional flow- 

For the study of overall interconnections during transformations 

of energy in flow let us use a fixed system of coordinates, connected 

with the channel walls, about which the working medium as a 

continuous medium has velocity w. 

Fig. II.iJ. Diagram of 
motion of working medium 
in channel. 

For description of the flow of working medium in channe? we will 

select the thermodynamic system, limited on Fig. II.4 by solid walls 

of channel and control sections 1-1 and 2-2. 

Whixe formulating the equation of conservation of energy we 

will consider the following types of generalized operations in various 
forms of motion: 

1. Mechanical extrusion of mass of working medium along the 

channel was without taking into account compressibility, carried out 

due to the difference of ambient pressures dp at channel entrance 

and exit. Work of extrusion dG (kg) of working medium will be 

dL'r9 -a Pdx — Fdpdx « dVdp. 

For one kilogram 
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2. Work oí' deformation (compression or expansion) 

dL'm~pdV. and for 1 kg dL^-pdv. 

3. Generalized work of chemical transformations of components, 

making up the working medium: 

for 1 mole of individual substance 

for 1 mole of mixture of substances 

for 1 kg of working medium 

¿La* 

External thermal influence through channel walls 

dLq ■* dQ *= Tds, 

where s - specific value of entropy for 1 kilogram. 

5. External mechanical influence in the form of technical work, 

carried out by special devices (compressor or turbine) on path dl: 

for 1 kg of working medium dL,. 

6. Generalized work of kinetic motion (kinetic energy) of 

mass m 

for 1 kg of working medium 
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7. Work of dissipation LdLtHttn, and work of friction against wall 

on section dl for 1 kg of working medium. 

8. Corresponding heats of dissipation ZdQtmct„ and friction 

against walls LdQrp. 

9. Change of internal energy of thermal motion du. General 

law of conservation of energy according to equation (II.5) 

in the examined case taking into account terminology of signs of 

work and heat1 will be written In the following way: 

du + dLnH - - dLm9 - dL^ + dQ-dL1-dLam - 

+2 — 2 dL»»+2 ( 11.61 ) 

or 

dU + T^x'dN*~-odP~Pdo + Tds~dLt-d[-^. (11.62) 

In these equations the works and heats of dissipation and fric¬ 

tion can be omitted on the basis of (11.59). 

While applying the concept of total internal energy according 

to equation (11.14) for reacting working media, let us rewrite 

formula (11.62): 

dU ** — vdp — pdv + Tds — dL19 —d / -Ji J . ( 11.6 3 ) 

‘h'eat imparted to working medium is considered positive, 
and work negative. 

9 
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This equation of conservation of energy in flows is even more 

simplified if we consider that 

vdp + pdv » d {pv), 

and the sum of 

dl ~ dU + d{pv) ~ d(U + pv) 

represents change of total enthalpy. 

With introduction of function of total enthalpy we will obtain 

H-Tds-dL.-d^'j. ai.6U) 

Limiting simplification of writing the equation of energy for 

flows is attained with the use of function /„ called total 

enthalpy of stagnation; 

/.-£/ + *>+-£. (11.65) 

Then instead of (11.64) it is possible to write 

dUm.Tds-dLt, (11.66) 

and in the absence of technical work and heat exchange through walls 

(dQ-0 and dL, «= 0) there will be satisfied condition 

dltM.O, or /««canst. (II.6?) 

Sometimes for the description of processes in flows of working 

media we use a transient coordinate system, connected with the center 

of mass of the moving volume and travelling along the flow with the 

center of mass. 

In such a coordinate system the equation of energy for moving 

working medium (II.63) will be 
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dU “ ——p~ÍV -{• Tdt rfQjuccaa (11.68) 

or 

d/ »■ + vdp + Tds + dQaMCCMa. (11.69) 

Here in the right part of .;he equation for moving gas there 

is considered heat dQia<tmn from dissipation of kinetic energy and 

displacement work, since these works themselves do not take part in 

the fixed system of coordinates. 

For quiescent (W 0), but for reacting the equation of 

conservation of energy will be 

(11.70) dU *= —pdv + Tds 

or 

(11.71) d! ~vdp + Tds. 

As compared to equation (11.70) the presence of dissipation heat 

in the right side of equation (11.68) distinguishes the flow of 

working medium from processes in the closed fixed volume of the same 

medium. 

The application of equations (11.68) and (11.69), written in 

fixed system of coordinates, for the study of flows permits describing 

processes of internal transformations, while not going into details 

about mechanical and kinematic phenomena of displacement. 

§ 7. Mechanical Form of Equation of Conservation of Energy 

By subtracting equation (11.64) from equation (11.69), there 

can be obtained the formula of law of conservation of energy, which 

will contain only generalized works of some mechanical influences: 

vdp + dL, + </(-£) + - 0. (11.72) 
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Such a formula is called Bernoulli equation or equation of 

"kinetic energy". The application of mechanical form of law of 

conservation of energy permits describing the mechanical motion, 

while not touching the details of internal transformations of working 

medium. 

Integral form of Bernoulli equation 

(11.73) 

Difficulties in the application of Bernoulli equation consist of 

the fact that for determination of integral ^vdp - -forfp by process 

1-2 (see Pig. II.l|) it is necessary to have a mathematical description 

of the process (equation of polytropic type process, where index n 

is frequently unknown). At the same time, with integration of total 

equation of conservation of energy (II.6H) the necessity of determining 

index of process n drops. 

In a particular case for incompressible liquid (dv ■ 0) the 
Bernoulli equation is easily integrated 

(11.73') 

Formula (11.73') can be used with satisfactory approximation 

during calculation of gas flow, if the flow velocity does not exceed 

0.3 of the velocity of sound, i.e., when it is possible to disregard 

gas compressibility. 

5 8. Equations of Thermodynamic Process 

In any applicable system of coordinates from generalized physical 

parameters P4 —the thermodynamic process can be illustrated 

by a certain curve P, - /(X,). Thla curve will represent a continuous 

totality of states, through which the working medium passes In the 

described process (see Pig. II.1). 
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For two Ideal processes, such as Isothermal (dT » 0) and 

Isentroplc (dS * 0), If we disregard energy dissipation the mathemat¬ 

ical form of equation of curve p =* f(v) can be obtained in the following 

form : 

/»'= const, (11.74) 

where n - Index of the process, equal to one (when dT * 0) and 

ratio k * cp/cv during isentroplc change of parameters of states 

(ds = 0). 

Such mathematical form of equation is extended to the 

description of real processes, for this we operate by certain mean 

values of indices n 
cp 

Averaging of the value of index n between two states 1-2 is 

usually performed by formula 

• jtgljlgl = UPi'Pi 

• I 

For reacting combustion products the specific gas constants 

and h2 in equation (11.75) should not be reduced, since this will 

be accompanied by additional errors in view of inequality /?, =£/?,. 

As is shown visually on Fig. II.5, the use of curve a, drawn on 

the basis of equation (11.7^) with mean value of index n as c p 
compared to the real course of the process on curve b, introduces 

errors in determining the intermediate parameters of state and the 

value of work L. 

Fig. II.5. Image of the process 
in coordinates p-v and T-s: 
(a) according to equation (11.7*0 
for polytrope with average index 
and (b) the real process. 
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Sometimes for detailed analysis, for example when determining 

the exact location of transition of subsonic flow into supersonic, 

the curve of the real process in coordinates p-v, as is shown on 

Fig. II.6, is represented in the form of successive totality of 

elementary polytropes with various indices n. 

Fig. II.6. Image of real process 
in the form of totality of 
polytropes with variable index. 

With such an approach to dsscription of the real process the 

working medium in each state should satisfy both equation of state 

pv - RT, and simultaneously equation (II.7*0 with local value of 

index n. Along with this, index n along the path of the process is 

assumed variable. 

5 9. Equation of Continuity of Flow of Working Medium 

This equation is an expression of the law of continuity and 

conservation of matter. 

Velocities of displacements of working medium in liquid- 

propellant rocket engines in relation to propagation velocity of light 

are very small, therefore relativistic change of mass in gas flows 

will be completely disregarded. Then for any section it is possible 

to write that the arrival of mass per second is equal to its discharge 

dm idtpi p F) (11.76! 

or in expanded form 

dm . iF . d? dm 
— + -jr + — = — . (11.77) 
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In steady state of flow at constant flow rate of working 

medium per second dm » 0. Then the equation of continuity will be 

written: 

dm dF á? 
— + -7- +-y- 0. 

(11.75) 

or 

dw jiF do - 
W + F - — =0- (11.79) 

This equation permits conrecting geometric dimensions of the 

channel with flow parameters of the working medium. 

§ 10. Equation of Momentum 

Equation of change of momentum 

Pd~. « d (mw) » (II.80) 

where P - sum of projections of all forces applied to the moving 

body to the direction of channel axis. 

In reference to flows of liquids and gases another (hydrodynamic) 

form of such equation is more convenient which can be obtained the 

simplest of all from expression of law of conservation of energy. 

For this purpose we will apply Bernoulli equation (11.72) to flow, 

in which through cross-section area F in 1 s there flows 1 kg of 

working medium: 

^ + + ¿QiHccn - 0 . 

This will be the expanded form of equation of change of momentum. 

Considering that v *= and P * let us rewrite this formula so: 

dp +-¡dL,+idQtf + pwdw *= 0, (II.8l) 
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where dL, and ¿Qt, - mechanical (external work) and friction heat, 

referred to 1 kg of working medium: 

+ + pi«fo-0, (II.8?) 

where dL, and dQ1p are referred to a unit of mass of working medium. 

External vfork dL, and friction work ■» —per second on 

¿ength of channel dl can be expressed through corresponding forces 

and displacement per second (velocity): 

dL, ** dPj) ; 

dQt, - dP^w, 

where F - projection of forces from the shifting solid walls of the 

machine, imparting external work to the flow. In accordance with the 

accepted terminology on sign of work, forces applied to flow of 

working medium by machine walls are considered negative; — 

projection of friction forces to section dl. 

After these conversions the equation of change of momentum 
will take the form 

dp+pvdP+pwdP^ + fwdw^Q' (11.83) 

In the absence of external work and by allowing the absence 

of friction, it is possible to write: 

dp + pwdw »0. (11.84) 

An important feature of the equation of momentum consists of the 

fact that with its help the effective forces are calculated with the 

use of only states of flow on the control surface without penetrating 

the essence of the processes occurring inside the volume of working 

medium, limited by these surfaces. 
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* 1 • Equations of Stagnation Parameters 

rflth stagnation of flow of working medium the kinetic energy 

can change Into potential energy of the working medium, Into mechanical 

work and heat discharged outside. The case when flow is completely 

stopped (w ■ 0) and all the kinetic energy Is transformed into potential 
energy of the working medium without losses Into the environment, i.e., 

when external work Is not accomplished and there is no heat exchange 

through channel walls, Is called Ideal stagnation. 

For appraisal of potential energy reserves in flows it is 

convenient to take parameters of working medium during Ideal stagnation 

as parameters of state. These stagnation parameters will be designated 

by the subscript zero, for example: I0, Tq, p0, p0, etc. 

It Is simple to determine ideal temperature stagnation by total 

stagnation enthalpy I0 on the b\sis of (11.26) 

If for calculation of equilibrium heat capacities cp and cy of 

reacting combustion products we use approximate formulas (11.21) and 

(11.29), then on the basis of (11.33) and (11.35) it is possible to 

write 

(11.86) 

Then by introducing thermodynamic temperature T in parentheses 

in equation (11.85) and using (11.86), we obtain 

r. 7*1 + r-i - \ 

By replacing 

equation (11.39), 

velocity of sound a* - "kgRT, In it according to 

and also introducing number Af —, we obtain 
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(11.87) r#-7-^ +1=1 M*). 

It- is possible to trace the change of stagnation temperature 

along flow on the basis of equation of conservation of energy in 
the form (11.66) 

df% Tds — dLx. 

Whence it follows that with the absence of external mechanical, 

work (dLr-O) and heat exchange through walls (Tds ~ dQ = 0) there will 

be satisfied condition of constancy of stagnation temperature along 
the flow path:1 

T, « 7^1 + M*j = const. (11.88) 

Here It Is appropriate to note that with Isolation of working 

medium from Interactions with the environment through channel walls 

friction does not affect stagnation temperature TQ. It will affect 

only thermodynamic temperature T. Increasing It due to decrease 

of kinetic energy. This Is found In accordance with law of conserva- 
tlon of energy. 

Ideal stagnation pressure can be determined by Bernoulli 
(11.73) ‘uuxii equation 

t 

In the absence of heat exchange with the environment 
to adiabatic equation 

according 

Further the line above k is omitted. 
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Then from Bernoulli equation when Lt =* 0 and with adiabatic process 

”5" - [l + -^T1 **•-*(*_ (11.89) 

As can be seen from this equation, dissipation of energies 

leads to lowering of stagnation pressure. Therefore, in spite of 

isolation of working medium from the environment with adiabatic 

stagnation, the total stagnation pressure along the flow path will 

always drop, since due to internal friction the mechanical form of 

motion changes into thermal and causes rise of entropy. 

Total stagnation pressure vill remain constant if we allow the 

absence of internal friction and constancy of entropy. In such a 

particularly theoretical, so-called isentroplc. process ds * 0, 

dP0 * 0 and stagnation pressure will be determined so: 

- (l + . (11.90) 

Here index indicates the difference of adiabatic and 

isentroplc processes. 

Formula (11.90) can be obtained directly from expression (11.87) 

for stagnation temperature. For this let us use proportions from 

equation of process (11.7*0: 

-5- - (-$0~ 

and 

* I T, 
, - rr/ • 

On the basis of (11.92) from (11.87) there is obtained a formula 

for calculating the density in isentropically agnated flow 

+(11.93) 

(11.91) 

(11.92) 
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Equation of state (11.51) Is extended to stagnated parameters 

P' = guM\. 
(11.9*0 

In adiabatic and Isentroplc flows the stagnation temperature T 

serves for appraisal of overall energy of all forms of motions, 

and Stagnation pressure p0 for appraisal of mechanical motion. 

* 12' ¿¿.«^ration °f Sas Flows and Transformation 
of Energy ~ 

For obtaining the greatest value of reactive force In Uould- 

propellant rocket engines It Is necessary to carry out the most 

complete conversion of Internal energy of working medium and energy 

rom Intermediate external sources Into kinetic energy of the 

outflowing gas stream. Therefore, acceleration of gas flows Is a 

central problem In organizing the processes of conversion of forms 
Of motions participating in gas flows. 

Generally by equation of conservation of energy (11.6*4) 

d (ir) “ — dL, — di 

''' "hange °f klnetlc energy al0"g the flow path ^acceleration of gas) 
car. he attained by: o' 

a) supply Of heat dQ„,. externally, from an Intermediate source; 

machine; ^ meChanl0al Worlt ^ an external (Intermediate) 

c) decrease of enthalpy of working medium di. 

In basic types of liquid-propellant rocket engine propulsion 

ZlZ:Z7Te the use of lnternal chemlcal erier^ °f a celeratlon of gas Is accomplished by decrease of enthalpy of working 
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On the basis of equation of conservation of energy the 

rational method of acceleration of gas flows should consist of the 

fact that the total result during conversions of different types of 

energy would be made up from transition of each form of motion 

(dQnw.dL and dl) Into kinetic energy, as Is Illustrated cn the 

transformation diagram on Fig. II.71 and b. 

Fig. II.7. Diagrams of transformation 
of energy during acceleration of gas 
flows . 

The case 

not rational, 

decreases the 

characterizes 

of transformation of energy, shown on Fig. II.7c, is 

since rise of enthalpy along the path of the process 

possible acceleration of gas. The ^ase on Fig. II.7d 

stagnation of flow. 

Thus, from the point of view of rational transformation of 

energy the decrease of enthalpy of working medium along the path of 

motion should be a necessary condition. 

dl< 0. (11.95) 

For gas on the basis of (11.26) this condition 

dl = c/T 

can be interpreted so: 

dT<0, (11.96) 
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Which signifies the neceeslty of lowering the temperature of *„« 
along the path of motion. - 

Proceeding from equation of state (11.48) 

po~NR»T 

condition (11.96) for reacting gas can be written In the form 

JE.+ äN ■ 
\ M I P + V ~JT<0- (11.97) 

In polytropic equation (II.79) in differential form 

*9 , _ do - 

It is possible to replace ÍC- ao: 

.4L 
p 

do 

Then condition (11.97) will be rewritten In the following way 

( 1—+£)+«>. (11.98) 

This condition Is satisfied In processes of gas expansion when 

^>0. when there will b .- satisfied inequality 

which is observed in case 

(11.99) 

It is not difficult to note that expression (l—£- represents 

the value of index of process . at constant valu! y 
reacting gas: 

1-- j_O dH/dr 

M d° N dv/dT • 

(II.100) 
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I 

However, inequality (11.99) should be still supplemented by 

an upPer iimit, so that n would not be greater than k„, since n>*B, 

would signify not the addition of external heat for increasing 

kinetic energy of working medium, but removal of heat from the 

working medium. Therefore, condition of rational transformation of 

energy with use of external heat and external work for acceleration 

of gas will be written in the form 

*-3 > /» > /T, . (IT.101) 

In nonreacting gas (dN - 0) this will look so: 

>n > 1. 

Thus, acceleration of gas flows should be accomplished by gas 

expansion. Region of rational expansion processes in accordance with 

condition (II.101) is shown in Fig. II.8. 

Fig. 11.8, Image of expansion processes 
during acceleration of flow in reactin« 
gases. ° 

Ranges of possible expansions of working medium under liquid- 

propellant rocket engine conditions are determined by the difference 

between maximum pressure in combustion chamber pK and pressure p at 

nozzle box exit in its outermost section. By these pressure ranges 

there are determined the quantities of different types of energy, 

which are converted into kinetic energy of the stream. 

On Fig. II.8 the initial states of working medium, corresponding 

to maximum pressure, are designated by point 1. 
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Isentropic process 

pressure change from p 

1-2. 

of expansion In the assigned range of 

" PK t0 P2 “ Pa 13 represented by curve 

With the addition of heat and the preaence of energy dissipation 
according to equation (II.60) 

d$m* 
r 

there always occurs rise of entropy, therefore such processes on 

diagram T-s of Pigs. II.8 and II.9 are arranged on the right of 
isentropic process. 

Figure II.9 shows graphic characteristics of quantitative 

transformations of separate forms of energy. 

Fig. 11,9. Graphic representation of 
quantitative transformations of separate forms 

The most use of enthalpy of working medium A/M, with expansion 

in organic range of pressures from px to p2, according to diagram 

I-s of Pig. II.9 is possible at Ideal isentropic process 1-2, i.e., 

when external heat and external mechanical work (dQm and dU do not 

take part in acceleration of gas, and heat of dissipation is equaT 

to zero. Such theoretical process would be the most advantageous 

for liquid-propellant rocket engines operating with the use of only 

Internal (basically chemical ) energy of propellant. 

As compared to ideal isentropic expansion In polytropic processes 

with index «<«„ the degree of utilization of enthalpy of working 

medium is decreased. The difference in changes of enthalpy A/ -A/ 
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on diagram I-s makes up dissipation energy 

AQiaccaa ** — A/M4. (11.102) 

In the absence of and the dissipation energy will be 

minimum. 

Total effect of limiting process n =* n^ is characterized 

by the fact that AQMeui and ALr are completely turned into kinetic 

energy of stream, and dissipation heat AQMCeilll becomes numerically equal 

to A/ and, thus, enthalpy of working medium turns out to be as if 

excluded from creation of the effect of gas acceleration. 

Interpretation of graphic c.i*racteristics of quantitative trans¬ 

formations of separate forms of energy during acceleration of gas 

flows is given in the following table. 

Orcphie 
- tar a.01 er¬ 
istic 

Polytropic proceso of 
aceelemtlon of gu flow 
at * 0 and feed U, 

Adiabatic Isolated 
trocss with energ/ 
dl sslpatlon 

Ideal 
isentropic 
process 

^ssccan " 0 

-Jerfp 

fpdo 

)t4$ 

(f 1 — ^0)+QoMe»+Q»»ccaa 

■4— •* —i-,__ r _l n 

(^1 — ^t) + QAMCC UK /»-/. 

2g *r Wamccbo 

d'Qaneis + Qtaccaa 

Qamtm 4* Qiaccea 

2g T WlHCCB 1 

(i/j — i/j) -f Qamcchs 

Qaaccus 

a 

Ui-Ut 

0 

For propulsion systems of l.quid-propellant rocket engines, 

operating with the use of basically chemical energy of propellant, 

of the examined rational processes the adiabatic process with inevi¬ 

table energy dissipation will be the most optimum. Ideal isentropic 

process attracts simplicity of calculation formulas and can be 

considered as the limiting theoretical case for comparative appraisal 

of the degree of perfection of real processes. 
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If we assume that all other available forms of energy 

Q.H'm and L,), are converted into kinetic energy of gas stream, then 

the velocity of gas, corresponding to this kinetic energy, is called 

Ideal theoretical. By equation of conservation of energy, written 

for 1 kg of working medium, we will obtain 

« V + Qt„a -L,) + 5. (11.103) 

Here all forms of energy are represented in dimensionality kg.m; 

Wx - initial velocity of working medium with respect to 

coordinates, connected with channel walls. 

In case Q**. «»0 and ¿,=*0 Ideal theoretical velocity depends 

only on initial enthalpy of working medium i.e., on enthalpy of 

propellant. During calculations of acceleration of gaseous combustion 

products as /„, there is considered enthalpy of these products in the 

combustion chamber at chamber temperature 7^: 

•m - V2* /«, + «í . 

Taking into account (11.86) 

./«, ~$c,dr~cfTu~ RT, 

we will obtain 

when tfj » 0. 

/4 
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During analysis of equation of type (II.10Ü) It Is necessary 

to proceed from the fact that Is determined only by reserve of 

Initial energy and one should not pay retention to the influence 

of separate physical properties of working medium entering the 

formula (I./? or c,), since they appear in the complex. 

§ Calculated Theoretical Exhaust Velocity 
and Thermal Efficiency ^ 

It is impossible to entirely convert all available thermal 

energy, chemical energy and external mechanical work into directed 

kinetic energy of gas stream. This is prevented by two basic reasons: 

1) dissipation of energy, connected with irreversibility of 

processes, which is expressed in the fact that along the flow path 

part of the kinetic energy will be converted back into heat; 

2) limitation of expansion range between maximum permissible 

pressure in combustion chamber px * pK and finite quantity of 

pressure p2 - pa in nozzle box exit section. Therefore, even in 

energetically isolated flow the working medium always possesses some 

cornected part (thermal or chemical) of energy, which turns out 

to be not converted into kinetic directed energy of stream. 

Ratio of obtained rise of kinetic energy of stream to all the 

converted energy is called thermal efficiency. 

According to equation of conservation (11.64) the rise of 

kinetic energy 

From this formula we obtain the equation for calculated theoreti¬ 

cal exhaust velocity in the form 

i(/.-+ -/.,1+«i. (naos) 
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and in adlabatically Isolated processes 

- 91.53 yix—/, or mt . o. 

Thermal efficiency 

T,-j'.+q-f-M-fr _ 
Vt + Qtmm — L,) 1-fl-, 

(11.106) 
t 

(11.107) 

and In adlabatically Isolated flows 

V - (11.108) 

Calculated theoretical exhaust velocity, taking thermal 

efficiency into account will be written so: 

y 2g (/,(n.io'9) 

and for adiabatic acceleration of flow at initial velocity w - C 
we will obtain 1 

91.53/WT-91.53 K7^. (II.110) 

where I i8 In kcal/kg. 

If we assume and express the temperature ratio according 

to equation of polytropic process through the pressure ratio, then 

instead of (11.106) and 11.108) it Is possible to write 

\ 

m‘-V 

9' ..„i-. . • 

(11.111) 

(11.112) 
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Equations (II.Ill) and (11.112) are less exact than (11.106) and 

(II.108), whereas they are Identical in outline to analogous equations 

for Ideal nonreacting gases, anl therefore they are often used 

during therodynamlc calculations. 

5 ^• Analysis of Formula for Thermal Efficiency 

One of the main factors of increase of thermal efficiency 

during acceleration of gas flows in liquid-propellant rocket ...gli.t . 

Is the expansion of the pressure range in which there Is carried 

out conversion of energy. This rat’o is usually assigned pressure 

ratio which is called the expansion ratio. We distinguish: 

possible expansion ratio 6, which is determined by ratio of 

counterpressure of environment pH in which outflow of gases from the 

nozzle occurs, to maximum pressure in the combustion chamber p, 

by formula 
K 

p. * (11.113) 

geometric expansion ratio it, being the ratio of calculated 

pressure in nozzle exit section pa to pressure before the nozzle 
cl 

« *= 
r. 

(11.114) 

In calculated operating mode of nozzle box 

« « »; p, - p„ (11.115) 

l.e., the nozzle is designed in such a manner that In the exit section 

pressure pa is equal to counterpre-jsure of environment p . 
H 

Usually the effect of expansion ratio ^ on thermal efficiency 

is examined at calculated nozzle operating conditions. This effect 

is manifested through external conditions pH and calculated pressure 

PK before the nozzle (in comoustion chamber). 
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In adiabatlcally isolated ideal isentroplc flows the change cf 

»li*/¢) according to equation (II.Ill) at various, but constant values 

of index is shown on Pig. II.10. 

Fig. II.10. Effect of expan¬ 
sion ratio and index of isen- 
tropic process on thermal 
efficiency . 

From this figure it is clear that with tendency pn-+Q (in vacuum) 

or with infinite pressure increase in chamber P« -+ »the thermal 

efficiency in isentropic ideal flow approaches one, and exit velocity 

to ideal theoretical velocity. 

At assigned expansion ratio it • 6 the thermal efficiency turns 

out to be connected with the type of working medium through index of 

process kv,3. 

According to equation (11.35) 

«• 

index will depend on heat capacities of gases c,, making up the 

combustion products. 

Thermal efficiency increases with increase of The largest 

value of ■ 1.67 can occur for nonreacting monatomic gases. With 

increase of atomicity of individual nonreacting gases, their heat 

capacity e9 increases, and index k„ is decreased. 

In the mixture of reacting gases Î,, is greater, the larger the 

content of monatomic and low-atomic gases in this mixture. Therefore, 

from the point of view of obtaining the most efficiency at the same 

chemical energy reserve, the propellant, toplibo, in the composition 
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of combustion products of which there is contained more low-atomic 

gases, will be the best. 

In chemically reacting gases according to exact formula (11.-4) 

index will be smaller than approximate value of since 

Y,/<(^ and Y("Sr')- are always positive and 

As can be seen from Fig. II. 10, the effect of index k*, and 

expansion ratio 6 on thermal efficiency in ideal isentropic process 

appears the most noticeably at small values of (approaching one) 

and 6 (approaching zero). 

Thus, in the ideal isentropic process of expansion thermal 

efficiency is continuously increased with decrease of expansion 

ratio 6, approaching one. This leads to the conclusion that with 

infinitely large expansion the thermal efficiency becomes equal to 

one. 

However, such a conclusion will be incorrect as soon as we try 

to consider nonisentropy of processes in relation to cause of 

energy dissipation and friction on walls. 

On the basis of (11.58) and (11.60) with unlimited expansion 

of pressures limits in the nozzle box the work of dissipative forces 

will approach maximum value, at which all kinetic energy of directed 

motion will change into the form of thermal energy and thermal 

efficiency will become equal to zero. 
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Such a picture Is depicted on Fig. II.11, where dotted lines 

show change of * from pressure ratio at ideal isentropic 

acceleration of gas flows, and solid lines represent change of * 

at adlabatically isolated flow taking into account dissipation of 

energy (curve a), at additional calculation of friction against 

nozzle walls (curve b) and at possible chemical nonequilibrium 
(curve c). 

Fig. II.11. Approximate change of 
thermal efficiency during adiabat- 
ically isolated expansion taking 
into account energy dissipation and 
friction against walls: (a) taking 
into account energy dissipation; 
(b) with additional calculation of 
friction against walls; (c) with 
possible irregularity. 

Thus, in contrast to ideal isentropic expansion during adlabatica 

adiabatically isolated flow taking into account the dissipation of 

energy, theoretical values of thermal efficiency with increase of 

ratio -fij- should pass through maximum. 

Friction against channel walls and possible chemical nonequir.lb- 

rlum of processes lower maximum value of efficiency and displace the 

point of maximum toward smaller ratios 

Degree of energy dissipation depends not only on pressure ratio 

limits, but also on the design and manufacture of nozzle box. 

As a limiting case there can be considered the process of so-called 

gas throttling through the throttle device, when with lowering of 

pressure from px to p2 the enthalpy is not changed I1 - I and 

thermal efficiency becomes equal to zero at all values of p /p . 
1 2 
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Designing of propulsion systems, operating at ground conditions 

(with Pm close to one), with calculation for higher pressures in tne 

combustion chamber, permits increasing the thermal efficiency to 

maximum theoretical value. In existing liquid-propellant rocket 

engines with increase of p„ at ground conditions even to 300 atmosphere 

I j O.OOsj the maximum of efficiency is apparently still not 

attained. 

However, propulsion systems of liquid-propellant rocket engines, 

operating at high altitudes (with p- less than 0.1 atm) and *n a 

vacuum, should be designed with a view toward such pressure: in t'n* 

combustion chamber, in order no; to cross through the point of maximum 

efficiency. 



CHAPTER III 

LIQUID-PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE THRUST 

The basic assignment of a liquid-propellant rocket engine is 

the creation of thrust P in a definite time interval t. 

For example, each rocket has its own program of change of 

thrust along the rocket flight path, making it possible at minimum 

rocket weight to rea'.n the prescribed terminal velocity, which, for 

example, determines the flight range for ballistic missiles. 

Without exact knowledge of the thrust value and its dependence 

on some parameter it is impossible to design a rocket with optimum 

characteristics. First let us determine thrust created by the 

combustion of a liquid-propellant rocket engine, which is 

simultaneously the thrust of a liquid-propellant rocket engine in 

a case when discharge of combustion products of propellant into the 

environment occurs only through the combustion chamber (liquid- 

propellant rocket engine with pressurized fuel feed, liquid-propellant 

rocket engine with turbopump fupl feed system, operating on a 

closed system, etc.). Case of calculation of liquid-propellant 

rocket engine thrust, when part of the propellant is expended on 

generation of working medium for the turbine with its subsequent 

discharge into the environment, will be considered at the end of the 
section. 

Combustion chamber thrust is resultant force, created due to the 

action of pressure forces of working medium on t:.e internal surface and 
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forces of ambient pressure on the external surface of combustion 

chamber and nozzles, which together fulfill the role of propelling 

agent. 

On Vig. Ill.i it is clear ;hat the internal surface of 

combustion chamber is affected by variable pressure, which is changed 

i rom pressure in combustion chamber p to pressure on nozzle section 
K 

Fig. III.l. Forces affecting walls 
of combustion chamber of cylindri¬ 
cal shape. 

The external surface of chamber is affected by constant ambient 
pressure pQ. 

Combustion chamber thrust can be determined as resultant 

pressure forces, affecting the internal and external surface of the 

combustion chamber, or with the help of equation of momentum. Both 

methods are widely used for calculating combustion chamber thrust and 

have their characteristic advantages and disadvantages. Since the 

first method permits deeply penetrating the physical essence of 

the nature of thrust, determining the portion of thrust obtained from 

separate parts of the combustion chamber and place of their 

application, and estimating the degree of perfection of separate 

elements of the chamber, the second method permits rapidly determining 

combustion chamber thrust, but does not reveal the mechanism and 

nature of gas-dynamic phenomena occurring inside the combustion 

chamber. Therefore, below there will be given derivation of thrust 

formula by both methods. 
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Huring formulation of thrust equation let us take motion of 

gases as steady and one-dimensional. Propellant combustion products, 

which are recombined during flow in nozzle, are replaced by ideal 

gas, for which constant mean values of outflow index k and gas 

constant are selected in such a way that the geometry of nozzle aid 

gas flow velocity are Identical to geometry of nozzle and exit 
velocity of real combustion products. 

Friction and heat exchange between gas and combustion chambe- 
walls will be disregarded. 

5 Determination of Thrust as Resultant 
Pressure Forces 

With derivation of thrust formula let us take a combustion 

chamber of arbitrary shape (Fig. III.2), and nozzle section pressure 

as generally occurs, different from ambient pressure. 

Fig. III.2, Forces affecting 
walls of combustion chamber of 
arbitrary shape. 

According to determination combustion chamber thrust 

P-J,c(«s)*. (III.l) 
f 

where n - normal to the surface; x - axis of chamber; s - total 

(internal and external) surface of chamber. 

For solution of this integral let us divide thrust into four 

components, while components of thrusts, coinciding in direction with 

outflow velocity vector, will be taken positive and conversely 

-P"-Pi-Pt + Pi-Pt, (III.2) 
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where P2» P^t P4 ~ resultant, pressure forces affecting the 

chamber head, the divergent section of the chamber, the contraction 

section of the combustion chamber (Including the subcrltlcal part of 

the nozzle) and the supercritical part of the nozzle. 

With determination of resultant pressure forces on the chamber 

head we will consider that all the propellant reserve is in the 

chamber head, where, as in the tank, the velocity of liquid is 

negligible. 

Similar assumption does not affect the final results of 

derivation, and computations are simplified. Por determinaron of 

force Pj let us use the theorem of momentum for the volume of 

liquid enclosed in the head cavity. For this let us limit the head 

by control surface and apply external forces, affecting the separated 

contour for liquid (Fig. 1II.3)* 

Fig. III.3. Calculated diagram 
for determining force P^ 

From Fig. III.3a and b it is clear that the separated contour 

is affected by pressure forces of gases in the initial section of 

the chamber p^, ambient pressure forces p^ and unknown force P,, 

with which the head affects the separated contour. According to 

equation of momentum in Euler form the sum of projections of all 

external forces, applied to the examined contour of liquid, to axis x 

is equal to projection of the change of momentum per second: 

P. (III.3) 



where and - axial components of liquid velocity at the 

•ntrance and exit of the separated contour. 

In our case W » 0, and W - V , then 
X1 x2 H 

At the same time, projection of all external forces, affecting 

the separated contour, i.e., force Px, equals 

— (III.5) 

where Fh - area of initial section of combustion chamber. 

All radial components of pressure forces, affecting the walls 

of combustion chamber, in view of the chamber's axisymmetry are 

mutually balanced. Axial components of pressure forces, which in the 

sum give unknown force -P^ remain unbalanced. The "minus'' sign 

for force means that it is directed to the side opposite the 

positive direction of axis x. Further, all forces coinciding in 

direction with axis x, will be considered positiva, and conversely. 

With the help of equation (III.5), substituting the value of 

^x ^rom «Quation (111.¾), we will obtain the value of force P^: 

— y r- + f-(P- —P#>- (III.6) 

For determination of force P2 (Fig. Ill.Ua) let us sum axial 

components of pressure forces affecting the divergent section of 

combustion chamber between sections h and k. 

Axial projection of pressure forces affecting the annular element 

of combustion chamber with width dx: 

— dPt — (p-pjds COS t. 

where ds - surface of elementary cone with height dx; a - angle 

between positive direction of axis x and the normal to the surface. 
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Fig. III.4. Calculated diagram 
for determining forces P? and P^. 

Considering that ds cos a is a projection of area ds to the 

plane perpendicular to the axis, force 

-dP9-{p-pt)dF, 

where 

dF « dscoss. 

By integrating the last equation by the entire surface of 

the considered chamber section, v/e will obtain 

:■ :■ 

-P'-Slp-pJdf - \pdF-p,{Fm-FJ 
rm Wm 

By Integrating p dF by parts we find that 

\pdF- puFm ~ p.F, -) Fdp. 

By using continuity and Bernoulli equations 

VdW 

and also considering that during steady state engine operation 

G * const, we obtain 

e, », 

\pdF - ptFn — pmFm+ \ ^VdW* 

-ß.r.-ß.r. + Y J- 
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Let us place the value of Integral 
force ?2, then 

In the equation for 

-Pi-PS.- P. f. + y (\r. - wm) -MF, - if j. (III.7) 

Forces P3 (Fig. III.4b) and (Pig. IH.4a) are obtained 
analoge usly: 

} (P-pJdF-p.,F„ - puF, + ± (1T„ - IT.)-p%(F„ -F.); ( 111.8 ) 
ra 

-Pé-) (P-PJdF <- ptFt-p„F.p+ ±(Wt-W.p)- 

-Pé(F'-F„). (III. 9) 

By substituting forces P^ P.,, P3 and P^ with their sign in 

equation (III.2), we obtain the final formula for calculating thrust 
force of the combustion chamber 

”P"Tr, + F,(Pt'“Pb)* (III.10’ 

In the practice of engine manufacture cylindrical combustion 

chambers, for which force P2 - 0 (see Fig. IH.l) received wide 

propagation. It is interesting to note that thrust formula (III.10) 

is not changed with this. Actually, thrust of cylindrical-shaped 
combustion chamber 

- j>,+p, - p. —2. r, + f, _ 

jp (^B ~ ^«) + Fu sPm—Pi). 

Considering that with gas motion along a cylindrical pipe there 
is valid relationship 
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we will obtain the same expression (III.10) for thrust of a 

cylindrical-shaped combustion chamber. Thus, combustion chamber 

thrust from a gas-dynamic point of view does not depend on its shape. 

5 2* Derivation of 'Thrust Formula from 
Momentum Equation 

Formula (III,10) can be obtained directly from momentum 

equation (III.3). In this case- there is no need of detailed 

consideration of pressure forces affecting the walls of combustion 

chamber. It is necessary to know only the pressure, velocity and 

flow rate per second of gas at control surface entry and exit. 

Let us draw the control surface near the combustion chamber, 

so that one of its planes passes along the nozzle section, where 

all the shown parameters are known, let us draw the other sides of 

control surface arbitrarily, but in such a manner that the combustion 

chamber Is inside the control surface. Diagram of external forces, 

applied to the contour, is presented on Fig. JIT.5. As earlier, let 

us write projections to the axis of external forces, applied to the 
separated contour: 

- —P — — pj. 

According to momentum equation 

— P--f + F' (Pc - P,). 

l.e., we obtained unknown thrust formula (III.10). Usually in 

practice we are concerned with the absolute value of thrust and the 

* * 

Fig. III.5. Calculated 
diag?’am for determination 
of thrust by theorem of 
momentum. 
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minus sign is omitted, and thrust formula is written in the form 

+ (III.11) 

5 3. Analysis of Thrust Formula 

Formula of combustion chamber thrust was obtained by summation 

of pressure forces affecting the internal and external surface of 

the combustion chamber: 

P-jp<iicos(n x) » + 

This integral can be split into two 

P- J pdscosx'j — j p,<frcoj(n x). (III. 12) 
’»■n* 

of which the first characterizes thrust, created due to pressure 

forces applied *.o the internal contour of combustion chamber, and 

the second - thrust, which is created due to ambient pressure forces 

applied to the external contour, i.e., 

*mftp 

Pmmm - J P dt COS (n x) - p,Ft. 

It is necessary to clearly analyze the nature of thrust. Thrust 

taken from the Internal contour P.^. depends only on working 

process parameters in the combustion chamber. This is reactive force. 

In case of nondependence of the working process in combustion chamber’ 

on ambient pressure nozzle (operating conditions without shock waves 

in the nozzle, caused by the influence of ambient pressure), this 

component characterizes thrust in a void, i.e., when p^ - o’ 
0 

Thrust, taken from the external contour P^ , characterizes the 

influence of only external pressure. It has no relationship with 

(III.13) 

(III.HO 
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jet thrust, often called dynamic thrust component. Prom formula 

(III.11) it follows that it Is possible to increase thrust by 

increase of propellant consumption and exhaust velocity of 

combustion products The gr*atest value of thrust at prescribed 

combustion chamber parameters is attained when p. » 0, i.e., in a 

vacuum. When negative thrust component equals zero, 

thrust force is determined completely by reactive force 

^ ~ 'Wrp * "J" IP* + P* ( 111.15 ) 

Consequently, thrust at so,ne ambient pressure is connected (with 

shock-free nozzle operating conditions) with thrust by 
relationship 

P ” P-n, - P. (111.16) 

It is necessary to pause on one more concept - rated operating 

conditions of combustion chamber nozzle. These are conditions at 

which pressure on the nozzle section is equal tc ambient pressure. 

In this case thrust formula 

Operating conditions of combustion chamber nozzle have a great 

Influence on the value of thrust. Naturally it is necessary to know 

at what nozzle operating conditions the combustion chamber will 

levelop the greatest thrust. With the prescribed pressure in 

.ombustion chamber it is pcssibie to designate various expansion 

ratios of gases in the nozzle, at which pressure on the nozzle 

section can be greater, less and equal to ambient pressure. With 

prescribed pressure in the combustion chamber it is necessary for 

us to select such an expansion ratio (i.e., determine pressure on 

noz::le section), at which the combustion chamber will develop the 

greatest thrust. Prom chrust equation (III.11) one cannot immediately 

see at what expansion ratio (when pQ ■ const, * const, 0 * const) 

there is attained maximum value of combustion chamber thrust. Actually, 

with increase of expansion ratio when pK * const the exit velocity 
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will incr«¿8e, but with this the second term Fc(pc - pQ) ie decreased, 
becomes equal to zero when pc ■ pQ and with further Increase of 

expansion ratio, when Pc < Pq. becomes negative. With decrease of 
expansion ratio the exit velocity Wc and term F, in the thrust 

equation are decreased, and the second term F (p - p ) la increased. 

It Is necessary to know at what expansion ratio of gas In the 
nozzle or pressure on the nozzle section the value of thrust will be 
maximum. 

Thrust equation can be converted to 

P 

where r,,— some given exit velocity, equal to 

■r _ m . '•« 
+-5--• 

(III.18) 

(III.19) 

From formula (III.13) It fellows that the change of thrust Is 

determined only by behavior of the given exit velocity, since 0 - corst 
In order to establish the effect of expansion ratio (dimensionless 
area of nozzle ^ or fe (?,-const), let us differentiate equation 

(III.IB) with respect to variable pc and, by equating the first 
ierivative to zero, we obtain 

p* — p» é (ft rt) 
0. 

Using the Bernoulli equation for compressible gas in differential 
form 

0. 

we obtain 
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*** Pt - *% à i* rty 
“ (Ñ151-3£— (III.20) 

Prom equation (III.20) it Is clear that function -^"p reaches 

extremal value when pn * p . u c 

For determination of the character of extremum let us take the 

second derivative of 

I é <fc Wt) 
—. h • —.n 

». ¿Pt 
(III.21) 

From the formula it is clear that ^r*<0, since factor —^—> 0 

and —are also larger thin zero inasmuch as in the supercritical 

part of the nozzle mass velocity p W and pressure in the stream n 
. c c 1 c 

are changed in one direction. Therefore, the given velocity, and 

consequently thrust reach maximum value when pc * p0. Similar nozzle 

operating conditions are called rated. Nozzle conditions when 

pc > po or pc < p0 are called partial load nozzle operating conditions. 

The shown derivation can be well comprehended by considering engine 

thrust as a result of the action of pressure forces on the external 

and Internal surface of the chamber, from the following example. 

Let us assume there are three combustion chambers, which are 

distinguished from each other only by pressure on the nozzle section. 

Figure III.6 shows diagrams of pressure distribution of 

combustion products and ambient pressure, affecting the supercritical 

parts of the three nozzles. 

Figure III.6a shows a nozzle with underexpansion of gas, i.e., 

pc > po‘ elongation of nozzle to dimensions, where in the 

nozzle exit section pc ■ p^ (Fig. III.6b), chamber thrust is 

increased by some value of +AP, since pressure forces of combustion 

products, affecting the elongated part of the nozzle, are greater 

than forces of ambient pressure everywhere. 

At conditions of overexpansion of combustion products in the 

nozzle (pc < p0, Fig. in.6c) the pressure of combustion products. 

# 
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Pig. III.6. Diagram 
of operation of nozzle 
at conditions: 

starting with the section where ?,. ■ P0, Is less than ambient 

pressure everywhere on the wall. Therefore, projection of forces 

of external pressure to axis x, affecting the noxxle wall, starting 

with the section where pc - P0, win be larger than the projection 

of pressure forces affecting the same section of noxtle on the part 

of combustion products. As a result, this part of the nozzle 

rives negative thrust. Thus, both In underexpansion and overexpansion 

conditions the combustion chamber thrust la less than the combustion 

chamber thrust at rated conditions. 

Consequently, for production of the greatest value of thrust 

for liquid-propellant rocket engines with prescribed intrachamber 

parameters It is necessary to design a nozzle with rated conditions 

of its operation. However, most liquid-propellant rocket engines 

operate at partial load conditions. The trajectory, for example, 

of long-range ballistic missiles, launched from earth, passes into 

a medium of variable pressure from P0 * 1 [atm(abs.)] to 

P0 << 1 [atmfabs.)], and pressure on the engine nozzle section is 

seit cted constant, since at present there are no designs of nozzles 

capable of changing their geometry and thereby maintaining rated nozzle 

operating conditions w’th a change of ambient pressure. 

i . e 

If we designed a nozzle with pressure on section p - 1 at, 

calculated for ground conditions, then the engine^ould develop 
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rated thrust only at launch, l.e., at the earth’s surface. Further, 

with ascent to altitude the chamber nozzle would operate at 

underexpansion conditions everywhere, and thrust of a chamber with a 

similar nozzle would be less as compared to a nozzle which could 

accomplish rated conditions at oach altitude, l.e., p ■ pn. If we 

designed a nozzle for the same rnglne with p < 1 [atmiabs.)], then 
i c 

it would operate at rated conditions at only one altitude , where 

ambient pressure would be equal to pressure on the nozzle section. 

Consequently, a nozzle with p í 1 [atm(abs.)] to the rated altitude 
c 

would operate in overexpansion conditions, and after the rated 

altitude the nozzle would operate in underexpansion conditions. 

A chamber with a similar nozzle develops less thrust at all altitudes, 

except the rated altitude, than an engine for wnlch it would be 

possible to carry out rated nozzle operating conditions at each 

altitude . 

In connection with the above it is important to quantitatively 

evaluate thrust losses at various partial load nozzle operating 

conditions and to outline means for reducir» them. 

Let us consider how thrust is changed with change of dimension¬ 

less area of nozzle exit section (pressure on nozzle section) with 

constant pressure in chamber and environment. 

Figure III.7 shows results of calculations by formulas 

(III.11, III.13). From Fig. III.7 it is clear that the maximum 

value of thrust force corresponds to rated nozzle conditions, when 

the geometry of the nozzle ensures expansion of gases to ambient 

pressure, l.e., pc » PQ(fc * 9.0; p^ » 60 [atm(abs.)]; n * 1.15). 

With decrease of dimensionless nozole area (increase of pressure 

on nozzle section) by twice the thrust losses with respect to rated 

conditions compose , and with increase of dimensionless nozzle 

area by twice the thrust is decreased by 0.5Í. Consequently, during 

nozzle operation with underexpansion the thrust losses are consider¬ 

ably greater than during nozzle operation with overexpansion, which 

is easily explained if we consider combustion chamber thrust as a 

result of the action of pressure forces on the external and Internal 
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Pi 

surface of the combustion chamber. An Important conclusion can be 

made if we consider the influence of pressure in the chamber on the 

character of thrust change with deviation of nozzle operating 

conditions from rated. 

Figure III.8 shows change of combustion chamber thrust 

depending on pressure in the chamber and dimensionless nozzle area 

at constant ambient pressure. From Fig. III.8 it is clear that 

the greater the pressure in the chamber, the more smoothly thrust 

is changed with deviation of nozzle operating conditions from rated 

and conversely. 



Consequently, thrust losses with deviation from rated nozzle 

operating conditions Increase more Intensively for combustion 

chambers with lower pressure pK The latter is explained by 

the fact that with increase of pressure in the chamber the relative 

ratio of thurst, obtained from the external surface of combustion 

chamber, to thrust, obtained from the internal surface of the chamber, 

is decrease!. In the limit, when pressure in the chamber approaches 

infinity Us thrust approaches that in a vacuum, i.e., the effect 

of static te.'m Pq1^ will be negligible. 

From Fig. III.8 one may see what a large gain in thrust the 

combustion chamber would give if the dimensionless nozzle area 

corresponded to rated nozzle conditions with change of pressure in 

the combustion chamber. 

It is very complicated to accomplish the rated nozzle operating 

conditions. If for engines of rockets, whose flight path passes 

into medium with > 0 (in principle such nozzles can be created), 

then it is impossible to make a variable-area rated nozzle for 

rockets operating on the part of the trajectory with pp * 0, and 

all the more so for rockets for which p0 - 0 along the entire flight 

path. Otherwise in these nozzles there should be attained an 

infinitely large nozzle exit section area, which is impossible. 

§ *4. Specific Thrust 

Specific thnist of liquid-propellant rocket engines Is the name 

for the number of kilograms of thrust obtained from a unit of 

propellant consumption per second, i.e., 

At present one of the most important means of improvement of 

liquid-propellant rocket engines and the rocket on the whole is 

increase of specific thrust of the liquid-propellant rocket engine. 

In this section we will not elaborate on the difficulties which are 

before the creators of liquid-propellant rocket engines concerning 

increase of specific thrust. Let us consider only factors affecting 

specific thrust and methods of its increase. 
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From equation (III.11) we will obtain specific thrust, having 

divided the left and right sides by fuel consumption 0: 

Prom formula (III.23) it is clear that the value of specific 
thrust depends on peramevers of the intrachamber process and ambient 

pressure. Specific thrust reaches maximum value at prescribed 

parameters of combustion chamber, as thrust, when p^ ■ 0. Then the 

expression of specific thrust is fully determined by intrachamber 
parameters 

M. Mqnp (III .24) 

In case of the absence of shock wave in nozzle because of the 

influence of external counterpressure pQ the specific thrust, taken 

from internal contour, is equal, to specific thrust in a vacuum, i.e., 

.«Tf» “ P jn. ■ • 

Concerning the increase of specific thrust the first term in 

equation (III.23) or specific thrust, taken from the internal 

contour of combustion chamber (111.2¾) play a large part. Let us 

consider means of increasing the specific thrust, taken from the 
internal contour of the nozzle. 

Decisive factor concerning increase of specific thrust PyA. uayr9 
is increase of exit velocity 

which depends on type of working medium ('#7, and k) and expansion 

ratio of gases in the nozzle g-. The larger the product of RT, and 

expansion ratio of gases in the nozzle, the higher the exit velocity 
is . 
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In rocket technology there are used both means of Increasing 

exit velocity. Consequently, for Increase of exit velocity, l.e. 

Increase of specific thrust mr^t all other conditions being 

equal (see additional requirements for propellant In Chapter XVIII) 

one should use propellant with high value of RT. and Increase the 

expansion ratio In the nestle. It Is possible to Increase the gas 

exit velocity from the nossle for prescribed propellant only by 

increase of expansion ratio A. The latter method of Increase of 

WC 411(3 is widely applied in practice. 

It Is possible to Increase the expansion ratio by lowering the 

pressure on the nestle section, leaving pressure In the combustion 

chamber constant, or by Increase of pressure In the chamber, leaving 

pressure on the nessle section constant, or, finally, using both 

means taking Into account the assignment of the liquid-propellant 
rocket engine. 

On Pig. III.9 there are presented theoretical values of specific 

thrust in calculated conditions depending on gas expansion In the 
nozzle J for several propellants. 

Fig- III.9. Dependence 
(Pk * 

— and type of 

propellant). 

The assignment of the rocket determines what propellant to use 

or contemporary liquid-propellant rocket engines depending on 

propv-llant used the real specific thrust composes /*,,^250—450 
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(thM last figure pertains to ZhRD which uses hydrogen as fuel). 

Above there were examined means of Increasing specific thrust, 

taken from the Internal contour. This Is widely used for liquid- 

propellant rocket engines of the second and third stages of rockets, 

and also for liquid-propellant rocket engines, operating in a medium 

where pQ > 0, but with some specific character. 

From formula (111.23) it is clear that with p nonzero, specific 

thrust Is determined not only by specific thrust taken from the 

Internal contour, but also negative term . in case of liquid- 

propellant rocket engine operation with p0 » 0 (liquid-propellant 

rocket engines of single-stage rockets, liquid-propellant rocket 

engines of the first stage of multistage rockets, etc.) it is 

impossible to arbitrarily decrease the pressure on the nozzle section 

for increase of expansion ratio for the purpose of increasing the 

exit velocity. With decrease of pressure on the nozzle section 

lower thin ambient pressure, increase of specific thrust, taken 

from internal contour of the nozzle, does not compensate the 

negative influence of static term . Here, just as for thrust, 

rated conditions p0 » pc are optimum, but with all the observations 

which were made with respect to thrust at rated conditions. 

§ 5. Basic Components of Thrust Forces of Combustion 
Chamber, Place of Thefr Aonliratlnn- 

th rus t~Coef fid ent- 

Earlier there were determined calculated dependences for 

determination of thrust created by the entire combustion chamber. 

For analysis of operation of separate units of the combustion 

chamber, calculations for strength, determination of the most 

advantageous place for fastening the chamber to the propulsion 

oystem, and for evaluation of means of Improvement of combustion 

chamber characteristic it is necessary for the designer to know 

what portion of thrust is taken from some part of the chamber and 

wnat are further possibilities for augmentation of thrust obtained 

from one kilogram of propellant, i.e., specific thrust. For analysis 

of thrust components and place of their application it is more 
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convenient to represent thrust as is shown on Pig. III.10. 

Fig. III.10. Place of 
application and thrust com¬ 
ponents . 

As earlier, combustion chamber thrust is determined by equation 

(III.12). 

The first integral of the equation can he presented in the 

form 

Pmm " Pn + &Pm*p (III. 25) 

where unbalanced force, applied to combustion chamber head; 

APäernp— force appearing because of large average pressure, affecting 
the annular element of the head as compared to average 

pressure affecting the subcritical part of the nozzle of the same 

area; AP,.«*— force affecting the supercritical part of the nozzle. 

The second integral of equation (III.12) determines the force 

appearing from ambient pressure on the external contour of 

combustion chamber, equal to PQFC. Then thrust force can be 

represented from four components: 

P ^ Pm Pmp *í“ A PjMtp "f* A P„„p — p* Fe . 

For quantitative analysis of components of thrust forces, taken 

from the internal contour, it is expedient, to convert equation 

(III.15) in the following way: 

P-n " -J + Pc F. = p, Fc (l + °Fr ). 
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Further, using equalities 

0 - t. F<: -7- - RT,: ««■ - — 
Tc ** ä re 

where k - isentropic index, 

we will obtain 

Pc Ml + *Mj). (III.26) 

Let us divide aid multiply the right side of expression (111.26) 
by P,Ftp, then 

« 

pm- •-ir¿-PuP*[\+kM!). (III.27) 

Let us introduce the concept of internal thrust coefficient of 
the combustion chamber 

k»»rr? 
'V-np 

7T?ir (III.28) 

The internal thrust coefficient characterizes how many times 
thrust taken from the internal surface of the combustion chamber is 
greater than thrust applied to the combustion chamber head on an 

area equal to the critical throat diameter. The thrust coefficient 
shows the role and portion of the nozzle in creating combustion 
chamber thrust. 

Let us divide the left end right sides of equation (III.2?) by 
Pfup. tnen 

#CM . __ (1 + -L (1 + AM»)# (III.29) 

where fc dimensionless area of nozzle; e - expansion ratio of gases 
in the nozzle. 

Formula (III.29) can be converted to a convenient form for 

analysis and calculations, if all the values entering it are expressed 

s* 
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through Mc number, through velocity coefficient Xc, or through ratio 

2* After simple conversions there are obtained the following 

dependences of thrust coefficient on M , À and A j 
c c P* 

(111.30) 

(111.31) 

(111.32) 

New it le possible to proceed to quantitative analysis of thrust 

components. Prom formulas (III.30, III.32) it is clear that thrust 

coefficient Kmm depends only on the expansion ratio and index of 

the expansion process. Prom equation (III.25) there can be found 

having divided all its terms by 

■“ + Kwmrip, + K—yr* • 

where 

(HI.33) 

which permits evaluating the role of separate elements of the 

chamber in creating thrust. 
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For ,lel*™1'>'‘ion of th. portier, of thrust taken from the 

O.hcrltlcal part of the nostle, let us consider the combustion 

1 "î:th0Ut th* part of the nestle. Having placed 
n formula (III.30) or 1 - 1 m formula (III.31), «e win 

obtain the value of thrust coefficient of combustion chamber without 
the supercritical part of the nozzle 

(III. j<0 

In this case 

From the formula It 1. clear that thrust coefficient *_ 

depends only on the Index of ..pension process, since with 

ramhnCer°f ^ th' r*tl0 P™”“« the 

nr--in the criticii 8ection 18 * - 

Coefficient iC.«^ 

-( 
I \A 

xrrj • 

at various k has the following values: 

a l.l 1.« 14 1.» r 14. 
KmrKm I.M 1.224 1.230 1.280 1.280 

Consequently, thrust force eonpo8„ 20.26| of thrui(t 

or K-n equals 0.2-0.26. Thrust coefficient of supercrlf 7.1 
part of the nozzle ^ supercritical 

(III.35) 

The portion of thrust taken from the supercritical p, 

nor.sle dependm as m-y be seen from formulas (III. 10, III.- 

the expansion ratio of gases In the nosxie and Is Increas. 

growth of th. letter. The portion of thrust taken from tt 

of the 

t on 

with 
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ft M i.» M 1.» 14 

K-n. «M 

+ L«l 
tajrvp. m»c 

ÍM 
t.m 
tjn 

*.«a 
I.« 
i.» 

t.B 

1.» 
1.00 

t.os 

l.ot 
* 0.0 

I.M 
0.« 
0.71 

From the given table it is clear that the portion of thrust 

MaJned^ from the combustion chamber nozzle Kmrm ^ Kmrfpt in the limit 

r‘ pt ™ )» when k ■ 1.15 (the closest index of expansion 

process for contemporary propellants), exceeds the basic thrust 

component one and a half times. Naturally, no one will make 

n nozzle with---+•, but it should be emphasized that the 

intensive growth of the portion of thrust taken from the supercritical 

i irt of the nozzle lies in technically feasible limits of expansion 

ratio (on the order of several thousands of units). Therefore, 

the portion of thrust taken from the nozzle will exceed the basic 

component of thrust force receiving the name basic in the 

initial period of development of rocket technology, when values of 

expansion ratio were small (on the order of -* - 20 - JC ) and 

t.n portion of the nozzle in the creation of combustion chamber 

thrust was significant. On Pig. III.11 there is presented the 

dependence of change of the portion of thrust taken from the internal 

surface of the combustion chamber, depending on expansion ratio ^ 

at constant pressure in the combustion chamber. * 

Pig. III.11. Dependence of 
thrust component on JBl. 

Pi 
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Having considered portions of thrust taken from separate parts 

of the combustion chamber In th** absence of ambient pressure, let us 

examine the Influence of exterm.l counterpressure on the thrust 

coefficient. Having divided the left and right sides of equation 

(III. 11) by pmF,r we will obtain the value of nozsle thrust coefficient 

K taking Into account counterpressure 

* “ K-n* - (111.38) 

where — the portion of thrust taken from the external surface 

of combustion chamber with respect to pmF^t or 

K-Km-¡¡¡- /«• (III.39) 

Fron the formula It Is clear that It Is Impossible to arbitrarily 

Increase K»,1tp by Increasing the expansion ratio (¾) at prescribed 

pressure In the chamber due to lowering of pressure on the nczzle 

section for llquld-propellant rocket engines, for which part or all 

the trajectory passes In the atmosphere. 

From determination of thrust coefficient It follows that the 

character of change of the value of thrust coefficient K from 

pressure on the nozzle section Is analogous to character of change 

of thrust force from pressure on the nozzle section. Figure III.11 

shows the character of change of thrust coefflclert K depending on 

expansion ratio (dimensionless area of nozzle) when p.-const. 

Just as thrust, thrust coefficient K Is decreased with 

deviation of nozzle operating conditions from rated conditions, and 

the Intensity of change of K Is decreased with Increase of pressure 

In the combustion chamber. 

* 6- Thrust and Specific Thrust of Llquld-Propellant 
Rocket Engine 

In the preceding sections there were examined calculated 

dependences and regularities of change of combustion chamber thrust 
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and specific thrust. All formulas for calculation of thrust and 

specific thrust, and also the character of their change from some 

parameters will be valid for liquid-propellant rocket engines if 

propellant combustion products enter the atmosphere only through the 

combustion chamber. Such liquid-propellant rocket engines include 

engines with pressurized fuel feed system and engines with 

turbopump unit, working medium of which is burned in the combustion 
chamber. 

In . number of Uquld-prop.Usnt rocker, engines «1th turbopump 

unit the basic or auxiliary proceilants are used for generation of 

working medium of turbine with It. aubsequ.nt discharge Into the 
envlronment. 

If the working medium of the turbopump unit turbine Is discharged 

Into the environment without tne use of exhaust reaction, then 

liquid-propellant rocket engine thrust Is practically equal to 

combustion chamber »nrust, and specific thrust 

^* - 7+ T " TV! ■ (III.40) 

where — propellant flow rate to turbine; 

^thrust of combustion chamber; 

‘""ir- Elative portion of nropellant flow rate to turbine. 

Prom formula (III.40) it is clear that in this case the 

specific thrust of the propulsion system is always less than 

specific thrust 'f combustion chamber. Value of Ç is determined 

on the basis of calculation of the turbopump unit turbine or on the 

basis of statistical data. The value of £ for liquid-propellant 

rocket engines with exit of working medium from the turbopump 

unit into the environment reaches 4-51, which is a very large value, 

with exit of working medium from the turbopump unit into the 

environment for the purpose of decreasing specific thrust losses 

of liquid-propellant rocket engines the working -nedium of the turbine 

is directed into special ejector exhaust pipes (in a number of 

liquid-propellant rocket engines these ejector pipes serve for 
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control and correction of rocket flight), which create small 

additional thrust. In this case thrust force of liquid-propellant 

rocket engine is calculated by equation 

+ (Ill.ki) 

where thrust created by ejector exhaust pipes. 

Calculation of both combustion chamber thrust and thruat force, 

created by ejector exhaust pipes, is performed by usual formulas, 

for example by formula (III. 11). 

Specific thrust of propulsion system is determined by formula 

P». « + ». ■ 
~a—+3^7 

i + 
- p 

Í. •. m 

TT 
ttt 

(111.^2) 

It is necessary to emphasize that ejection of the working 

medium through ejector pipes only partially Improves the ZhRD 

characterittics - thrust and specific thrust, since propellant in the 

gas generator for the turbine burns at nonoptimal a for the purpose 

of obtaining permissible gas temperatures on turbine blades. 

Therefore 

PriLM^P n B. «• 

For decrease of these specific thrust losses we went to designs 

of ]iquid-prope liant rocket engines where the working medium c f the 

turbine is burned in the combustion chamber. a 

* 7. gethods of Evaluating the Degree of Perfection of 
the Working Process in the Combustion Chamber 

As in every thermal unit, definite losses exist in the combustion 

chamber, leading to decrease of its specific thrust. Decrease of 

specific thrust is connected with specific types of thermal, chemical, 

and gas-dynamic losses in the combustion chamber. Some losses can 

be eliminated, for example incomplete combustion of propellant in the 

predetermined volume of combustion chamber because of poor organization 
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or carburation, others, for example gas friction losses on nozzle 

walls of combustion chamber, cannot be eliminated, and can only be 

decreased due to decrease of friction surface (for example, by 
application of profiled nozzles). 

Ik, Is accepted to evaluate all types of losses lu the combustion 

chamber, which lead to decrease of Its specific thrust, with the aid 
of specific thrust coefficient of the combustion chamber 

(V _ ), 
(III.*3? 

where (PrM. and — experimental and theoretical values of 
specific thrust when p0 - 0. Theoretical value of (Pn. is 

calculated by formula (III.2*). Experimental value of is 

determined on the basis of experimental data. By knowing from 

experiment /*,, propellant flow rate, ambient pressure and area of 

nozzle exit section Fc, one can determine Py* wr«» by means of 
conversion by formula 

P»*f s* ft 

Õ, • (III.UH) 

For contemporary combustion chambers the specific thrust 

coefficient ^0,95-0,97. A similar method permits evaluating the 

degree of perfection of the created combustion chamber on the whole. 
In case of small value of fyl the designer should know for what 

reasons there appeared considerable specific thrust losses, and 

should eliminate the defect. Below there Is cited a method of 
evaluating specific thrust losses of combustion chamber. 

5 8. Evaluation of Degree of Perfection of Working 
Process Strictly In the Combustion Chamber 

Evaluation of degree of perfection of the working process in 
the chamber without its nozzle unit is performed with the aid of 

the ratio of actual to theoretical chamber pressure. For this let 
us introduce the idea of specific impulse of pressure in the 
combustion chamber. 
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Prom thermodynamic and gas-dynamic calculation the flow rate 

of combustion chamber products through the cnamber can be determined 

by formula 

0 - ^ (rh) 
>+t 

0* f ■ 

V*r, 

•♦i 

where 4- VUg * — value depending onl” on index of expansion 

process constant for a concrete engine. 

Having divided the left and right sides of the first equation 

by vjar we will obtain 

I . (111.45) 

where ß — —^-specific impulse of pressure in the combustion 
chamber. 

Product of represents the main component of thrust force. 

Relationship of p^F^ to propellant flow rate per second has dimension¬ 

ality of specific thrust and represents specific thrust component of 

the combustion chamber. Specific Impulse of combustion chamber 

pressure is made up of combustion chamber parameters, not depending 

on nozzle parameters. Specific impulse of pressure depends on the 

excess oxidant ratio a and Insignificantly on the pressure in 

combustion chamber due to its influence on the value of degree of 

dissociation of combustion products. 

Prom the thermodynamic calculation of combustion chamber there 

Js known the theoretical value of k. and from experiment (by 

measuring pa, Ftp and 0) — value of ß». Relationship of experimental 

value of ß, to its theoretical value carries the name ratio of actual 

to■theoretical chamber pressure and characterizes the degree of 
perfection of working process in the combustion chamber 

?, - (III.46) 
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Fig. III.12. Experimental 
dependence . 

In contemporary chambers 

f, -0,96:0.99. 

Figure III. 12 show<i results of experimental determination of 

the ratio of actual to theoretical chamber pressure. Coe- jients 

♦g estimate the Incompleteness of heat liberation In the combustion 

chamber. In case of low values of it is necessary to Improve 

the process of carburation or. If this ¿umed out to oe Insufficient 

for Increase of to increase the volume of combustion chamber. 

It Is necessary to note that the method of Increase of 9ß by Increase 

of the chamber volume Is undesirable, since it leads to increase of 

weight, chamber dimensions and others. This method can be used only 

when all the possibilities of Increasing 9^ by Improvement of the 

carburetion system are exhausted. 

i 9. EvalüÄtlsno 
Wonting Process 1 

f Ihf 
JL 

Degree of Perfection of the 
Combustion Chamber N< Qgr N ozzle 

For evaluation of the degree of perfection of the working 

process In the nozzle let us use the Idea of thrust coefficient 

Earlier It was shown that thrust coefficient characterizes 

the portion of thrust created by the nozzle pQ • 0, the value of 

which does not depend on the course of the working process In 

combustion chamber and is completely determined by nozzle parameters. 

Theoretical value of thrust coefficient JCmt».* can be determined on 

the basis of thermodynamic and gas-dynamic calculation of the 

combustion chamber by formula (III.32), and its experimental value - 

according to test data of the combustion chamber. Ratio of 
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experimental value of thrust coefficient to its theoretical value 

determines the degree of perfection of the working process in the 

combustion chamber nozzle: 

(III.*17) 

According to determination the experimental value of 

is equal to 

(III.*8) 

By knowing from experiment the value of thrust P,. pressure in 

combustion chamber p, and environment, and geometric dimensions of 

combust-on chamber nozzle Fc and f,,. let us determine tne experimental 

value of (JCmto)»’ having theoretical and experimental values of thrust 

coefficient l*t us determine the value of losses $ in 
c 

combustion chamber nozzle. In contemporary combustion chambers 

<t>c - 0.9C-U.98. Large values of ♦c pertain to profiled nozzles. 
It is necessary to emphasize that coefficient $ estimates all losses 

c 
in the nozzle (friction losses, nonparallel outflow, nonlsentropy of 

expansion process and various types of gas-dynamic losses). 

Using dependences (III.28, III.39, III.46, III.4?), formulas 

for calculation of thrust and specific thrust will take the form 

^ f c »*00 P* F~~ P* ?11 

 -½ 4 
5 10• Calculation of Thrust with the Presence of Shock 

Waye_ in the Combustion Chamber Nozzle 

The earlier obtained dependence for calculation of basic 

combustion chamber parameters (thrust, specific thrust and others) 

are valid under the condition of independence of working process in 

the chamber, including its nozzle, from ambient pressure. 

The working process in the chamber nozzle does not depend on 

ambient pressure underexpansion conditions, rated conditions and up 
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to specific times in overexpansion conditions. Plow parameters of 

ms stream are changed only for the nozzle, in free supersonic stream. 

With definite overexpansion of gas in the nozzle on its section 

there will be formed a bridge-like shock wave, which consists 

.»g HI. 13) of twc oblique shock wavt s a-b and b-c and central 

Jump of variable intensity b-d. 0. I. Petrov showed that the 

bridge-like shock wave can travel into the depth of the nozzle, 

vnile not being converted into normal shock, assuming that at point 

b of Intersection of three shock waves there is started a line of 

mgential discontinuity of velocities, and static pressures on both 

sides of the line of discontinuity are identical. In a number of 

works it was shown that the shock wave starts to move into the 

]»pth of the nozzle at some ratio of static pressures on the shock 

ive, depending on state of boundary layer and Mach number before 
the shock wave. 

d 

Pig. III.13. Diagram of operation 
of nozzle with shock wave. 

Figure 111.1¾ shows the dependence of critical static pressure 

r itio Pi/f>2 (Pi and p are pressure before and after shock wave 

: pecti vely) on Mt« number of incoming flow before shock wave, 

obtained for turbulent boundary layer with number Re » 5*10^-7*107. 

¡•or calculation of thrust and specific thrust of the chamber it 

.5 necessary to know the position of shock wave and regularities of 

change of gas flow parameters after the snock wave. In view of 

complexity of the process at present there is no reliable method 

of calculation for determining the position of shock wave and 

regularities of change of gas flow parameters after the shock wave. 

In view of complexity oí’ the process at present there is no reliable 

method of calculation for determining the position of shock wave and 

regularities of change of gas flow parameters after the shock wave. 
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Fig. 111.1¾. Dependence of 
critical ratio " f(M). 

At present it is expedient to perform calculation on the basis of 

semiempirical dependences, making it possible to determine more 

exactly the location of shock wave and gas flow parameters after 

shock, on the accuracy of determination of which depends the accuracy 

of determination of thrust and specific thrust of the combustion 

chamber. It was established that if pressure after the shock wave 

p2 equals ambient pressure, then the position of shock wave is 

determined by relationship —»/Hi«). Similar conditions are realized 

for nozzles with large apex angles ^ 30 (see Fig. III.lM). With 
» 

decrease of nozzle cone angle and penetration depth of shock in the 

nozzle, the pressure after the shock wave can differ from the ambient 

pressure by several times. Figure III.15 shows how pressure recovery 

is changed after the shock wave depending on nozzle cone angle and 

depth of its penetration in the nozzle. In this case the position of 

shock is determined not only by critical static pressure ratio, but 

also by degree of pressure recovery after the shock wave. With the 

help of dependence £’■■/(•**««) (see Fig. 111.1¾). by knowing 

relationship ^“/(AftB; 2a) (Fig. III.15), it is possible to construct 

dependence of the position of shock wave for nozzles with various 

geometric characteristics by relationship 

»» * P» Pi 
Pb * P» ' Pi Pb (111^9) 

Patio Û is determined from condition of isentropio gas 

expansion in the nozzle, P2/P1 “ by the graph of Fig. 111.1¾. and 

Pq/P^ "* by the graph of Fig. III. 15. 



à 

Fig, III.15. Pressure 
recovery after shock when 
?i <30*. 

In case of the absence of bressure recovery after shock wave 

p2 * p0 ecluatlon (HI. ^9) will take the form 

(III.50) 

By equation (III.50) there is constructed dependence of position 

of shock wave: and k) (Fig. III.16). If dependence 

p~ - /(M<. and is unknown, and dependence M,,-//*) is known, then 

we can find the value of P0/P2 by equation 

ft » ÜL.fLfl. 
Pt Pu Pt Pi (III.51) 

Ry knowInK the value of Mtn and p2, we can determine thrust and 

specific thrust of the combustion chamber. Thrust taken from the 

internal contour can be represented as thrust taken before and after 

the shock wave: 

JPilcos(n4t)+f r¿F, (III.52) 
*■***» '•■m a- • 

wl’l0r‘e s»"yTp*.c— chamber surface before shock wave; ftu— area of 

nozzle where shock is located. 

Determination of J pjtIScos(/u) is produced by usual dependences, 
»—TO- M. • 

since before the shock wave there occurs usual gas flow in the nozzle 

and then 

j P>ds cos(**) » Pi« /%.(!+ ( III. 53a) 
‘—TO-A. c 
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Fig. III.I6. Dependence of 
position of shock wave on -¾. 
and k. 

where pu, — calculated pressure before shock wave; — M 

number before shock wave. 

When p2 P0 the value of Integral Is equal to 

J f«.). (III.53b) 

r€ 
When p2 W pQ the determination of \ ptdF Is complicated by 

Ignorance of the character of pressure recovery after the shock 

wave, but proceeding from experimental data It Is known that the 

pressure on the nozzle section equals ambient pressure. Therefore, 

one can determine the average pressure affecting the nozzle walls 

from the position of shock wave to the nozzle section: 

then 

H + P* 
T . 

(111.53c) 

Thrust obtained from the external contour of the chamber Is 

equal to 

(111.5*0 
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By using dependences (III.52, 111.53a. b. c) expression, can 

halerT r0r,COmPUtln« thrust "x* thrust of the combustion 
hamber at nozzle operating conditions with shock wave: 

a) for nozzles with large (a, » 30») apex angles or for small 

penetration of shock Into the nozzle depth, 1.e., for p, - p : 
C. 0 

-JpLi 

(in.55) 

(111.56) 

) for nozzles with small aoex aneii»« nnH ia_- aAA aPex angles and large penetration of 
shock Into nozzle depth, i.e., p * n • 

y2 *0' 

P — Pun ( I + *M^) + (f€ — Pn) — P% 
f 

~~ 1 + .VY'"1 --¾^. 

(in.57) 

(III.58) 

It is necessary to note that by experimental data, obtained at 

nozzle operating conditions with shock wave. It Is Impossible to 

' termine the value of specific thrust and thrust force In a vacuum 
by formula (III.^li). vacuum 

In this case results of calculation of thrust and specific 

thrust Will give value of thrust and specific thrust ^ 

-en from Internal contour at concrete counterpressure, and they 

have no relation to thrust and specific thrust In a vacuum. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ZhRD CHARACTERISTICS 

General Information 

Dependences of thrust and specific thrust on any parameters, 

change! In the process of ZhRD operation, are called characteristics 

of llquld-propellant rocket englre. 

Thrust and specific thrust, of liquid-propellant rocket engines 

are affected by the relationship of components, flight speed of 

rocket, flight altitude of rocket and change of propellant flow rate 

in the combustion chamber. 

Let us first make a number of observations about the effect of 

the first two factors on thrust and specific thrust. Propellant 

mixture ratio a during liquid-propellant rocket engine operation 

is kept constant for the purpose of obtaining optimum rocket parameters 

(for example, maximum range at prescribed nominal rocket weight). 

Therefore, it is inexpedient to investigate the effect of a on liquid- 

propellant rocket engine characteristics. In a case when the propellant 

mixture ratio is changed in the process of operation of ZhRD, it is easy 

to consider the effect of a on the course of ZhRD characteristics, by 

knowing the known dependences of specific thrust on the propellant 

mixture ratio. In most cases the rocket flight speed does not affect 

the ZhRD characteristics. 
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Hurinr rockot motion In a vacuum the thrust and specific thrust 

ru*e lully determined accord Inp, |to equations (III.P4) and (III.15) by 

rkln« process parameters of tie liquid-propellant rocket engine and 

io not depend on flight speed o'* the rocket. 

luring rocket motion in a medium with definite pressure two 

m us can be represented. At supersonic rocket speeds at its stem 

(Mg. TV. 1 ) there is formed a region with pressure p^ which is less 

than ambient pressure and is called base pressure. If at prescribed 

ambient pressure pQ a shock wave does not enter the nozzle, i.e., the 

working process in the chamber is isolated from ambient pressure, then 

’nruct and specific thrust do not depend on flight speed of the rocket 

and their values are calculated by equations (III.11), (III.23). in 

practice there can be encountered a case when at ambient pressure pn 

a shock wave enters the nozzle and thrust and specific thrust should 

be calculated by equations (111.55, 111.57),(111.56, III.58). It la 

Known that all other conditions being equal the position of shock wave 

and value of pressure behind it, values of which affect the value of 

*nrust and specific thrust, depend on the pressure of medium where 

the gas flow from the nozzle goes. 

Base pressure depends on the rocket speed, and consequently, in 

’his case thrust and specific thrust also depend on the speed of rocket 

motion, since the position of shock wave and pressure behind the shock 

wav< ‘‘'P°n 1 noL on ratio but on The case when thrust and 

specific thrust depend on rocket speed is realized very rarely and only 

h an insignificant part of the rocket trajectory, therefore this 

case will not be examined in detail. Change of propellant flow rate 

to the ZhRD chamber and ambient pressure have the greatest effect on 
thrust and specific thrust. 

On the basis of that mentioned above, at present two liquid- 

propellant rocket engine characteristics are of practical interest. 

1. Consumption (throttle) characteristic, which shows change of 

thrust and specific thrust of a liquid-propellant rocket engine 

depending on propellant consumption at Constant propellant mixture 
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Pig. IV.1. For explanation 

of base pressure p^. 

ratio and ambient pressure. 

2. Altitude performance, which shows change of thrust and specific 

thrust depending on ambient pressure at constant consumption and 

mixture ratio. 

In most cases in the proceîs of rocket flight the liquid-propellant 

rocket engine operates at variable propellant consumptions and ambient 

pressures. Thus, for example, i liquid-propellant rocket engine 

operating on anergolic components. Installed on a long-range rocket, 

has the following character of thrust change (Fig. TV.2). 

Fig. IV.2. Dependence of 
thrust engine change on 
time. 

On preliminary stage I the.liquid-propellant rocket engine has 

very low propellant consumption to ensure smooth approach of the 

liquid-propellant rocket engine to normal rating. Time of operation 

at preliminary stage is insignificant (about one second). Further, 

flow rate to the chamber increases to nominal - liquid-propellant 

rocket engine approaches main stage II, duration of which is the 

basic operating time of the liquid-propellant rocket engine. At the 

main stage consumption is kept constant, but ZhRD thrust increases due 

to decrease of ambient pressure along the path of rocket travel. 
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¡«loro ZhRD cutoff there a^aln occurs decrease of flow rate of 

propellant to the combustion cliamber - ZhRP transfers from main stage 

conditions to conditions of final stage III, thrust of which is about 

of thrust on the main stage. At this mode the rocket reaches 

rated Parameters (ror example, rated velocity), after which the command 

lE KlVen to cut off the liquid-propellant rocket engine. The automatic 
flight control system ceases its operation. 

Section IV dependence P - f(T) characterizes the change of thrust 

after the command is given to snut fuel valves due to inertness of 

operation of cutoff valves, propellant leakage, filling the hydraulic 

lines past the cutoff valves, and so forth. 

It is necessary to distinguish the characteristics of combustion 

chamber and liquid-propellant rocket engine. In a case when all the 

propellant enters the combustion chamber (liquid-propellant rocket 

engine with pressurized fuel feed, liquid-propellant rocket engine 

Wîth pump fuel feed system, working on a closed scheme and so forth), 

combustion chamber characteristics are simultaneously also ZhRD 

characteristics. For ZhRD with pump fuel feed at epen scheme the 

combustion cliamber characteristics differ from ZhRD characteristics 

inasmuch as part of the propellant is used for generation of turbine 

working medium with its subsequent ejection into the environment. 

rhC lEtter case be examined separately at the end of the chapter. 

§ 1. Consumption Characteristic 

Consumption characteristics will be studied under the assumption 

of invariability of the working process in the combustion chamber 

(f,-const and q>t-const) and with ratio when the flow rate of gas 

through the chamber nozzle does not depend on ambient pressure and in 

tho nozzle throat is always speed of sound. Engine operating 

conditions when the flow rate of combustion products through the 

chamber depends on ambient pressure, will not be examined, since 

similar conditions are practically not encountered in operation. 
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It Is expedient to consider the engine consumption characteristic 

in a vacuum (p0 « 0) and in the presence of ambient pressure p0. 

During operation in a vacuum thrust and specific thrust are 

determined by equations (III.13) and (III.24): 

Usually in practice there is constructed the dependence of 

thrust and specific thrust not on propellant consumption in the chamber, 

but on pressure in the chamber. The latter is explained by the fact 

that for a concrete engine the propellant consumption linearly depends 

on pressure in the combustion chamber (considering the earlier 

introduced assumption, f» —corut). 

Actually, by using the idea of specific impulse (III.45), we 

obtain 

(IV. I) 

since for concrete engine -const, p-const and const. 

From equation (IV.1) it fellows that propellant consumption is 

directly proportional to combustion chamber pressure. Fig. IV.3 

shows the dependence of combustion chamber pressure on propellant 

Fig. IV.3 
PK - f(o) 

Dependence 

0 Qï & Qt Qt L 
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consumption. For the figure it is clear ♦hat chamber pressure is 
changed directly proportional to the change of propellant consumption. 

Deviation of experimental dependence from theoretical p ■ f(G) at 
low pK is explained by impairment of working procese (çj) in the 

combustion chamber in connection with deterioration of propellant 

atomization because of decrease of pressure drop on injectors and 

increase of degree of dissociation of combustion products. For 

w<-ll broken-in engines the difference of theoretical and experimental 

dependences p^ - f(0) in the existing limits of thrust change with 

respect to consumption characteristic is small. 

At the same time, pressure in the combustion chamber more 

visually characterizes change of engine conditions and for many 

units is the master parameter. Furthermore, chamber pressure is 

measured more exactly than the propellant consumption. 

In practice the consumption characteristic is constructed 

according to pressure in the combustion chamber. For formulation of 

equation of consumption characteristic in a vacuum let us substitute 

the value of G from formula (IV.1) in formula (III.13), and, 

considering that dimensionless nozzle area fc, expansion ratio 

and Vc are constants for a concrete engine, without taking 

dissociation of combustion products into account we will obtain the 

formula for calculation of consumption characteristic 

P-n-CiP., (IV. 2) 

where 

From formula (IV.2) it is clear that thrust in a vacuum is directly 

proportioral to pressure in the combustion cliamber. It is expressed 

graphically by a straight line, passing through the origin of 

coordinates (Fig. IV.4). Having divided the left and right sides of 

equation (IV.?) by propellant consumption and using formula (VI.l), 

we obtain the dependence for calculation of specific thrust in a vacuum 
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or, by using formulas (IV.2) and (IV.5), we obtain 

P-Ctp.-Fj)', (IV.*♦) 

(IV. 5) 

From formula (IV.4) it follows that in this case thrust, as 

in a vacuum, linearly depends on pressure in the combustion chamber and 

is graphically (Fig. IV.4) rep^esened by a straight line, but shifted 

downwards to value pQFc from Pf (zone II). 

Wjth decrease of pressure in the combustion chamber, the specific 

thrust will drop in connection with the growth of absolute value of 

negative term which one can well see from Fig. IV.4. With the 

absence of shock wave in the nozzle it is possible to use formulas 

(III.16), (III.44) for calculation of thrust and specific thrust in 

a vacuum according to the results of engine tests with some 
$ 

counterpressure, for example with atmospheric, since thrust is taken 

from the interrial contour, and is not changed with change of ambient 

pressure. Starting from some pressure pR, a shock wave enters the 

nozzle and the use of formulas (IV.4) and (IV.5), valid in the absence 

- shock wave, is Impossible, since the formal use of these formulas 

leads to incorrect derivations. Thus, for example, with an inoperative 

engine, i.e., when pK = 0, the engine develops negative thrust, which 

is physically impossible. It is necessary to note that fictitious 

pcint -p0Fc is useful for construction of consumption characteristic 

in the region of nozzle operating conditions, since it is sufficient 

to know thrust at some one pressure pR, in order to construct 

consumption characteristic. For the moment of entry of shock wave in 

the nozzle, for calculation of consumption characteristic there should 

be used formulas (III.55), (III.56), or (III.57), (111.58). Starting 

i rom the moment of entry of shock wave in the nozzle, thrust with 

decrease is illustrated by some curve, determined by regularities of 

shock wave motion and recovery pressure after the shock wave (zone T). 

On Fig. IV.4 the dashed line plots change of thrust and specific 

thrust under the assumption of shock-free gas flow in the entire range 
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of change of p . Intensity of decline of thrust and specific thrust 
A 

of the engine with decrease of p at shock-free nozzle operating 
A 

conditions are considerably greater than at conditions with shock 

wave. Decrease of Intensity drop of thrust and specific thrust 

becomes clear from the following considerations. 

I 
Let us assume that at some pressure in the combustion chamber 

and ambient pressure in one case there could be realized gas flow 

conditions in the nozzle without shock wave, and In another — with 

shock wave. In the latter case thrust, taken from internal contour 

of combustion chamber, will be greater, since pressure affecting the 

nozzle wall after the shock wave will be greater than on the same part 

of the nozzle in case of shock-free (isentropic) gas flow in the 

nozzle. As a result, thrust and specific thrust are changed less 

intensively with decrease of pressure in the combustion chamber than 

in the case of realization of shock-free nozzle operating conditions 

in the entire range of change of pressure pv. 

It is necessary to emphasize that nozzle operating conditions 

with shock wave are useful only in separate cases with respect to the 

following considerations. If during engine operation the nozzle exit 

section area was changed in accordance with decrease of pressure in 

the combustion chamber (variable-area nozzle), then the consumption 

characteristic would flow more favorably than at nozzle operating 

conditions with shock wave. In view of great technical difficultie' 

in creating a variable-area nozzle, it is necessary to use a fixed- 

area nozzle, pressure on the section of which is selected rather low 

with respect to ambient pressure for a number of rockets from the 

condition of obtaining the best characteristics on the average along 

the rocket path. In this case there can occur nozzle operating 

conditions with shock wave, and in this case conditions of isentropic 

flow in the nozzle, if they could be accomplished, would be less 

suitable than the operating conditions of a nozzle with shock wave. 

It Is necessary to note that by using formulas (III.16) and (III.44) 
it is impossible to determine thrust and specific thrust In a vacuum 

according to the experiment, under conditions of which the nozzle 

operated with shock wave. In this case by these formulas we will 
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obtain values of thrust and specific thrust, taken from the internal 

contour of the combustion chamber, characteristic only for concrete 

ccunterpressure, which have nothing to do with thrust and specific 

thrust in a vacuum, since in a vacuum there are no conditions for the 

appearance of shock wave in the nozzle. Fig. IV.5 shows the character 

< i cfiange of specific thrust, t iken from internal contour, with change 

of pressure in the region of nozzle operation with shock wave. From 

this figure it is clear that specific thrust is greater than 

specific thrust i.e., than Pràa, which in reality is realized 

in a vacuum. For determination of specific thrust and thrust in a 

vacuum for combustion chambers, for which a shock wave enters in 

atmostpheric conditions, there are used special gas-dynamic 

installations, making it possible to create the necessary rarefaction 

in the nozzle region, excluding nozzle operation with shock wave. 

Fig. IV.5. Dependence 
r-n - Nßj at assigned 
#t«const. 

The course of consumption characteristic is greatly affected by 

f h(' selection of nozzle height or value of dimensionless area of 

nozzle f . 

Figure IV.6 shows consumption characteristics of two identical 

engines, but with different dimensionless nozzle areas From the 

figure it is clear that thrust and specific thrust in the void of an 

engine with large dimensionless nozzle fc area are higher at all 

combustion chamber pressures than for an engine with smaller value of 

V Consumption characteristic (Fig. IV.7) during engine operation 

with some ambient pressure has a different character. At a certain 

pressure in the combustion chamber p^ thrust and specific thrust for 
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Fig. IV.6. Dependence of 
thrust and specific thrust 
of two combustion chambers 
on pK with la >ln when 
p0 * 0. 

Fig. IV.7. Dependence of 
thrust and specific thrust 
of two combustion chambers 
at prescribed counterpressure. 

the two engines are identical. With increase of pressure in the 

chamber above p^ thrust and specific thrust of the engine with A, 

become largei than for an engine with A,, and, conversely, with 

lowering of pressure in the combustion chamber below p.'# characteristics 

of an engine with A, become better. The last is explained by the 

known fact that the less the pressure on the nozzle section differs 

from ambient pressure, the better its basic characteristics will be — 

thrust and specific thrust. On Fig. TV.7 points p'Ki and pUt designate 

pressures of chamber with A,'- and A..at which shock wave enters their 

nozzles. On Fig. IV.7 the dashed line plots values of thrust and 

specific thrust under the assumption that after pressure Ptt and PH, 

there was realized isentropic gas flow in the nozzle. 

Thrust control by the consumption characteristic is widely used 

in contemporary liquid-propellant rocket engines, but a great 

disadvantage of this method of control is decrease of specific thrust 

at all conditions besides rated. With increase of pressure above rated 

the specific thrust increases due to the smaller influence of static 
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vrr.ponont Both in overexpansion and underexpansion conditions 

too specific thrust of the combustion chamber Is lower, with the 

exception of its rated operating conditions, than the possible value 

i specific thrust prescribed p^ and the calculated value of pressure 

ori nozzle section. Basic ceiuse of decrease of specific thrust 

is nozzle operation in nonrated conditions. Furthermore, with fixed 

flow area of injectors (the most often used type) decrease of 

propellant consumption (pressure p^) is accomplished by decrease of 

pressure drop at injectors, which leads to deterioration of the working 

process in the combustion chamber and additional decrease of specific 

thrust in the case of extreme control of liquid-propellant rocket 
engine thrust. 

figure IV.8 shows experimental consumption characteristic of a 

combustion chamber, obtained at altitude H - 0.6 and 30 km. From the 

Fig. IV.8. Experimental 
consumption characteristic. 

figure it is clear that the combustion chamber has the greatest losses 

of thrust and specific thrust, as should have been expected, at 

H = 0 and minimum thrust conditions in view of the most deviation of 

nozzle operating conditions from rated deterioration of the working 

process in the chamber in connection with sharp decrease of pressure 

<lr<.p nt. the injectors. If at normal conditions specific thrust 

r-_200 kg»s/kg, then at minimum thrust conditions kg»s/kg. 

On Mg. IV.8 the dashed line plots changes of specific thrust and 

thrust while neglecting shock wave in the nozzle, which show that at 
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the indicated conditions the entry of shock wave into nozzle improves 

the liquid-propellant rocket engin* characteristics. 

Consequently, for decrease of specific thrust losses it is 

desirable to control the engine by consumption characteristic at the 

largest possible values of pressures in the combustion chamber, which 

is especially important for engines operating in a medium with high 

pressure. With decrease of counterpressure, its harmful effect on 

the course of consumption characteristic is reduced and specific thrust 

increases, and the flow of the consumption characteristic itself occurs 

smoother. Thus if on the ground (Fig. IV.8) the specific thrust at 

minimum thrust conditions is only 60'< of specific thrust at normal 

conditions, then at an altitude of 30 km it increases to 

The introduction of burning process at high pressures in the 

chamber with the prescribed range of thrust change is permitted, as 

in the case of decrease of ambient pressure, to improve the change of 

specific thrust with respect to consumption characteristic. Decrease 

of specific thrust with lowering of pressure in case of its increased 

initial values will occur smoother than at lower initial pressures 

in the combustion chamber. 

From the preceding it is clear that ZhRD thrust control by the 

consumption characteristic is connected with greater or smaller 

specific thrust losses. These losses could have been excluded if with 

change of chamber thrust its nozzle always operated at rated conditions, 

and the quality of the working process remained constant. 

The first requirement is satisfied when=If » const 

then pressure in the chamber should remain constant with change of 

thrust. These conditions can be fulfilled for a chamber, whose 

throat area is changed in direct proportion to the change of propellant 

consumption. This may be seen clearly from the expression for spécifié 

impulse of combustion chamber 

For preservation of constant rated pressure on the nozzle section 

pc it is necessary to have constant dimensionless nozzle area fc, i.e., 
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area of nozzle exit section should be changed in direct proportion to 

change of throat area. 

It Is extremely difficult to achieve a similar method of thrust 

control, in spite of all its advantages, because of the complexity of 

designing a nozzle capable of changing its geometric dimensions and 

reliably operating in a gas flow of high temperatures and velocities. 

Elimination or decrease of specific thrust losses, connected with 

deterioration of the working process because of decrease of pressure 

drop with decrease of propellant consumption, is possible for a single¬ 

chamber liquid-propellant rocket engine with the aid of variable-area 

injectors. In these injectors propellant consumption is reduced not 

by decrease of pressure drop at the injectors, but by change of area 

of the injector exit nozzle 
• : 

VWïàPÏ' 

where (*♦ - discharge coefficient, of injector; - area of injector 

nozzle exit section; T — specific gravity of liquid; - pressure 

drop at injector. 

Area of injector nozzle should be changed in direct proportion 

to change of propellant consumption. 

Figure IV.9 shows the consumption characteristic of an engine, 

for which relationship -jr- « const could be achieved in the operating 

Fig. IV.9. Consumption 
characteristic when fc < 
- const andíj—— coiut. 
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process and the quality of the working process would remain constant 

due to preservation of -y*- »const. In view of the fact that with a 

similar method of control pR * oonst, the change of thrust and specific 

thrust on Fig. IV.9 is constructed as a function of propellant 

consumption. 

For comparison there is plotted engine consumption characteristic 

at usual conditions, i.e., F¿»coist, F^^const and F^»const. From Fig. IV.9 

it is clear that engine thrust control at ^ const and « const occurs 

at constant specific thrust, whereas with the existing method of thrust 

control the value of specific thrust is sharply decreased with decrease 

of thrust. On Fig. IV.9 the subscript "hou" designates the value of 

thrust at normal conditions. 

It is necessary to note that as yet there has not been achieved 

thrust control when £■**/t * const and p_»=con$t because of technical 
* »p 

difficulties. Attempts of designing variable-area injectors were made 

but they were not applied in view of their great structural complexity, 

time consumption in production and so forth. 

For elimination of large specific thrust losses, appearing during 

liquid-propellant rocket engine operation with respect to consumption 

characteristic, multichamber liquid-propellant rocket engines are 

applied, for which thrust is changed not by lowering the pressure in 

combustion chambers, but by shutdown of separate chambers. In working 

combustion chambers there are maintained nominal and optimum parameters 

for a concrete liquid-propellant rocket engine, which permits achieving 

extreme thrust control without lowering the specific thrust. 

In case it is not possible to attain the needed minimum thrust 

by shutdown of separate chambers, then further decrease of thrust is 

produced by decrease of propellant r jnsumption in the remaining 

combustion chamber or remaining chambers. In this case the range of 

pressure change in the combustion chamber with prescribed thrust change 

will be smaller than in a single-chamber liquid-propellant rocket 

engine, and consequently, specific thrust losses will be smaller. A 
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'inficiency of a similar method of control is complication of design, 

lowering of operating reliability of the liquid-propellant rocket 

engine, and also the necessity of step thrust control. 

Earlier it was noted that for a liquid-propellant rocket engine 

with pressurized fuel feed system, for liquid-propellant rocket engine 

with turbopump fuel feed system, operating on a closed cycle, in brief, 

for a liquid-propellant rocket engine, for which all the fuel is ejected 

into the environment in the form of combustion products only through 

the combustion chamber, characteristics of the combustion chamber are 

characteristics of liquid-propellant rocket engines. For liquid- 

propo liant rocket engines, for which the fuel is ejected into the 

environment in the form of combustion products not only through the 

chamber, but also through other units, characteristics of the combustion 

chamber differ from that of liquid-propellant rocket engines. Such 

liquid-propellant rocket engines include ZhRD with turbopump fuel feed, 

or which the working medium of the turbine is ejected into the ' 

environment. Using, for example, equation of thrust (III.41) and 

specific thrust (III.42) for a liquid-propellant rocket engine, 

operating on open cycle with ejection of turbine working medium 

through the ejector pipes 

p -P , + %r 
'mi.b. « —-. 

It is possible to construct consumption characteristic of liquid- 

propellant rocket engine. 

During construction of the consumption characteristic for similar 

liquid-propellant rocket engines, the thrust and specific thrust of 

combustion chamber and ejector pipes are determined by the method 

discuosed above. From calculation of turbopump unit we know gas flow 

rate to turbine and its pressure behind the turbine. As a result we 

can determine t and values P and P,t of liquid-propellant rocket 
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engine fo- each of its operating conditions. Figure IV.10 shows 

consumption characteristic of similar liquid-propellant rocket engines. 

Fig. IV.10. Consumption 
characteristic of liquid- 
propellant rocket engine. 

/ 

From Fig. IV,10 it is clear that specific thrust of the combustion 

chamber is greater than that of the liquid-propellant rocket engine. 

This is explained by the known fact that for a turbine there is 

necessary working medium with low temperatures from the condition of 

providing reliable operation of turbine blades. Therefore, propellant 

utilized for generation of working medium is burned at a, sharply 

different from optimum. As a result, some increase of thrust at the 

expense of ejector pipes is not compensated by raised propellant flow 

rate to turbine and term 

is always smaller than one. It is necessary to note that usually 

the propellant flow rate to turbine is reduced slower than flow rate to 

combustion chamber, owing to which the specific thrust of liquid- 

propellant rocket engine is not only smaller than specific thrust of 

the combustion chamber, but is also decreased more sharply with decrease 

of thrust than the specific thrust of the combustion chamber. 

« 

In conclusion one should note that the limits of thrust control 

by consumption characteristic are limited by the range of stable 

operation of the combustion chamber. Each combustion chamber has its 

)"nge of change of pressure pK, at which the process in the conbustion 

chamber flows normally, stably. Deviation from permissible range 
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f combustion chamber control wich respect to pressure p can lead to 

dfotruction. Range of stable operation of the combustion chamber, 

operating by consumption characteristic, depends on numerous factors 

'type of propellant, combustion chamber design and others) and, as a 

rule, is determined experimentally. 

§ 2, Altitude Performance 

Aith change of ambient pressure there are changed basic parameters 

f Mquid-propellant roc-et engines - thrust and specific thrust. 

Character of their change from ambient pressure depends on a number 

OÍ li(luid-ProPeliant rocket engine parameters. ZhRD parameters should 

bf> selpcted in such a way that performance of the ZhRD along the path 

* motion would be the most advantageous for the rocket, would assure 

It maximum range at prescribed weight or the prescribed range at 

minimum weight, i.e., would assure maximum terminal velocity at 

pr scribed initial weight or the predetermined velocity at minimum 
initial rocket weight. 

Dependence of thrust and specific thrust on ambient pressure 

received the name altitude performance because the first rockets were 

launched from the earth's surface and reached some flight altitude. 

• 

At present rockets are launched not only from the ground, but 

also underwater ('’Polaris- missile”) and then travel along the usual 

tlight path, are launched from the atmosphere from some altitude into 

the water to various depths and so forth. Therefore, having left its 

traditional name as previous, we will examine change of ZhRD parameters 

not from flight altitude, but from ambient pressure. Moreover, in all 

the calculation formulas there enters ambient pressure, which affects 

liquid-propellant rocket engine characteristics. 

Let UF note that Just as in the case of consumption characteristic, 

altitude performance of the combustion chamber will simultaneously be 

altitude performance of the liquid-propellant rocket engine, for which 

all the propellant fuel is ejected into the environment in the form 
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of combustion products only through the combustion chambers (liquid- 

propellant rocket engine, operating on closed cycle and so forth). 

For a liquid-propellant rocket engine with turbopump unit, for 

which part of the propellant is used for generation of turbine working 

medium with its subsequent ejection into the environment, altitude 

performance of the combustion chamber will differ from that of liquil- 

propellant rocket engine. The latter case will be examined at the end 

of the section. 

Let us examine the course of altitude performance of liquid- 

propellant rocket engines taking into account the assumptions which 

were made earlier in examining the consumption characteristic. With 

isentropic conditions of gas flow in the nozzle the value of thrust 

and specific thrust is determined by equations 

P-P, 

Pu - P M. myn 

P%Pf 

From the formulas it is clear that with increase of pressure p^ 

the thrust and specific thrust are reduced linearly. At ratio 
Po 

determined for the given combustion chamber, a shock wave will enter 

the nozzj-e ana thrust and specific thrust must be calculated oy 

equations: 

a) for small apex angles of nozzle 

p #*■ Af«) . _ ( ^« Ptu ) P»Pt . 
r,,--g-—+ Pep-g-g— : 
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b) for large apex angles wf nozzle 

P (I + \ P% Pç» Ffi---«L-g- • 

Figure IV.11 shows change of basic engine parameters with change 

of counterpressure. As can be seen from the figure, the course of 

Fig. IV.II. Altitude 
performance of combustion 
chamber. 

altitude performance of liquid-propellant rocket engine with change 

of ambient pressure can be divided into two sections: section of 

nozzle operation without shock wave I and section of nozzle operation 

with shock wave II. 

On the section with isentropic (shock-free) nozzle operating 

conditions the thrust and specific thrust are decreased linearly with 

rise of ambient pressure. Specific thrust and thrust taken from the 

internal contour remain constant and are numerically equal to specific 

thrust and thrust in a vacuum. 

In this case the working process in the chamber and its nozzle 

is autonomous from ambient pressure. At a certain pressure p' the 

shock wave enters the nozzle of the chamber — linearity of change of 

thrust and specific thrust is disturbed. From the moment of entry of 

shock wave the thrust taken fron internal contour P»u1lp of combustion 

chamber starts to increase and fhe intensity of decrease of ZhRD thrust 

with increase of pressure is reduced. Character of change of thrust 
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and specific thrust at nozzle operating conditions with shock wave 

is determinad by regularity of motion of shock wave into the nozzle 

depth and pressure recovery p^ after the shock wave. On Fig. IV.11 

dashed lines show the character of change of basic liquid-propellant 

rocket engine parameters in case the shock wave did not enter the 

nozzle and at all pressures p0 in the nozzle there occurred isentropic 

gas expansion. 

From Fig. IV.11 it is clear that from the moment of entry of shock 

wave in nozzle and Pït,nrrv ¥= PyM.n, and is increased in 

proportion to penetration of shock wave into nozzle depth. Similar 

operating conditions are observed for ZhRD of the first step of 

intercontinental rockets, press are on the nozzle section of which is 

selected rather low from conditions of obtaining mean maximum specific 

thrust on the powered-flight phase of the rocket or for rockets 

launched underwater ("Polaris" tiissile). For a similar type of 

rockets the engine parameters are selected from the condition of 

obtaining average maximum specific thrust on the air phase of the 

rocket, since the engine operates the most on this phase, and flight 

range is basically determined by engine parameters during operation 

outside the water trajectory. Therefore, for these rockets the 

pressure on nozzle section is obtained quite low (P^O.S at ) and 

atmospheric pressure is sufficient, not yet indicating ambient 

pressures during rocket launch from underwater (/»¿Silo [atm(abs. ) ] ), 

so that the shock wave would enter the nozzle depth. From Fig. IV.11 

it is clear that in the shown conditions the nozzle operating 

conditions with shock wave improves liquid-propellant rocket engine 

characteristics. 

It is necessary to note that according to the results of ground 

tests with the presence of shock wave it is impossible to calculate 

specific thrust and thrust in a vacuum by usual formulas, since in 

this case there will be determined thrust and specific thrust not in 

a vacuum, but that taken from the internal contour of combustion 

chamber at concrete counterpressure, which will be greater than thrust 

and specific thrust in a vacuum. 
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For determination of thrusl and specific thrust in a vacuum 

similar engines are tested on special stands, in which there is 

created the necessary rarefaction about the nozzle, excluding its 

operation with shock wave. 

• 

Let us consider how the course of altitude performance is changed 

with change of pressure pK in t.ie same engine (fc = const) in case of 

isentropic gas flow in the nozzxe. 

The lower the pressure on the nozzle section, the greater the 

thrust and specific thrust on the ground differs from that in a vacuum. 

Thus, for example, for liquid-propellant rocket engine of the second 

stage of a "Titan" rocket the thrust on the ground and in a vacuum 

equals P * 30.4 t, PMyT 36.6 t respectively, i.e., is increased 

approximately 20#. 

Let us assume that at the second conditions 

combustion chamber is two times greater, i.e., 
pressure in the 

or G,=2 G„ then 

, - Ft />„ />„ t « MyTp _ ^. 

Px - /Wp . - FtPt, pyi , « pyt MyTp _P, ^ 

G| 

oince specific thrust taken from the internal contour does not 

depend on pressure in the chamber, let us designate 

Py*. •nyrp * Pyg »«yrp 2 — Pyg. nyrp 

From the given dependences it is clear that with increase of 

pressure in the combustion chamber the effect of ambient pressure is 

reduced. In tho limit, pK approaches an infinitely large value 

yx^Pyg *Hyrp> From this point of view it is advantageous to produce 

the process of propellant combustion at the greatest possible pressure 
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Figure rv.12 shows dependence of change of thrust, specific 

PyM.tnrrp, P. P1t on ambient pressure for an engine with various thrust 

Fig. IV.12. Altitude 
performance of combustion 
chambers at various values 
of combustion chamber 
pressure. 

pressures in the combustion chamber. On Fig. IV.12 it is clear that 

specific thrust for liquid-propellant rocket engine with large pressure 

in the combustion chamber is changed smoother with change of ambient 

pressure and is larger in absolute value as compared to liquid- 

propellant rocket engine with less pressure in the combustion chamber. 

The latter is explained by the smaller influence of ambient pressure 

at higher pressures in the combustion chamber. 

Further, let us consider how the altitude performance of three 

liquid-propellant rocket engines will be changed, for which all the 

parameters are identical with the exception of dimensionless area 

of nozzle fc. 

Let us assume /ci>/f*>/<«. i.e., Pci<>cj<A.i- Consequently, nozzles 

operate in rated conditions at different counterpressures (altitudes ) 

Figure IV.13 shows character of change of specific thrust of these 

Fig. IV.13. Altitude 
performance of combustion 
chambers when ^,*=comt and 
Aci>/«>/« . 
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liquid-propellant rocket engines with change of ambient pressure 

In a certain scale the change of thrust of these llquld-propellant 

rocket engines occurs analogously. Prom Fig. IV.13 It Is clear that 

at the calculated counterpressure each llquld-propellant rocket engine 

gains in specific thrust as compr red to other llquld-propellant rocket 

nglnes. For example, engine nozzle /„operates at rated conditions 

at and has large specific thrust, since nozzles of the other two 

llquld-propellant rocket engines operate with overexpansion. Llquld- 

propellant rocket engine with nozzle /„ has large specific thrust when 

a. - P.,', since the ZhRD with nozzle /„ operates at underexpansion 

conditions, and the ZhRD with nozzle /„ - at overexpansion condition«. 

Nozzle .1 has the greatest overexpansion and at a certain pressure a 

shock wave enters It. On Fig. IV.13 a dashed line shows change of 

specif 1c thrust of a llquld-propellant rocket engine with nozzle 

under the assumption of Isentroplc outflow of gas in It. From 

Fig. IV.13 It Is clear that the less the rated pressure on the nozzle 

section, the steeper Is the dependence of specific thrust with change 

°‘ amMent pressure. Consequently, it Is desirable to use each of 

the nozzles In the zone of ambient pressures (altitudes) close to the 

rated pressure on the nozzle section. An Ideal case would be to have 

a variable-area nozzle, permitting change of pressure on the nozzle 

-ectlon In accordance with change of ambient pressure. For example, 

during ascent the ambient pressure Is decreased, then for maintaining 

the rated nozzle operating conditions It Is necessary to Increase the 

area of nozzle exit section F„ On Fig. IV.13 a dashed line shows 

the course of altitude performance with a variable-area nozzle 

Creation of a variable-area nozzle would be especially Important 

concerning Increase of specific thrust of ZhRD and on this basis the 

improvement of basic rocket characteristics (weight, dimensions, range 
and so forth). 6 

At present when variable-area nozzles are not as yet created 

pressure on the fixed-area nozzle section Is selected from condition 

o obtaining maximum average specific thrust along the rocket path. 

/* 
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In the conclusion of the section let us indicate the specific 

character of calculation of altitude performance of a liquid-propellant 

rocket engine, for which part of the propellant is ejected in the form 

of combustion products not only through the ZhRD combustion chamber, 

but also, for example, through the turbopump unit turbine. 

In this case, by using equation 

P ** PB. * + /V 
and 

Pu *■ P». ■.* —r+|- ' 

we construct dependence of change of both combustion chamber thrust 

and thrust of ejector exhaust pipes depending on ambient pressure by 

the discussed method of calculation of altitude performance of 

combustion chamber. In this case, as with consumption characteristic, 

specific thrust of ZhRD will be lower than that of the combustion 

chamber by value 
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CHAPTER V 

LIQUID-PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE PROPELLANTS 

In contemporary Uquld-propellant rocket engines as the energy 

source there Is used energy of the chemical reaction of liquid 

propellant combustion and as working medium - combustion products 
of this propellant. 

The concept of rocket propellant includes both the energy 
source and the working medium itself. 

§ 1. Energy Sources and Working Medium for 
Rocket Engines 

As possible chemical1 sources of energy for Jet engines there 

can be considered: energy of association (recombination) of 

molecules dissociated into atoms or radicals; energy of oxidizing 

processes; energy of oxidizing processes; disintegration energy of 
unstable compounds. 

Let us consider each of the possible energy sources. 

Energy of association of atoms and radicals Into molecules 

Dissociation of molecules of certain gases (hydrogen, nitrogen, 

methane) occurs with absorption of a large amount of energy. 
oxygen, 

electrical and'^ÍLo®!^ S°lirceS for rocket engines (nuclear, 
ai and others> are not considered in this training aid. 
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Energy absorbed during dissociation is separated during associa¬ 

tion (combination) of atoms or radicals into molecules. Energy 

release in 1 kg of dissociated gas will comprise: for hydrogen 

51,620 kcal, for ammonia 19,800 kcal, for nitrogen 803O kcal, for 

oxygen 3660 kcal, for methane 63OO kcal, and for water 6560 kcal. 

Energy content of molecules dissociated into atoms and radicals 

considerably exceeds the energy release of combustion reactions used 

at present. 

High energy data of these reactions are combined with high 

values of gas constants of end products (especially for hydrogen 

R - 

It is necessary, of course, to consider that at high temperatures, 

which will be developed with these reactions, part of the molecules 

will again dissociate into atoms and radicals with absorption of 

energy, until equilibrium is established, corresponding to given 

temperature and pressure conditions. 

Application of association of atoms and radicals Into molecules 

in the liquid-propellant rocket engine will become possible only 

after development of methods of their stabilization1 in normal condi¬ 

tions . 

Energy of oxidizing processes. Oxidizing processes - combustion 

reactions, are the most widely Applied aj sources of energy for 

liquid-propellant rocket engines. 

Combustion reactions, although inferior to the above-mentioned 

sources, nevertheless ensure sufficiently high heat release. 

Thus, for example, during combustion of kerosene in oxygen of 

1 kg of propellant mixture there is released 2350 kcal. Contemporary 

chemistry has available more caloric propellant mixtures. 

‘"Lifetime" of free atoms and radicals is characterized by values 

around 10”^ s. 



The various physicochemical composition of parent fuels and 

their combustion products permits widely using this energy source for 

the most diverse (in size and purpose) flight vehicles. Theoretically 

with the use of energy of oxidizing processes the possible specific 

thrusts can reach 500 kg*s/kg. 

Disintegration energy of unstable compounds. Contemporary 

chemistry has available a number of chemical compounds, which arc 

able with the presence of external pulses (thermal, shock) or 

catalysts to be decomposed with energy release into simpler, thermo¬ 

dynamically stabler substances. Such compounds include mainly 

substances of endothermic origin and some unstable substances of 

exothermic origin.1 

Of the endothermic compounds are the richest energies acetylene 

(C2H2 - heat of formation of elements is equal to +54.19 kcal/mole) 

and hydrazoic acid (HN^ - heat of formation of elements is equal to 

+67.00 kcal/mole). 

Disintegration of these compounds occurs according to equations: 

C.H,-- 2C + Ft, + 54.19 kcal/mole ; 

HN, —l,5Nt + 0,5Ht + 67.0 kcal/mole. 

r 

The amount of released energy converted to 1 kg will be: for 

acetylene 2084 kcal, for hydrazoic acid 1592 kcal. 

‘Compounds, obtained from elements are accompanied by energy 
absorption is called endothermic. Compounds, obtaining from elements 
which are accompanied by energy release, are called exothermic. 

It is necessary to consider that in thermochemistry (in contrast 
to thermodynamics) a positive thermal effect, heat release is consid- 
ered a positive thermal effect, and neat absorption - negative. 
Therefore, in thermochemical and thermodynamic reference books the 
heats of formation have opposite signs (with equality of absolute 
vaiues). In this aid the heats of formation have signs reflecting the 
thermodynamic understanding of the process. 
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Exothermic substanceo of this group include hydrogen peroxide 

(H202, heat of formation of which from elements and 02 - W.S!* 

kcal/mole) - compound in pure form is sufficiently stable, but under 

* he influence of different catalysts is decomposed with energy 

release into stabler substances: water and oxygen. Energy of 

decomposition of 100* hydrogen peroxide is 12.957 kcal/mole or 

converted to 1 kg - 38l kcal/kg. 

Effectiveness of ZhRD operation, all other conditions being 

equal. Is determined by exhaust velocity of combustion products 

'working medium), depending on combustion temperature, gas constant 

and Index of expansion process, which in turn depend on strength of 
energy source and quality of working medium. 

Quality of working medium Is characterized by value of specific 

gas constant R - —, where u - average molecular weight of working 
medium, and by value of polytropic index of expansion - n. The 

higher the value of specific gas constant, the higher the (other 

things being equal) exit velocity is. Prom this point of view the 

products, being of interest for liquid-propellant rocket engine, can 

be arranged (in order of decrease of value of specific gas constant) 

in the following series: 
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In the given series there are substances with high boiling 

temperatures (metal oxides, silicon oxide). These substances are 

ir.eluded in the table for comparison under the assumption that in 

he liquid-propellant rocket engine chamber the temperature will be 

kept higher than the boiling point of these substances at corre¬ 

sponding pressures . Polytropic index of n - (c /c ) depends on the 

number of atoms in a gas molecule. The biggest value of n is reached 

for monatomic gases. With increase of number of atoms in a molecule 

r is decreased, which leads to deceleration of outflow. 

Thus, the highest exit velocity can be obtained when using 

working media consisting of light (with low molecular weight) low- 
atomic molecules. 

* ^• russification of Rocket Propellants 

It is possible to classify rocket propellants by proceeding 

from the state of matter of propellant components and the method of 

use of propellant in the rocKet engine. By this criterion rocket 

propellants are divided into: 

1) solid rocket propellants (propellant powders); 

?) monopropellants; 

3) propellants of separate supply; 

*0 blended propellants. 

Solid rocket propellants. 

Advantages of solid rocket propellants are simplicity of 

construction of the engine for them, constant readiness for use, and 

possibility of prolonged storage In the object. 

Disadvantages of these propellants are comparatively low specific 

thrust and high weight of engine construction; difficulties of engine 

thrust control and restarting; considerable change of combustion 

rate with change of initial temperature of propellant. 
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Ir view of their specific features (accomodation of the entire 

propellant supply inside the combustion chamber, absence of feed 

systems and others) solid rocket propellants are separated into an 

Independent area of technology and are not examined in this aid. 

Liquid (monopropellants). These propellants are either individual 

liquid substances, able to release energy during decomposition with 

the formation of gaseous products, or blends (solutions, emulsiom;, 

suspensions) of combustible with oxidizers in the necessary ratios 

for burning. The propellant in this case is placed in one tank and 

is fed to combustion chamber through injectors. 

Advantage of this class of propellants is simplification of engine 

construction. 

Disedvantages of monopropellants are limitation of calorific 

value, connected with rise of explosive properties in propo.*ion to 

its increase; danger of application of propellant for cooling the 

combustion chamber. 

Propellants with separately fed components. This class of 

propellants is distinguished by the fact that propellant components 

(fuel and oxidizer) are stored in separate tanks and are fed to the 

combustion chamber separately, where their mixing occurs. 

These propellants at present permit obtaining the greatest (within 

limits of possibility of chemical sources of energy) specific thrusts, 

accomplishing thrust control, restarting of engine in flight and sc 

forth. 

A disadvantage of this class of propellants is the Intricate 

construction of the propulsion system with a large amount of components 

and subassemblies, and with an intricate control and regulating system. 

Blended propellants. In these propellants, as in separately fed, 

oxidizer and fuel are stored separately and are mixed only in the 

combustion chamber. With use of blended propellants only one 

component is fed to the combustion chamber in liquid state. The other 
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component (similar to solid propellants) Is placed In the combustion 

chamber In the form of a solid charge. Blended propellants combine 

the advantages of separately fed propellants, monopropellants and 

solid propellants. For example, the specific gravity of blended 

propellants can be on the level of solid propellants, l.e., 

substantially higher than for separately fed propellants. With 

respect to weight characteristics of propulsion systems the blended 

P P liants occupy an Intermediate position between separately fed 

and solid rocket propellants. Therefore, blended propellants can 

be of interest for certain types of rockets. These propellants are 
not examined In this training aid. 

The field of application of each class of rocket propellants Is 

mined by Its specific peculiarities and the concrete operating 
conditions of some flight vehicle. 

Pj^Llant oxidizers. Substances or mixtures of «,ih.ta^„ 

containing a predominant quantity of oxidizing elements (Q. F. Cl 

and_othersM are called propellant oxidizer«. Propellant oxidizers 

others °2* °3, ?2' °?2' NF3* CIF3* HN°3’ * C(N02>H» H202» and 

propel!ant fuels. Substances or mixtures of substances, 

containing a predominant quantity of combustible elements (H, r, 

Ido. B, Be, A1 ! Mg, and others) are called propellant fuels. 

Propellant fuels can be hydrocarbons (¾). amines, hydrazines, 

pyrldines (CnHmNk), alcohols, ethers (CnHmOk), nitro compoinds 

(CnHm(N02)k)* ^418 hydrides (LiH, LiBH^, B^), and others. 

If fuels or oxidizer consist of a mixture of several Individual 

chemical substances, then each separate substance is named a fuel 
or oxidizer component. 

eîr;u.c:8rtîints:^.^ïo„oitiî1;^ha^dniis:8n 
nitrogen compound. . - lOBN + 19H cont»lnlng 

2 * 
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Basic requirements for propellant, determined by theory of rocket 

flight, are reduced to the following: 

1) maximum specific thrust (exit velocity); 

2) maximum specific gravity. 

Besides this, requirements are imposed on propellants, which are 

caused by its specific operating conditions in the engine and on the 

rocket. 

Peed of large quantities of propellant components to the 

combustion chamber of a liquid-propellant rocket engine is possible 

only if they are in tanks in liquid state, therefore propellant should 

be liquid in the entire temperature range of operation of the rocket, 

for example ±50°C. 

Propellant components utilized for cooling the combustion 

chamber must satisfy the following basic requirements: 

1) have high value of heat capacity; 

2) high boiling point; 

3) high value of heat of evaporation; 

have thermal stability, and have no coke formation and 

gumming in the cooling Jacket during contact with the heated combustion 

chamber wall. 

Propellant entering the combustion chamber should ignite easily 

and burn rapidly, therefore it should have: 1) low ignition 

temperature; 2) small ignition delay; 3) high burning rates. 

Storage, transfer and shipping of propellant components 

introduce additional requirements for propellant; it should be: 

1) chemically and physically stable during prolonged storage; 
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2) little-corrosive to structural materials; 

3) nontoxic (desirable quality); 

4) explosionproof. 

Furthermore, general requirements are imposed on propellant. 

1. Provision of raw material ard industrial basis. 

2. Accessibility. 

3. Low cost. 

Naturally, it is impossible to fully satisfy all the enumerated 

requirements simultaneously. Therefore, during comparative appraisal 

of various propellants it is necessary to examine their properties 

in a group, first of all from the point of view of satisfaction of 

basic requirements and operational requirements of the rocket. 

S 3. Propellant Oxidizers 

Selection of oxidizer for a liquid-propellant rocket engine is 

guided by the same requirements that are imposed on propellant on 

the whole. 

For maximum use of chemcial energy the liquid-propellant rocket 

engines operate at propellant component ratios close to stoichimetric. 

With this, the quantity of oxidizer exceeds that of fuel (by 

weight) 2-6 times, l.e., weight of oxidizer is 2/3 to 6/7 the weight 

of the entire propellant. 

In contemporary rockets the weight of propellant is about 90* 

of the total weight of the propulsion system, consequently, up to 

85* of the entire weight of the propulsion system is necessary. 

This circumstance causes one to approach the selection of oxidizer for 

liquid-propellant rocket engines especially attentively. 
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Comparative evaluation of energy qualities of oxidizers is 

accomplished by the value of specific thrust of propellants on the 

basis of comparable oxidizers and by the specific gravity of these 

propellants. 

For an objective appraisal the comparison is performed separately 

for low-boilirg (cryogenic) and high-boiling oxidizers. 

A separate evaluation is expedient because during the use of 

liquified gases it is necessary to encounter a number of difficulties, 

overcoming which can be Justified only under condition of obtaining 

an essentia] increase of specific thrust and flight range of the 

rocket vehicle as compared to high-boiling oxidizers. 

For evaluation of the qualities of some oxidizer the comparison 

is performed with tne most accessible oxidizers, tnose already used 

in rocket technology: low-boiling - with liquid oxygen, high-boiling - 

with nitric acid or oxidizers in its base. 

Low-boiling oxidizers include those with a critical temperature 

lower than the upper limit of the operational temperature range 

(lower than +50°C), Of the low-boiling oxidizers at present liquid 

oxygen has received practical application in series objects. Liquid 

fluorine and fluorine monooxide are in the experimental investigation 

stage. Such oxidizers as nitrogen trifluoride NF^ tetrahydroxyfluoride 

and ozone 0^, which possess certain qualities (high specific 

gragity NF^ and high energy data 0^) and which are of interest for 

use in liquid-propellant rocket engines, if not in pure form, then 

in the form of mixtures with other oxidizers, have not yet emerged 

from the laboratory investigation stage. 

High-boiling oxidizers Include those for which the critical 

temperature is above +50°C, i.e., substances which can be transported 

and stored in liquid state in sealed tanks under low excess pressure. 

Of the high-boiling oxidizers, mixtures of nitric acid with 

nitrogen tetroxide, nitrogen tetroxlde and hydrogen peroxide 

H202 are widely applied. In the final stage there is found chlorine 
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trifluoride CIF^. There are conducted laboratory investigations of 

such oxidizers as tetranltromethane C(N02)i4, perchloryl fluoride 

(FClO-j). The possibilities of application of chloric acid (HCIO^) 
are analyzed. 

Basic physicochemical characteristics of low-boiling and high- 

boiling oxidizers are listed in Table V.l. 

Table V.l. 

Designation 
of oxidizer 
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Nitric acid.r 
Tetranitromethane. 
Nitrogen tetroxide. 
Perchloric acid. 
Hÿdrogen peroxide. 
Chlorine trtfluoride. 
Oxygen. 
Ozone. 

o^gñnfi¿¿rid¿: 

HNQ, 
CfNO,), 

HCti. 

1. 
• 

G3 
196 
92 

100.5 
?4 
92.5 
32 
48 
38 
54 

+86.0* 
4-126 
4-21.3 

4-110.0 
4-150.2 
4-12.1 

-182,96 
—in.9" 
—187,99^ 
—144,8 

- 41.2 
4- 13.8 
- 11.23 
- 112.0 
- 0.461 
- 82.6 
-218.4 
-251.5 
-218.8 
--223,8 

1.52 
1.65 
1.45 
1.78 
1.44 
1.77/„n 
1 • 1 
1,46/,1),1 
1 .Si/mi 
1.53/,,„ 

Low-Boiling Oxidizers 

Liquid oxygen (02). Oxygen is obtained from the air by 

successive liquefaction and separation in liquid form from nitrogen 

and other gases, which the composition of the earth's atmosphere. 

Dependences of specific gravity, vapor tension, viscosity and 

thermal conductivity of liquid oxygen on temperature are shown in 
Figures V.1-V.4. 

Pure oxygen does not explode in either gaseous or liquid states. 

However, mixtures of it with small quantités of combustible substances 

are able to explode from even very weak pulses (compression, friction, 

electrification during flow along pipelines and others). Therefore, 

-anks, pipelines and fittings for both liquid and gaseous oxygen must 

be thoroughly degreased by dichlorethane, ethyl aclohol or other 
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volatile solvents. 

Industry produces two types of liquid oxygen. 

They differ by oxygen content: from 99.2* by volume to 98.5*. 

Acetylene content should not exceed 0.3 cmVi. 

A at» 

e.o 

*a 
u 

Fig. V.2. 

Fig. V.l. Dependence of specific gravity of liould 
oxygen on temperature. H 

Fig. V.2. Dependence of vapor tension of oxvecen 
on temperature. 

kcal/* .1#g 

■210 -200 -190 mtx 

Fig. V.3. 

Fig. V 3. Dependence 
on temperature. 

of viscosity of liquid oxygen 

Fig. V.4. Dependence of coefficient of thermal 
conductivity of liquid oxygen on temperature and 
pressure. 
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For decrease of losses liquid oxygen Is stored and transported 

In a special heat-insulated container. 

Various metals behave differently at the temperature of liquid 

oxygen. Such metals as copper, brass, aluminum and Its alloys and 

alloyed steels of type lKhl9N'JT practically do not change their 

properties and can be used for the manufacture of tanks, pipelines 

and fittings under liquid oxygen. "Ferrous" metals lose ductility 

and become very brittle, although their tensile strength Increases 

ir the process. 

As packing materials in equipment for liquid oxygen there are 

used materials with insignificantly changing elasticity at low 

temperature, namely asbestos-rubcer cement (paronite), degreased 

leather, copper, aluminum and lead and others. 

Liquid ozone cy ozone is an allotropie modification of oxygen 

with three atoms per molecule. 

Dependences of specific gravity and vapor tension of osone on 

temperatures are presented in Figs. V.5 and V.6. 

4. «/cm 3 
vaa 
m 

m 

~T] 

Ij 

i 

Pig. V.5. 

Pig. V.5. Dependence of specific gravity of liouid 
ozone on temperature. «vxty ox iiquia 

Pig. V.6. Dependence of vapor tension of ozone on 
temperature. 
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Ozone in gaseous state has an azure color, in liquid-dark-blue. 

Ozone is an unstable substance, inclined toward explosive 

decomposition under the influence of external pulses, where this 

inclination increases with the presence of various impurities. 

Explosion sensitivity is reduced in proportion to dilution of ozone 

by oxygen, in which it is dissolved well. However, complete mutual 

solubility in oxygen is reached only at -153°C. At lower temperatures 

there occurs stratification of solutions. Due to the large difference 

of boiling temperatures of ozone (-112°C) and oxygen (-183°C), 

during storage such solutions must be enriched by a high-boiling 

component (ozone) and stratified with the formation of a lower layer 

with a high (V70Í) concentration of ozone, very explosion sensitive. 

Ozone possesses high chemical activity. Many organic substances 

self-ignite upon contact with it. All metals (except gold, platinum 

and iridium) are rapidly oxidized with ozone. 

Ozone belongs to highly toxic substances. Its maximum permissible 

content in air is 0.0001 mg/l. 

Liquid fluorine F2. Fluorine in the form of compounds is widely 

spread in nature. Raw materials fcr producing fluorine are fluorspar 

KHF2 and fluorite CaF^. 

Dependences of specific gravity and vapor tension of liquid 

fluorine are shown in Figs. V.7 and V.8. 

Fig. V.7. Dependence of 
specific gravity of liquid 
fluorine on temperature. 
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Fig. V.8. Dependence of 
vapor tension of liquid 
fluorine on temperature. 

Gaseous fluorine is pale-yellow in color. In liquid state 

fluorine is bright-yellow in color. 

Fluorine is the most active oxidizing element. Most substances 

actively interact with fluorine, While interacting with oxides, 

fluorine displaces oxygen and transforms oxides into fluorides. 

Steel and copper pipelines under the action of gaseous fluorine 

are coated inside with a thin, but rather durable film of metal 

fluoride, preventing its further destruction. Traces of oil or 

other organic substances inside the pipeline lead to warming up and 

burnout. With the presence of bends in the pipelines the forming 

film of metal fluoride cracks and carries away the flow of fluorine 

in the form of powder. This explains the especially high erosional 

effect of fluorine on metals in places where the direction of flow 

motion sharply changes (bends of pipelines, gates, valves, etc.). 

Monel-metal and nickel are the least subject to the erosional action 

of fluorine. These metals can be recommended for the manufacture 

of pipelines, gates and valves. Copper and aluminum, which can be 

used for a number of structural elements of liquid-propellant rocket 

engines, react slower than others with fluorine. 

Of the elastic packing materials there can be recommended 

f3uoroplastic-teflon. 

Fluorine is a highly toxic substance. Maximum permissible 

concentration of fluorine in air is 0.0001*. 
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with use of fluorine as roöket propellant oxidizers It Is also 

necessary to consider the high aggressiveness and toxicity of hydrogen 

fluoride, forming during combustion. 

Oxygen fluoride 0P2. Oxygen fluoride, or fluorine monooxlde. 

Is the stablest compound of oxygen with fluorine. 

In liquid state It is bright-yellow In liquid. Oxygen fluoride 

Is similar in chemical activity to ozone (less active than fluorine). 

Jr\ oxygen fluoride is a stable compound - Is not decomposed with 

heating above ♦100°C. Mixtures of oxygen fluoride with steam 
detonate. 

With respect to toxicity oxygen fluoride is not Inferior to 

fluorine, however the high (as compared to oxygen) boiling point of 

oxygen fluoride permits storing it under conditions of cooling by 

liquid oxygen under low pressure in hermetically sealed tanks, which 

essentially facilitates the use and transportation of oxygen fluoride. 

In combustion products of propellants based on oxygen fluoride 

there is contained a considerable amount of hydrogen fluoride. 

Therefore, the application of this oxidizer requires the same measures 

of protection from aggressive and toxic exhaust gases as in the 

case of fluorine. 

Besides those described above, at present there are considered 

low-boiling rocket propellant oxidizers - nitrogen fluoride compound: 

nitrogen trifluoride NP^ and tetrahydroxyfluoride NpP^. Both these 

compounds are sufficiently stable substances with boiling temperatures 

(-119°C) for NP^ and (-7^0) for N^P^. In mixtures with other low- 

boiling oxidizers in certain cases their application can be expedint. 

High-Boiling Oxidizers 

Nitric acid HNOj. Nitric acid with the addition of nitrogen 

tetroxide is widely used in contemporary rocket technology. 

Mass production, accessibility and inexspensiveness of nitric 
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aof* Y: *• DePfndence of boiling point of aqueous 
solutions of nitric acid on concentration. 

pig. V 10. Dependence of freezing oolnt of nitrir 
acid solutions on concentration. 1C 

add were the baalc reaaon. of It. Introduction to rocket technology, 

n ap e of a number of essential negative qualities. 

Data In Table V.l pertain to 100« nitric acid, which Is a 

CO orless, heavy, mobile liquid, highly fuming In air. During 

storage n 1. light-yellow In color, since as a result of decomposition 

Of nitric acid there will be formed nitrogen dioxide, which gives a 
yellow color to nitric acid. 

The tendency to decomposition and high hygroscopioity do not 

permit producing 100, nitric acid In Industrial scales. In rocket 

“-.ir Ur USed nUrlC aCld °f n0t leSS than 9” '“"«'“ration. 
\ of “a«r essentially affects the physicochemical 

’ "&c eristics of nitric acid, shown in Pigs. V.9-V.14. 

Nitric acid of any concentrations Is not an explosive. Mixtures 

Of concentrated nitric acid with combustibles are able to 

explode under the Influence of external pulses, and In certain case, 

“d^r °f M°the™1C occurring between “r’ 

Nitric acid mixes well with nitrogen tetroxlde. Such solution, 

with various nitrogen tetroxlde content have the better physico¬ 

chemical properties than pure nitric acid, and are widely applied In 
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Pig. V.n. Fig. V. 12. 

Fig. V.ll. Dependence of vapor tensions 
of aqueous solutions of nitric acid on 
concentration and temperature. 

Fig. V. 12. Dependence of specific gravity 
of aqueous solutions of nitric acid on 
temperature ard concentration. 

Fig. V.13. D'pendence of viscosity of nitric >cid 
(cone. 99.51S) on temperature. 

Fl$. W.lk. Dependence r>f heat of formation of 
nitric acid on concentration (taking heat of 
dissolution and heat of formation of water into 
account ). 
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rocket technology. 

Nitric acid possesses high corrosivity. Therefore, the selection 

of structural cataríais for nitric acid 1. limited by aluminum and 

Igh-alloy chromium and chromium-nickel steels. At temperatures of 

and Mgher CO"0»10" of the Shown steels In 98-99» nitric acid 
Increases so much that they should pertain to the category "low 
stable" and "unstable." 

Corrosion activity of nitric acid In relation to structural 

materials, as a rule. Increases with lowering of concentration. Thus, 

'1 Tir"“1"* t0 th* c,te«ory of "««»le" material, with respect 

group aCld’ and "Uh dllUtl0n t0 50‘6M Pa”es lnt0 the ”“"»‘»01,' 

For decrease of corrosion Into nitric acid there are Introduced 

inhibitors - substance, which lower corrosion. As Inhibitor for nitric 

acid there is used for example, sulfuric acid. 

As inhibitor there can be used orthophosphoric acid, which 

substantially lowers corrosion with content all of 1» 1„ nitric add.' 

A good Inhibitor for nitric acid 1, hydrofluoric acid HP. Sriall 

* i 0nK°f 11 <0-5'0-6,)l ^116 not practically lowering the calorific 
value, sharply lower, the corrosivity of nitric acid, especially In 
gaseous phase. 

'rdustry produces concentrated nitric acid of two types; second 

type -96-98* concentration, th.. first type - concentration not lower 
than 98*. 

Nitric acid lo a toxic product. Its vapor, and nitrogen dioxide, 

always present In them, If inhaled may cause poisoning resulting In 
Cl6cit n • 

^ranltromethane C(N02)v Tetranitromethane Is te-rasubstltuted 

nitronethane with a high content of active oxygen (65.3*). This 

heavy, mobile, transparent liquid Is of greenish-yellow color with 
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sharp specific odor. Tetranitromethane Is not hygroscopic. Water 

solubility in it at room temperature is 0.02J. 

When working with tetranitromethane one should observe great 

accuracy, while not allowing organic substances to get in it. 

An obstacle to the wide application of tetranitromethane in 

rocket technology is its high freezing point ♦13.8°C and danger of 
explosion. 

Tetranitromethane is a highly toxic product. In toxicity it 

can be equated to nitrogen tetroxide. 

Nitrogen tetroxlde N^O^. Nitrogen tetroxide is a condensation 

product of nitrogen dioxide - substances widely used as an inter¬ 

mediate product in producing nitric acid by the synthetic method. 

Nitrogen tetroxide is a Urjht-yellow, highly volatile, highly 

mobile, heavy liquid. With increase of temperature from (-10.0°C) 

to (♦21.0®C) the color of the liquid changes from light-yellow to 
reddish brown, which is connected with dissociation of N^O^ by N0?, 

having a brown color. 

In Figures V.15-V.18 there are given temperature dependences 

of certain physicochemical characteristics of nitrogen tetroxide. It 

dissolves (without interaction) many organic compounds (paraffin, 

naphthenic, aromatic hydrocarbons and their nitro derivatives) well. 

Unsaturated hydrocarbons, terpenes and amines react violently with 

NpOjj. Reactions occur with strong increase of temperature and are 

often finished by ignition. 

Nitrogen tetroxide with water content less than 0.1* is a 

substance that is corrosion passive, and can be stored and transported 

in tanks and drums of usual (unalloyed) steels. With increase of 

water content the corrosivity of nitrogen tetroxide sharply increases. 

During storage of nitrogen tetroxide it is necessary to provide 

complete hermetic sealing of tanks, since due to the high volatility 

and hygroscopicity the humid vapors of N^ can cause intense corrosion 
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P, •tu 

/.15. Dependence of specific gravity of 
nitrogen tetroxlde on temperature. 

Fig. V-16. Dependence of vapor tension of nitrogen 
tetroxlde on temperature. " 

Fig. V.17. Dependence of viscosity of nitrogen tetroxlde 
on temperature. 

Fig. V.18. Dependence of viscosity of nitrogen tetroxlde 

U -r3?S8»C)at a temperatUre hl«her than the boiling Joint 
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of the external surfaces of tanks and surrounding objects. 

Nitrogen tetroxlde possesses high toxicity (is blood poison). 

The basic operational deficiency of nitrogen tetroxlde is its 

high freezing point (-11.23°C). This deficiency can be removed by 

introduction to nitrogen tetroxlde of substances which lower the 

freezing temperature of oxidizer without an essential lowering of its 

energy characteristics. Nitrogen oxide NO can be used as such a 

substance. Freezing point of N^ ♦ NO mixtures depending on NO 
content is shown in Fig. V.19. 

Introduction of NO into N^O^ does not practically impair the 

energy characteristics and corrosion properties of oxidizer. However, 

vapor tension essentially increases simultjipeously with lowering of 

freezing point and the boiling point of oxidizer is reduced. Figure 
« 

V.20 shows change of vapor tens ion of NO ♦ N.,0^ system depending on 
temperature and percentage of NO. 

by no 

Fig. V.19. Fig. V.20. 

Fig. V.19. Dependence of freezing point 
of NO - NO,, system on NO content. 

Fig. V .20. Dependence of vapor tension of 
NO - N^O^ system on temperature and content 

of NO in * by weight. 



Introduction of nitrogen oxide into nitrogen tetroxide some¬ 

what lowers the specific gravity of oxidizer. 

As was already indicated, concentrated nitric acid is a thermally 

unstable substance, that makes its application as rocket propellant 

oxidizer impossible in objects requiring prolonged storage in 

equipped state. Thermal decomposition of nitric acid is a reversible 
process 

2HNO, i* 2NO, + 0.50, + H,0. 

As in any reversible chemical reaction, equilibrium can be 

displaced to the left by introduction of excess of some products of 

reaction. Consequently, in order to suppress the decomposition of 

nitric acid, in our case it is necessary to introduce an excess of 

either N02 or H20. pDr rocket propellant oxidizer the introduction 

of water is inexpedient, since this will lead to lowering of the 

calorific value and specific thrust of propellant. Introduction of 

N02 (or N204), besides suppression of nitric acid decomposition, 

leads to increase of specific thrust of propellant, specific gravity, 

to lowering of freezing point and to Increase of vapor tension of 
oxidizer. 

In Figures V.21-V.25 there are shown dependences of specific 

gravity, vapor tension, boiling point, freezing point and heat 

capacity of nitrogen tetroxide solutions in nitric acid on concen¬ 

tration of N204, and in Fig. V.26 - dependence of viscosity of 

oxidizer with m n204 and 21 H20 on temperature. Introduction of 

nitrogen tetroxide with specific gravity l.i»5 g/cm3 into nitric 

acid with specific gravity I.50H g/cm3 gives solutions with specific 
gravity essentially higher than pure nitric acid, for example 

I.5838 g/cm for 201 solution. Freezing point of oxidizer is lowered 

in proportion to Increase of nitrogen tetroxide content up to 18*. 

A solution of such concentration has minimum freezing point (-73°C). 

Further increase of N204 content leads to increase of freezing point. 

Boiling point of solutions with more than 20* content is already 

lower than 50°C, which naturally leads to complication of the treat¬ 
ment of such oxidizers. 
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Pig. V.21. Fig. V.22. 

Pig. V.21. Dependence of specific gravity of 
nitrogen tetroxlde solutions in nitric acid on 
NjOjj content. 

Pig. V.22. Dependence of boiling point of 
nitrogen tetroxlde solutions in nitric acid on 
N2°l| content. 

rf 

Fig. V.23. Dependence of freezing point of 
nitrogen tetroxlde solutions in nitric acid 
on NjOjj content. 

Fig. V.24. Dependence of vapor tension of 
nitrogen tetroxlde solutions in nitric acid 
on content (at a temperature of ♦25°C). 
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Pig* V.25. Dependence of heat of 
dissolution of nitrogen tetroxlde 
in nitric acid on content. 

^5'rV'2?* D*P«nd«nce of viscosity of 
red-fummng nitric acid (composition: 
HN03 - 8^.01, H20k - 14.0*, H20 - 2.01) 
on temperature. 

dlff.r fr« Mt 0rr°,lïU3' th* of .uch typ. .«rely 

, , I 8 and reqUl" the sane «roctur.l materials 
introduction of 0.5-0.6, hydrofluoric acid to this o.ldlt.rTo^s 

s corrostvny. Toslclty of HA solution. In HH03 1» hlgher hin 
that of pure nitric acid. 3 

Hydrogen peroxide H^. Hydrogen peroxide is an oxidizer, 

y separating active free oxygen. Hlgh-concentratlon solution, of 

t„ hrT PeroI,1‘le (80‘ and hl«h«r) are of Interest for rocket 
technology. 

Basic physicochemical characteristics of 100, hydrogen peroxide 
are given in Table V.l. * 

The presence of water In hydrogen peroxide, with which It Is 

mixed In any ratios, essentially changes the physicochemical 

characteristics, shown in Figs, V.27-V.32. 
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^8* V.27• Dependence of specific 
gravity of aqueous solutions of 
hydrogen peroxide on concentration 
and temperature. 

Pig. V.28. Dependence of boiling 
point of aqueous solutions of 
hydrogen peroxide on temperature. 

w » X) H 90 no tx iso re 

Fig. V.29. Dependence of vapor 
tension of aqueous solution of 
hydrogen peroxide on temperature 
and concentration. 
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^8* V.30. Dependence of freezing 
point of aqueous solutions of 
hydrogen peroxide on concentration. 

r. " 
’h« C 

^Ig. V.31. Dependence of heat 
capacity of hydrogen peroxide 
solutions on the concentration In 
temperature range 0-27°C. 

Fig. V.32. Dependence of viscosity 
of aqueous solutions of hydrogen 
peroxide on concentration and 
temperature . 

Concentration hydrogen peroxide Is a colorless, transparent 

heavy solution. It Is easily decomposed under action of various 

(even in very small quantités) Impurities 

H,0, - H,0 + 0.50,. 
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Decomposition is accompanied by considerable heat liberation 

(12.975 kcal/mole or 381 kcal/kg). Rate of decomposition of hydrogen 

¡peroxide free from Impurities is small and rises with increase of 

temperature. During contamination the decomposition of hydrogen 

peroxide can take a self-accelerating character and lead to an 

explosion. For preventing this we introduce stabilizers - phosphoric 

acid, mixture of sodium stannate with sodium pyrophosphate or a 

mixture of 8-hydroxyquinollne with sodium pyrophosphate. Substances 

which cause acceleration of hydrogen peroxide decomposition include 

oxides and salts of heavy metals (lead, manganese, mercury, silver, 

and iron); metals (silver, gold, platinum). 

Mixtures of H202 with organic substances in a wide range of 

ratios are very sensitive to external pulses by explosives. 

Structural and sealing materials for hydrogen peroxide are 

aluminum, chromium and chromium-nickel stainless steels, fluorinated 

or chlorinated polyethylene or po.’.yvinyl plastics. The application of 

usual "ferrous" metals, copper, and lead is impermissible. 

Storage and transportation of hydrogen peroxide is accomplished 

in pure aluminum tanks. Its brief storage in tanks made from chronium 

and chromium-nickel steels is permissible, before filling with 

hydrogen peroxide the tanks must be subjected to special treatment 

by alkali and nitric acid. 

Tanks with H202 must be connected with the atmosphere with the 

aid of drain pipes, and equipped with filters, excluding the possibility 

of dust entering from the air. 

• 

Hydrogen peroxide is a toxic product. High conrentratlon of 

H?02 vapors in air causes Irritation of the mucous membranes of the 

eyes and nasopharynx 

Chlorine trlfluorlde CIF^. Chlorine trifluoride belongs to 

halide compounds of fluorine. Temperature dependences of specific 

gravity ana vapor tension of chlorine trifluoride are shown in Figs. 

V.33 and V.3H. 
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I lg. y.33. Dependence of vapor tension of 
chlorine trifluoride, on temperature. 

Dependence of specific trravitv 
Of chlorine trlfluorlde on iemperatS« V 

1 

ll,uldChl0r ‘rlnuorlde 15 a »-Uhtly greenish, heavy, mobile 
liquid. Chlorine trlfluorlde Is a very active oxidizer. Many organic 

substances Ignite upon contact with It. Interaction of C1P with 
water occurs with an explosion. 3 

the rC"l0r‘ne trmuorl‘>* actively Interacts with most metals with 

destruction0” * fllB of preventing Its further 

brLs copper °f t,,nkS for chlor1"' trlfluorlde, 

bl °PP ;rm°gner all0y"’ Standard mlld Steel* and are 
be ao ,, K transportation of chlorine trlfluorlde must 

accomplished under conditions of complete airtightness under 
pressure of its own vapors (at -f50oC - 5 atm). 

fluorInê!Clty 0f Lhl°rlne trlflUOrlde 18 aquat.d to that of elementary 

llqulf^TT^T2^ tC1°3' . Perchlor*1 fluoride Is a colorless 
Iquld It 1» not sensitive to Impact and other Initiators of 

explosion, however It will form explosive mixture, with combustible 

Un r;e8'u C*rtaln °r‘!anlC SUbstan«8 1» react, with self- 

b! torend , rlf3! PerChl°ryl fl“orld« 1» corrosion passive and can 
stored in glass and metal containers. In the presence cf moisture 
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it causes corrosion of the majority of metals. 

Toxicity of perchloryl fluoride is essentially lower than that 

of other fluorine-containing oxidisers. 

i 

i 

k 

i 
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5 4. Rocket Propellant Fuels 

•Ince u.e energy properties of fuels, determining the efficiency 

Of rocket propellants (calorific value, specific gas constant of 

combustion products and ratio of heat capacities of combustion 

products), are eddltlve properties, then In the first approximation1 

the efficiency of fuel will be determined by ratios and energy 

properties of the elements entering the composition of fuel. The 

greatest calorific value Is possessed by elements of the first three 

periods of D. I. Mendeleyev, table (H, LI, Be, B, C, Mg, Al, si, 
etc). Most of these elements during combustion with oxygen give 

oxides with high boiling temperetures (Li,0 - t - 2600°C, 

310 Vrn Vp^Cl^Th ' 2800°C! Al2°3 " ^ *?0goOci 
2 Swn ?59° w* Th« presence In combustion products of 

substances In condensed (ll<,uid or solid) state will lower the exit 

velocity, and consequently the specific thrust of propellant. If 

we assume that these oxides will be In the combustion chamber In 

gaseous state, then (due to very high values of heats of evaporation) 

the calorific value of these elements (lowest calorific value) 

becomes essentially lower than that of carbon, and In the case of 

beryllium the heats of combustion reaction .ill not even suffice for 

complete evaporation of the forming oxide. Therefore, the applica¬ 

tion of such element, as Li. Be, Mg, Al, and Si as compound elements 

combust4-*>le» for rocket propellants bssed on oxygen-containing 

oxidizers Is Impossible to recognize as expedient. Boron, forming 

oxide BjO, with tKlln . 1680°C and relatively low heat of evaporation, 

occupies a somewhat special position. The lowest calorific value 

of boron with oxygen (2973 keal/k«} Is somewhat lower than the 

calorific value of hydrogen (3210 keal/kg), but Is substantially 

higher than that of carbon (2137 kcal/kg) and hydrocartons of 

CnH2n+2 (2,100 XcalAg). However, the low value of gas formation 
(322 1/kg) and low value of c /cv for pentatomic molecule B,0, 

sharply lowers the efficiency of boron as fuel for rocket propellants. 

of formation^f-fuel^olecule-1 bv'd * V^teiVffected * hest 
Of combustible in propellant i<î onivU?t;tocîh/v.faCt thai the quantity 

íõnlíd^e“* aCCOrtllng t0 P^^nary e^aluaílonl^Ke*18 
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According to calculated data the use of boron hydrides 

(diborane and pentaborane B^H^) with hydrogen peroxide can be 

of some interest. 

During the use of oxygen-containing oxidizers the application 

of hydrogen and hydrocarbons with maximum hydrogen content as fuels 

is expedient. 

During combustion the examined elements with fluorine will form 

fluorides, having considerably lower (in comparsion with oxides) 

boiling points (L1F - tÏXI, - l68l0C! BF, - - -101°Cj MgF , - 

tKnn " cï AlPj — tXKn » 2160oC; SIF^ — tKHn - -65°C), anJ siso 

lower values of heats of evaporation. 

However, polyatomic molecules with high molecular weights, of the 

majority of fluorides (as in the case of oxides) give combustion 

products with low values of gas formation and ratio of heat capacities 

cp/cv' makes the application of such elements as silicon, 

aluminum, magnesium, carbon and boron with fluorine-containing oxidizers 

show little promise. For fluorine-containing oxidizers fuels con¬ 

taining hydrogen, and possibly lithium and beryllium are of interest. 

The presence of nitrogen in the fuel lowers the calorific value 

of propellant based on both oxygtn-containing and fluorine-containing 

oxidizers; however the presence of diatomic molecule N? with relatively 

small molecular weight in combustion products can improve the 

characteristics of the working medium and in some cases can even 

ircrease the specific thrust of the propellant. 

The presence of oxidizing elements (oxygen, fluorine, chlorine) 

in fuel, as a rule, lowers the effectiveness of the propellant. 

Alcohols, hydrocarbons, amines, hydrazine and its derivatives, 

hydrogen, ammonia and so forth received the lowest practical applica¬ 

tion in rocket technology. Basic physicochemical characteristics 

of these fuels are given in Table V.2. 

I 
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Hydrogen (H2). Hydrogen is one of the promising fuels. 

Gaseous hydrogen i. a light gas without color, odor and taste, 

eHSiJy penetrating even glass, quartz and certain metals at elevated 
temperature. 

Liquid hydrogen is a transparent, colorless, mobile liquid. 

Molecular hydrogen exists in two forms: ortho- and parahydrogen. 

qulUbrium ratios between these forms depend on temperature. 

Transition of orthohydrogen Into parahydrogen (ortho- para-cuvera Ion) 
Is accompanied by con.lderable heat liberation (168.14 kcal/kg at 

-Sbi 0), sufficient for evaporation of all liquid hydrogen. At 

present there are found effective cataly.ta, allowing acconpllahment 

Of ortho- and par.-conver.lon until liquefaction of hydrogen and by 

this considerably lowering loa.es of liquid hydrogen during storage. 

In pure form hydrogen 1. a nondangerou.ly explosive substance, 
owever, mixtures of it with oxygen and air In a wldo range of 

ratio, are able to explode from the action of thermal or electrical 

pulse. Concentration limit, of exploslblllty for hydrogan-.lr 

mixtures are 9.5 and 65.2* hydrogen In the mixture, for hydrogen- 
oxygen mixtures 9.2 and 91.6* hydrogen In the mixture. 

Thanks to the very low critical temperature of hydrogen. It la 

possible to store It In liquid form only under the condition of 

venting of tanks. Por exclusion of the possibility of atmospheric 

« r getting In liquid hydrogen the vents must be equipped with 

hydraulic seals. The evaporating hydrogen should be trapped, «.1 

the location well ventilated. Hydrogen Is not toxic, but Inhalation 

of large quantities of hydrogen can lead to suffocation. 

—0nia- my i® produced in industry mainly by direct 
synthesis from nitrogen and hydrogen on catalysts. Dependence of 

vapor tension of ammonia on temperature is shown on Fig. V.35. 
Liquid ammonia is a colorless mobile liquid. 
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Fig. V.35. Dependence 
of vapor tension of 
ammonia on tempera¬ 
ture. 

Ammonia is a chemically stable compound, not decomposing while 

heating to 350°C. Liquid ammonia dissolves hydrogen well, and also 

alkali-earth metals, with which it will form amides. With air and 

oxygen it will form explosive mixtures within limits of ammonia 

content 14.5-26.8¾ and 13.5-82,0# in air and oxygen respectively. 

High value of critical temperature permits stcring and trans¬ 

porting liquid ammonia under low pressure (vapor tension of ammonia 

at +50°C is ~20 atm). 

Ammonia is toxic, and with prolonged Inhaling may cause poisoning, 
resulting in death. 

Amines. Amines are organic derivatives of ammonUa, for which 

one, two, or three atoms of hydrogen are replaced by organic 

radicals.x 

Of the aliphatic amines diethylamine (C2H5)2NH, trVethylamine 

(^2^5^3^1 ¿thylcnediamlne NH^CH^CHpNHg and dlethylenetriamim- 

NH2C2H4I'rHC2H4*H2 are of lnterest for rocket technology. Aliphatic 
amines are mobile, transparent, colorless or slightly yellowish 

1Amines, in which the replacing radicals are hydrocarbons with 
open chain of carbon atoms (methyl - CHy, ethyl - 0^ and others), 

are called aliphatic or "fatty" amines. If the replacing radicals 
contain benzene rings of carbon atoms, then such amines are called 
aromatic. 
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liquids, and well soluble in water. 

Aromatic amines include aniline toluidines CH^CLH^NHp 

and xylidines (CH^J^H^NHj,. ^ 5 

Aromatic amines are colored (most often reddish-bruwn) liquids, 

poorly soluble in water, and mixed well with alcohols and aliphatic 

amines. A c’iaracteristic property for all amines is violent inter¬ 

action with concentrated nitric acid and nitrogen tetroxlde, leading, 

as a rule, to self-ignition with a fimall period of induction' (self- 

ignition delay) -0. -0.4 s. Corrosivity of amines is low. Amines 

are stored and transported in large tanks made from usual "ferrous’ 
metals. 

Amines are highly toxic products. 

For improvement of physicochemical and starting characteristics 

of propellants there are used blends of two and more components. 

For example, blends (50/50) of triethylamine and xylidlne, blends 

of 20% aniline and 8o% furfuryl alcohol and others received practical 

application. 

Hydrazine N2H4. Hydrazine is a derivative of ammonia. Depen¬ 

dence of vapor tension of hydrazine on temperature is shown in 
Fig. V.56. 

on X X XX 

Fig. V.36. Dependence 
of vapor tension of 
hydrazine on 
temperature. 

l/i I A nine. 
appearand 
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Hy-irazine is a colorless, transparent, hygroscopic liquid with 

a characteristic ammonium odor. Hydrazine is thermodynamically 

unstable, and is easily decomposed under the influence of different 

catalysts (oxides of certain metals, carbon, asbestos) or heating. 

While heating to 230°C there occurs explosive decomposition of 

hydrazine. Flash point of hydrazine in air is 38°C. Waterless 

hydrazine self-ignites with halides, liquid oxygen, hydrogen peroxide 

and other strong oxidizers. Mixtures of hydrazine vapors with air 

ignite over a wide range from h.6% to 100¾ (by volume) hydrazine in 

the mixture. Hydrazine is mixed well with water, alcohols, ammonia 

and amines. It is not dissolved in hydrocarbons. Hydrazine will 

f’orm eutectic mixture (13¾ nydrazine in mixture) with ammonia with 

melting point -80°C. Lowering of melting point is also attained 

by dissolution in hydrazine of lithium borhydride LiBH^, prussic 

acid HCN, ammonium thiocyanate NH^SCN, and also derivatives of 

hydrazine - monomethylhydrazine and dimethylhydrazine. Mixture of 

hydrazine with dimethylhydrazine (50/50) is used as fuel of rocket 
propellants. 

Hydrazine is corroaionally active. Aluminum, its alloys, and 

stainless steels are stable in hydrazine. As packing materiel it is 

possible to use polyethylene. 

Hydrazine is toxic, is irritating to mucous membrane of the 

eyes, and may cause temporary blindness. 

Asymmetrical dimethylhydrazine [ (CH^N-roy . Dimethylhydrazine 

Ij> a derivative of hydrazine, in which two atoms of hydrogen are 

replaced by methyl radicals CH^. 

In contrast to symmetrical dimethylhydrazine [(CH^)HN-NH(CH^)], 

in asymmetrical dlmetnylhydrazine both methyl radicals are connected 

with one atom of nitrogen. 

Asymmetric dimethylhydrazine is a colorless, transparent, 

hygroscopic liquid. 
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Asymmetrie dimethylhydrazine is a thermally stable product. At 

usual temperature it interacts very slowly with air. Mixtures of 

its vapors with air are explodable in a wide range of ratios (from 

2 to 99* dimizine by volume). Self-ignition temperature of 

dimethylhydrazine is 249°C. 

Asymmetric dimethylhydrazine is very toxic, causes injury of 

the lungs and liver, and destroys red blood corpuscles. 

Alcohols. Alcohols are derivatives of hydrocarbons and are 

characterized by the presence of hydroxyl group OH. Methyl, ethyl, 

and isopropyl alcohols received application in rocket technology. 

At present alcohols are almost completely displaced from rocket 

technology by more effective fuels (hydrocarbons, amines, hydrazine 
and its derivatives). 

Fuels based on petroleum products. Petroleum is the most 

powerful natural source of hydrocarbon fuels. As rocket propellant 

there are mainly used kerosene fractions of petroieum, i.e., fractions 

with boiling point up to 250-300°C. For improvement of physico¬ 

chemical, energy and cooling properties the keroeene fractions are 

subjected to various treatment (purification from sulfurous compounds, 

removal of aromatic hydrocarbons, increase of content of naphthenic 
hydrocarbons and others). 

in Table V.3 there are given basic characteristics of fuels 

basf.d on petroleum refining products. These combustibles due to 

accessibility, inexpensiveuess, supply of raw material and industrial 

base can be widely used in rocket propellants on an oxygen base. 

Fuels based on petroleum products are corrosionally passive, are 

not toxic, and are safe in handling with observance of standard 

rules of handling combustible materials. 
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§ *>• Separately Fed Propellants 

In view of the fact that oxidizers make up the principal part of 

Propellant and their list is limited by a small quantity of substances, 

it is accepted to group separably fed propellants and to name them 

by oxidlzers (propellant on oxjgen base, propellant on nitric acid 

base, etc.). In Tables V.4 and V.5 there are given energy charac¬ 

teristics of certain liquid rocket propellants with expansion ratio 

^1*70 ancj equilibrium outflow. 

Propellants Based on Low-Boiling Oxidizers 

fropeliants on oxygen and ozone base. Application of propellants 

on liquid oxygen base (ccmbined with liquid hydrogen or liquid 

hydrocarbons) was recommended in I903 by K. E. Tsiolkovskiy. 

The proposal to use ozone as rocket propellant oxidizer also 

belongs to K. E. Tsiolkovskiy. Analysis of data of Table V.4 shows 

that propellants on ozone base will permit obtaining considerably 

higher specific thrusts and higher specific gravity of propellants 

than in case of propellants on oxygen base. Solutions of ozone 

in oxygen give propellants with intermediate values of specific 
thrust. 

However, the very high tendency of ozone and its solutions in 

oxygen (concentration more.than 20#) to explosive decomposition under 

action of various external influences complicates the use of 

propellants based on ozone or its solutions in oxygen for liquid- 

propellant rocket engines. 

ilr,PPfenants on fluorine base. The assumption of expediency of 

application of fluuorine as rocket propellant oxidizer was expressed 

for the first time in 1932 by F. A. Tsander. Advantages of propellants 

lased on fluorine (as compared to propellants on oxygen base) are 

higher specific thrusts and higher specific gravities. At the same 

time, propellants on fluorine base are dangerous in handling and 

require satisfaction of a number of additional safety engineering 

conditions during operation of similar liquid-propellant rocket 
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Table V.4. 

Propellant 

Liquid oxygen 0, 

Liquid Fluorine F2 

Hydrogen 

Pentaboranr Bc>H9 

Methylhydrazine NgH-^CH^ 

Dlmethylhydrazine asymmetric 
h2h2(ch5)2 

Kerosene . 

Ammonia Ni, 

Hydrogen H2 

Lithium Li 

Hydrazine N2H^ 

Pentaborane B^^c) 

Ammonia NH-^ 

Dlmethylhydrazine asymmetric 
n2h2(ch5)2 344 

Fluorine dioxide 
F~ 

Nitrogen 
trifluoride 

Fluorine chlorate 
FCIO^ 

Pentaborant B^H^ 

Ammonia NH^ 

Hydrazine NgH^ 

Pentaborane 

Hydrazine NgH^ 

5169 

3613 

3525 

4105 

367 

260 

257 

326 

305 

Hydrogen H2 

Pentaborane B^H^ 

Hydrazine1NgH^ 

Dimathylhydrazine asymmetric 
n2h2(ch3)2 

2744 

4447 

3466 

3666 

344 

306 

295 

290 
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Table V.4 (Continued) 

oxidi¿er 

Ozone 

Nitrogen 
tetrafluorlde 

Propellant 

fuel 

Hydrogen H2 

Ammonia NH^ 

Hydrazine 

T °K 

29^^ 

3350 

4431 

“ya 

g 

315 

332 

Table V.5. 

oxidizer 

Propellant 

fuel 

T °K 
Ryn 
^g-s 
Kg 

Nitrogen 
tetroxide 

Nitric acid HNO^ 

(78^) + nitrogen 
tetroxide 

Pentaborane B^Hg 

Hydrazine N2H|| 

Methylhydrazlne N^H^CH^ 

Hydrazine (50^) + asymmetric 
dimethyIhydrazine (50%) 

Dimethylhydrazine asymmetric 
n2h2(ch3)2 

Kerosene 

Hydrazine N^H^ 

Methylhydrazlne N0H,CH, 
2 3 3 

Dimethylhydrazine asymmetric 
n2h2(ch3)2 

4266 

2994 

3361 

3363 

3192 

3335 

2828 

3172 

296 

292 

288 

288 

285 

270 

283 

279 

272 
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Table V.5 (Continued). 

Propellant T °K 

oxidizer fuel 

Nitrogen tetroxide 
U20k (855É) + nitro¬ 

gen oxide NO (155É) 

Hydrogen peroxide 
(95#) H202 

Chlorine trifluorids 
GIF, 

Pentaborane 

Methylhydrazine N2H^CH^ 

Dimethylhydrazine asymmetric 
n2h2(ch3)2 

Pentaborane B^H^ 

Hydrazine N2H^ 

Methylhydrazine NgH^CH^ 

Kerosene 

Lithium Li 

Hydrazine N2H^ 

Pentaborane B^H^ 

Methylhydrazine N2H^CH^ 

Dimethylhydrazine asymmetric 
n2h2(ch3)2 

3400 

2597 

2900 

2914 

5200 

5896 

4487 

3803 

3383 

V 

302 

290 

288 

312 

282 

279 

273 

332 

292 

288 

283 

280 

engines. Therefore, the application of only those propellants which 

will permit obtaining specific thrusts, which are unattainable with 

application of propellants on oxygen base, will be expedient. Such 

fuels are hydrogen + fluorine, hydrazine + fluorine and ammonia + 

+ fluorine, i.e., propellants with the use of fuels not containing 

carbon. The presence of carbon in fuel leads to the formation of 

pentatomic molecule CF^, the presence of which in combustion products 

shax'ply lowers the exit velocity and specific thrust. Ignition of 

propellants on fluorine base will not cause any difficulties, since 

the high chemical activity of fluorine ensures self-ignition upon 

contact with the majority of combustible substances. Works on the 
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creation of new oxidizers on the basis of nitrogen trlfluorlde and 

tetrafluorohydrazlne are of Interest. These oxidizers are somewhat 

Inferior to fluorine In energy characteristics, but possess the best 

operating characteristics (less toxicity, higher boiling point, 
less corrosivity). 

Propellants on fluorine mcnoxlrt* in ca8e 0f carbonless 

fuels (hydrazine, ammonia), propellants on fluorine monoxide base 

give specific thrust, with average value between propellants on 

fluorine and oxygen base. In combination with hydrocarbons, amines 

and organic derivatives of hydrazine fluorine monoxide gives 

propellants, which substantially exceed both propellants on oxygen 

base and propellants on fluorine base (with the same fuels) in 
specific thrust. 

Propellants on the Basis of High-Boiling Oxidizers 

Propellants on nitric acid base. Nitric acid was proposed and 

experijjientally tested as oxidizer of rocket propellants for the 

first time by V. P. Glushko in 1932. 

As was already indicated, due to negative qualities (thermal 

instability, high corrosivity and others) nitric acid lost its value 

as rocket propellant oxidizer. 

At present the most widely applied propellants are those on 

nitric acid base with the addition of nitrogen tetroxide with use 

of fuels: mixture of amines and dimethylhydrazine. Sometimes there 

are used hydrocarbon fuels. There are conducted wide investiga¬ 

tions with monomothyIhydrazine, certain new amines and mixtures of 

monomethylhydrazine and dimethylhydrazine with hydrazine and some 

di- and triamlnes. Fuels on the basis of amines and hydrazine 

derivatives self-ignite upon contact with oxidizers on the basis 

of nitric acid and nitrogen tetroxide and do not require any 

special means of ignition. 

appellants on nitrogen tetroxide base. Priority in the applica¬ 

tion of nitrogen tetroxide as rocket propellant oxidizer belongs to 
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/. P. Glushko, who ln 1932 began experimental investigations with 

this oxidizer. 

Propellants on nitrogen tetroxide base have 2-5# higher specific 

thrusts and 6-8# less specific gravity than propellants based on 

nitric acid. 

Application of this oxidizer under winter conditions causes 

many difficulties due to its high freezing point (-11°C). In spite 

of the shown disadvantage, nitrogen tetroxide is widely used in 

rocket engine manufacture. 

Propellants on tetranltromethane base. Propellants on 

tetranitromethane base in practice are not inferior to propellants 

on nitrogen tetroxide base with regard to specific thrust and 

considerably (by 8-12#) exceed them in specific gravity. 

Due to the great danger of explosion, propellants on 

tetranitromethane base are rarely used. 

Propellants on hydrogen peroxide base. Possibilities of hycrogeo 

peroxide as rocket propellant oxidizer were analyzed by V. P. Glushko 

in USSR and German scientist E. Zenger In 1935. 

Propellants on hydrogen peroxide base (concentration 95#) have 

more specific thrust than propellants on nitric acid base (with the 

same fuels). Specific gravities of propellants on hydrogen peroxide 

base are 3-7# higher than for propellants on nitrogen tetroxide base. 

High freezing point of concentrated hydrogen peroxide (-6°C for 

95# concentration) and its slow decomposition during storage do not 

permit using propellants on its base for storable objects. For 

objects which are loaded before starting (especially for aviation 

objects), these propellants are of interest. 

Propellants on chlorine trlfluorlde and perchloryl fluoride baa»’. 

At present propellants on chlorine trifluoride base are considered 

as storable propellants. These propellants (In case of application 
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as fuels of carbon-containing sjbstances) give lower specific thrust 

than propellants on nitrogen tetroxide base. Lowering of specific 

thrust Is greater, the higher the carbon content in fuel. Specific 

gravity of propellants on chlorine trifluoride base is substantially 

higher (by 14-22*) than for propellants on nitrogen tetroxide base. 

High toxicity and high corrosivity complicate the use of this 

oxidizer, and its high cost and relatively low energy characteristics 

make Its application scarcely expedient for mass objects. 

Propellants on perchloryl fluoride base provide higher specific 

thrusts as compared to all the other propellants on the basis of 

nigh-boiling oxidizers. Operating characteristics of this oxidizer 
are as yet insufficiently studied. 

§ 6. Monopropellants 

At present monopropellants have been applied in rocket technology 

only as auxiliary energy sources for driving turbopump units, for 

flight stabilization systems, as airborne energy sources and others. 

Theoretical calculations show that a number of individual sub¬ 

stances (hydrazoic acid, acetylene, nitromethane, methyl nitrate 

and others) and various blends of combustibles with oxidizers can 

provide sufficiently high specific thrusts (in the limit the same 

as separately fed propellants). However, practice showed that 

creation of sufficient effective monopropellant turned out to be 

impossible due to the very high sensitivity of such propellants to 

explosion. Suppression of explosive properties is possible only by 

introduction of large quantities of ballasting additives, which 

sharply lower propellant efficiency. Energy characteristics of 

safety monopropellants are so low that it is inexpedient to apply 

them as basic propellants of liquid-propellan. rocket engines. In 

able V.6 there are given energy data of some monopropellants. 

Concentrated hydrogen percjxide was the most widely applied 

as auxiliary energy source. In postwar years hydrogen peroxide 
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Table V.6. 

Composition 
of propellant 

Chemical 
formula 

fl 5 
5 g « 
0)H « 
b p u 
5 3 jj 
S-il 
£ o o 

C 
0) -H M 

■P 3 « 

J§| 
0) c J3 H -H O 

■P ts z s 
*3 

hi S
p
ec

if
ic
 
th

ru
st

, 
K

gA
g/

s 

Hydrogen peroxide, lOOJt. 

Hydrogen peroxide, . 

Hydrogen peroxide, 87Í. 
Isopropyl nitrate. 

HA 

HA'0.142(1,0 

HA-0.3S9H.O 
(0(1,),0 HONO, 

ti.O 

21.0 

21.0 
21.0 
10.0 
25.0 
20.0 
00.0 
25,0 

1253 

1000 

nr 
990 

M7 
1280 
1312 
2450 

1.463 

1,419 

1.381 
1,036 

I.OOOS 
0.887 

1.1286 

146 

137 

126 
159 
190 
130 
159.4 
180.7 
210* 

Hydrazine..... 
Ethylene oxide. 

Nitromethane. 
4* 

CH.NO, 

* 
In spite of the relatively low sensitivity of nitronethane to various 

external pulses, attempts to use it as monopropellant led to explosions of 
great destructive force. 

was used as monopropellant for the feed systems of a number of 

liquid-propellant rocket engines, and also for stabilizing and flight 

control systems of objects in outer space. 
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CHAPTER VI 

FUNDAMENTALS OF CALCULATIONS OF THERMOCHEMICAL 
PROPERTIES OF PROPELLANTS 

In this section there are examined Initial thermochemical proper¬ 

ties of propellant, which are subsequently used during selection of 

propellant and in calculations of combustion and outflow of gases. 

5 1. Calculations on Composition of 
Propellant Components 

For the considered thermochemical calculations of liquid- 

propellant rocket engines it is not necessary to know the structure 

f molecules of initial propellant, since the structure of molecules 

ol the final working medium — combustion products, is Important when 

determining the flows of chemically active gases. 

herefore, It is sufficient to determine substances entering the 

composition of propellant by the quantity of chemical elements 

entering it. Such propellant composition is called elementary. 

In calculation practice there are used two methods of assigning 

the elementary composition: portion by weight of entering elements 

ii (composition by weight) and chemical formula 

Bt Ce . .), (VI.l) 

where A, B, C, ... — elements which make up the substance; 

a, b, c, ... — number of atoms pf elements. 
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For well studied Individual chemical compounds the formulas of 

substances and their molecular weight are known, for example, 

nitric acid HNO^ (m ■ 63)» hydrazine (m ■ 32)» *tc. Formula 

(VI.1) is usually written for one mole of substance and is called 

molecular chemical formula. 

If propellant components or the entire propellant are assigned 

by elementary composition by weight gi and the molecular weight is 

unknown for it, then an equivalent chemical formula Is 

written for conditional molecular weight m ■ 100, proceeding from 

relationship 

(VI.2) 

where um; ma - atomic weights of elements. 

Thus, for example, for kerosene with elementary composition, 

containing carbon fc ■ 86.71 and hydrogen Bh ■ 13.3*» with conditional 

molecular weight m ■ 100 we will obtain 

C „ 100 - 100-7.225, 
*c 

■ — — 100 — 100 - 13.3. 

Consequently, the unknown molecular formula for kerosene accord¬ 

ing to equation (VI.I) will be CcHh-CmuHijj. 

In certain cases for convenience of calculation all computations 

are performed not for a mole, but for 1 kg of propellant. Then 

instead of molecular formula there is written the specific chemical 

formula of substance 
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[A; Bg C- Dj ... ). 
(VI.3) 

Indices ã, ». ê, ï... in formula (VI.3) differ m times from correspond¬ 
ing indices in equation (VI.1) 

(VI.M 

During calculations of these indices by elementary composition 

by weight. Instead of (VI.2) we use relationships 

Thus, for kerosene with elementary composition gc » 86.7% and 

&** * 13.3S we will obtain 

Consequently, the unknown specific formula for 1 kg of kerosene 

•Kcording to (VI.3) will be cc-hít«Co.«7?i:,Ho.ijj, where indices signify the 

number of kg of atoms of carbon and hydrogen in 1 kg of kerosene, or 

^Hfl " Crt.»HIw. where indices c and m signify the number of g of atoms. 

It is agreed to write specific chemical formulas in such a 

rr. inner that indices ã,~b,c,... would signify the number of gram atoms 

of corresponding elements. 

Cases are encountered when the propellant or part of it (fuel 

r oxidiz°r) are assigned not by elementary composition, but in the 

.orm of a blend of substances. Let us assume that the weight 

content of these substances in the mixture will be z <r 
e>2» sp* Then 

for the entire mixture 
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or 

t> (1¾. «î. cí + «.(A;, B,. C-... ) +..._ (^- 8, C; ...) (VI.5) 

Such a mixture can be determined specific formula (¿rBrC?...). 

where the value of indices is calculated by the following relationships 

« “ f i <*i + ft +... + 

b - gfit -I- gt bt +...+^,¾ 
(VI.6) 

or 

(VI.7) 

With various writings of equivalent chemical formulas the 

conditional molecular weight of the substance or uixture of substances 

is calculated so: 

m ■= mA a + b + mc e + nD d + (VI.8) 

or 

» e 

i ï 

It is not difficult to note that the specific formula can h^ 

considered as the equivalent molecular formula with conditional 

molecular weight equal to 1 (in kilograms) or 1000 (in grams). 

Let us consider some examples on calculation of propellant 

composition. 
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Example VI.1. Calculate coefficients in the specific formula 

of nitric acid, molecular formula of which HNO^ is well known, and 

molecular weight is equal to 63. 

According to (VI.4) indices in the specific formula will be 

• ï--£--¿-0.01586; - - 

¿ IL JL « 0,01586; 

* " '¿T Ä 'ö ” 0.0476. ; :, 

Thus, specific formula for one gram of nitric acid 

will be written so: Ho.®is**N0.oiíi«Q,.W76, and for 1 kg (H,5.*N«.í60«m) . 

Example VI.2. Formulate the specific formula of 96t nitric acid. 

Molecular weights: 01^0,=63 and /nHtO=18. Molecular formulas: nitric 

acid - HNC>3 and water - H20. 

By equation (VI.7) accordingly for hydrogen, nitrogen, and 

oxygen we obtain: 

« = 0,96 ¿ + 0,04 -¡y = 0,01963; 

b = 0,96 + 0 = 0,01523; 

c - 0,96-y- + 0.04-1- = 0.0479. 
I 

Specific formula for 1 g of 96* solution of nitric acid and 

water will be written so (Ho.a.wNp.csoOo.wT,), and for 1 kg 5.,,047.,). 

Example VI.3. Formulate the equivalent formula for complex solid 

rocket propellant, prescribed by the following composition: 

"ubstanor Chemical formula i/f **el4vt Molecular weicht 

1. Nltrocollulos* C4HA(ONOt), 0.515 = 297 
rine C.HkiONO,), 0,430 = ¢, 227 

3. iieth/l phthalate QH^COOCtH»), 0.0325-= ff, 222 
4. Rentrante C„H,,ON, 0.0225 = g* 268 
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« 

Let us first consider the composition of the specific formula 

of this propellant in the form Cr. Hr. Or. Nj. 

By equation (VI.7) for carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen 

respectively, • 

a » 0.515 ggjf + 0,43 +0.0325 -{- 0,0225 

D 0,0193 19,3 

6 » 0,515 -}- 0,43 + 0.0325 4- 0,0225 gj ** 

- 0,0253 « 25,3 . 

c « 0,515 + 0,43 + 0,0325 4- 0.0225 « 

- 0.03676 ££21= 36.76 

J-0,515 ¿4-0.43 ¿ + 0.0325 ¿ 4- 0.0225 ¿ - 

_0,011£i£» « llfcsgs. 

Specific formula for 1 g of propellant 

. . . “ ^b.*i*3 Hç.oasa * 

For 1 kg of propellant 

4; X» C,, , HÄ , On i N,,. 

5 2. Stoichiometric Ratio Between Propellant Components 

Calculations of propellant composition lead to determination of 

the ratios between combustible and oxidizing elements. As one such 

ratio there is introduced the idea of stoichiometric composition. 

The idea of stoichiometric composition is conditional theoretical, 

which assumes that the numerical ratio between combustible and 

oxidizing elements must satisfy equations of those chemical reactions, 
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In which there is accomplished complete oxidation of carbon C to CO 

hydrogen H to H20, etc. With th:.s is assumed the use of total 

valences of elements, which thej can manifest under rocket engine 

conditions. Valences of chemical elements, encountered in propellants 

Of liquid-propellant rocket engines, are listed in Table VI.1 [27J. 

Table VI.1. 

Klamerrt 
Atomic 
we 1 (dit 

Valero* Element Atomía 
we l^vt 

Valence 

H 
He 
Li 
B« 
B 
C 
N 
0 
F 
Nc 

1.006 
4.003 
6.940 
9.200 

10.820 
12.010 
14.008 
16.000 
19.000 
20.183 

— 1 
0 

—1 
—2 
—3 
—4 

+2 
+ 1 

0 

Na 
Mf 
AI 
Si 
P 
S 
Cl 
Ar 
K. 

22.997 
24.320 
26.970 
28,060 
30.960 
32.066 
35.457 
39.944 
39.096 

• 

-1 
—2 
-3 
—4 
-5 
•»í 
+1 

0 
-1 

With separate fuel feed systems to the liquid-propellant rocket 

engine propulsion systems, when along various hydraulic ducts 

oxidizer (with the preferential content of oxidizing elements) and 

fuel (with predominance of reducing elements) are introduced to the 

combustion chamber, the problem of determining the stoichiometric 

composition of propellant is reduced to calculation of the stoichio¬ 

metric ratio between oxidizer and fuel: 

X» was» (waltfrt) flow rate of oxidiisr 
mass (wilghi) flow rat* of fual - (VI.9) 

In combustion chambers, using solid propellants (RDTT. gas 

generators In fuel feed systems and so forth) or liquid monopropellant 

when there Is no separate feed, the stoichiometric ratio between 

oxidising and reducing elements of such propellant Is calculaccd 

analogously to conditional division of fuel Into two parts. 

Value of ., can be determined by formula of substitution of 

valences of elements in the following way: 



a) with use of specific chemical formulas 

(ÎAj ^)rtf Kg oxldlitr 
(VI.10) 

b) with use of molecular formulas of substances 

(ïAj 'n)"! kg oxldlitr 

(ÎÂ7^W7 ^ (VI.11) 

where A, - element valences from Table VI.1, which are taken with 

their signs (nitrogen is considered neutral and it is possible not 

to consider it); — number of gram atoms of elements in conditional 

chemical formula. 

Dimensionality of , calculated by formulas (VI.10) or (VI.11), 

corresponds to equation (VI.9), although the algebraic sums in the 

numerator of (VI.10) and (VI.11) are taken in conformity with chemical 

formulas of propellant, and in the denominator — chemical formulas 

of oxidizer. 

Sometimes in calculations it is more convenient to apply 

stoichiometric ratio xi with dimensionality fuel1261** whloh ls 

determined through molecular weight of combustible «, and oxidizer 

«• so: 

U 
mol* oxldlitr 

X* 5““ ÄSTi 'futl— (VI.IP) 

S 3. Excess Oxidant Ratio 

Stoichiometric ratio between propellant components is only a 

theoretical measure during evaluation of the actual propellant 

composition, which can be selected different from the stoichiometric 

value for obtaining the necessary results in ZhRD combustion chambers. 

The actual ratio between propellant components is estimated 

in comparison with stoichiometric through excess oxidant ratio a: 

=-jC. (VI.13) 
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When a > 1 the propellant contains excess oxidizer, and when 

a < 1 — excess combustible elements. 

For calculations of actual propellant composition the value of 

<1 is usually assigned. Then with known value of stoichiometric ratio 

'o or x', it is possible to formulate the conditional chemical formula 

for bipropellant, in which the assigned value of a is kept. 

Molecular formula of bipropellant 

A»B>CtD4. . ., (Vl.liJa) 

where 

6 «= 6r + 

Specific formula for bipropellant 

(A0B»c7d4 • • • )• (vi.mb) 

where 

I + «TU 

b >r + •Xt b. 

In these ratios ar; bT\ c, or o,; br\ cr... designate the number of gram 

atoms of elements in corresponding conditional formulas of fuel, and 

a0\ b9,ct... or at;frt;ca... - in corresponding formulas of oxidizer. 

I 
Let us consider the application of formulas (VI.10-VI.14). 

Fxample V1.4. Calculate the actual ratio between components of 

propellant, consisting of fuel — dirnethylhydrazine (molecular formula 

c*H,Na and molecular weight m, » 60.1) and oxidizer - 96% nitrogen 

tetroxide N^, having 4£ humidity. Excess oxidant ratio a « O.85. 
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Formulate conditional formula for all the propellant of type QH/V'J,. 

First let us write specific formula for oxidizer, prescribed 

by parts by weight - 0.96 (for N.O«) and g2 * 0.04 (for H20). 

According to equation (VI.7) 

». = 0.96 A + 0.04 -1 = 0.004445 t&ZfxgA = 4.445 , 

a* 0-90 + 0,04 = 0,04394 t • B 43,94 > 

#, * 0,96 ~ -f 0,04 ~ = 0,02086 » » B 20,86 > 

Specific formula for 1 g of oxidizer will be He,mO(,M«Natttl. 

Let us write the molecular formula for oxidizer under the assumption 

of conditional molecular weight m, ■ 100. Then according to equation 

(VI.8) the molecular formula for oxidizer is 

Let us make further calculations by molecular formulas. By 

using data of Table VI.1, by equation (VI.11) let us determine the 

stoichiometric ratio between oxidizer and fuel 

X« 
«• A C Or 4. A« *r + Ao 4r + rr 

■» Ac «• 4* AH +A0 404-A)f *• 

(-4)2 4(-1)- 
(-1)0.4445 4 2-4.394 * 

~,>663f,SÖ 
* IQ kg oxldltar 

l5"fu¿T * 

According to equation (VI.12) 

w "»r 3.19 
60,1 
100 1,917 wo le ojtldlter 

'wöTTTü«! 

The real ratio between components according to equation (VI.13) 

X ^ *X* ~ 0.85 • 3.19 = 2,71 itj| nil i • • ~ 

mol« 
x' = 0,85-1,917 = 1,63 gfe' . 
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Molecular formula for all bipropellant according to equation 

(VI.14a) 

c. H, O. N, « C, Hi.« 0,.., N5.„. 
where 

a = 2+ 1,692-0 = 2; 

6 = 8+ 1,691 0,4445 = 8,75; 

d = 0+ 1,692-4.394 = 7,44; 

«*= 2 + 1.692-2,086 = 5,52. 

With such written molecular formula the conditional molecular 

weight of all the bipropellant according to equation (VI.8) turns out 
to be equal to 

m= 12,01 • 2+1,008 • 8,75+16 • 7,44+14,008 - 5,52=129,2. 

® ^• Propellant Enthalpy 

During calculations of combustion temperature we use total 

propellant enthalpy, measured by the sum of thermodynamic enthalpy 

i and chemical energy 01M-: 

+ “ f + (VI. 15) 

Total bipropellant enthalpy with separate feed to the 

combustion chamber is determined by the sum of fuel and oxidizer 

enthalpies : 

ror i / c -'yVx* (VI.16) 

for 1 mole rm = ml kcal/mole. 

where I, and /, - specific enthalpy of fuel and oxidizer; « - actual 

ratio between propellant components , feg oxidizer 
* kg fuel 

Total enthalpy of fuel, oxidizer or complex monopropellant, 

being mixtures of various chemical compounds, is computed by 

enthalpies of component substances and parts by weight g: 
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for 1 k* I mm ZgJi keal/kf* (VI.17) 

If during mixing of the forming substances outside the propulsion 

system their mutual dissolution occurs, then it is necessary to 

consider heats of dissolution, then 

/-Ef,/4± WA«, (VI.18) 

where - heat of dissolution of 1 Kg of i dissolved substance in 

complex solvent; - part by weight of i dissolved substance. 

In equation (VI.18) summation in the first item is produced by 

all the substances, and in the second — only by dissolved. The sign 

in the second item is minus if heat is liberated during dissolution. 

In reference data the heat of dissolution usually pertains to a kilo¬ 

gram or mole of dissolved substance. 

In thermochemical calculations for engines there is introduced 

the value of enthalpy of propellant components under combustion 

chamber feed conditions: feed pressure p* and temperature of 

propellant before the burner inlet T,. Tabular values of enthalpy 

in reference data are derived at initial temperature Tm,% (ö* K. 291° K 

and so forth) and at pressure in 1 atm. 

Conversions of enthalpy to feed conditions are produced by 

equation 

/r“r. “ ,r-r-, + Í + ¿ (VI ^ 
% 

where it - specific gravity of propellant. 

Change of enthalpy from pressure for liquid propellants at l^w 

pressures is usually not considered, since work of compression of 

liquid is very small. At high pressures - more than 80-100 atm - 

calculation is necessary. 
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If In the fuel feed system there occurs charge of state of matter 

oi propellant or It Is In tanks In a different phase state than at 

standard tabular conditions, then taking Into account the heat of 

phase transition r the total enthalpy Is determined by formula 

(VI. 20) 

when heat r is lost, in equation (VI.20) it Is t*ken with the 
"minus” sign. 

Sample VI. 5. Determine enthalpy of 961 nitric acid at T - 293°K. 

if for this temperature there are known: enthalpy of nitric acid 

/«no. « -657 kcal/kg, enthalpy of water • -3798 kcal/kg, 

Q, - 325 kcal/kg water. With dissolution of H.,0 into HNO ’the heat 

of dissolution is liberated outside. Then by equation (VI.18) 

HNO. “ ^96 ^mno, + /M/> — 0.0« Qf - 

- 0,96 (— 657) + 0.04 (- 3798) - 0.04 *325 - — 796 

:_x ample VI. 6. Determine the enthalpy of liquid oxygen, entering 

the combustion chamber at 25 atm In supercooled state to 7.-=60- K 

(boiling point of oxygen at this pressure TBIII— iwt x* wj 

From tabular data there are known: enthalpy of gaseous oxygen 

at p • 1 atm and T - 293°K, comprising /«"q, . 0 and heat of 

vaporization at p • 1 atm and temperature T - 90°K equal to 

r « 1629 kcal/kg-mole. Heat capacities of oxygen are taken 

* / and ■ 0.5 kcal/mole• deg. 

Por construction of calculation diagram let us examine the 
sequency of transitions: 
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C-C-h ¢,^-293) -0-72°3-1421 keal/Wl.. 

^ -C-f--1421-1029--305° ko*iA«-oi.. 

lZZ * ¡7!Z +cm— (60-9°)- -3050-15- -3065 ‘»•lA«—!.. 

Change cf enthalpy of liquid oxygen with increase of pressure 

from 1 to 25 atm is not considered here, since the work of compression 

of liquid is very small. Then we derive that 

— 3065 kraiAol* . 

S 5. Reference Systems of Total Enthalpies 

Numerical values of total enthalpies depend on the accepted 

reference system, for construction of which it is necessary to acre* 

in connection with initial reference temperature and initial 1^ 

of chemical energies of separate substances. 

During calculations it is necessary to operate only with 

differences or sums of total enchalpies, therefore, selection of 

initial values for construction of reference system does not ha 

fundamental value, but is dictated only by considerations of 

convenience of calculations. It is only obligatory that all calcula 

tions be performed according to the same reference system of 

enthalpies . 

Let us show two of the most widely occurring methods of 

determining total enthalpies in the system of A. P. Vaniche., the 

most extensl ely distributed in the Soviet Union, and in the system 

accepted by NASA (the United States). 



Initial temperature for reading enthalpy in Vanichev's system 

will be - 293.16°K (20°C), and in NASA system 7,., - 0°K. 

In some systems the levels of chemical energies of various 

substances are read from the levels of chemical energies of such 

substances as H2 (gas), N2 (gas), C>2 (gas), Cl2 (cas), ?2 (gas), 
C (graphite of ß-modiflcation), Al (crystal) and other metals, and 

also electron gas (r), wnich are taken as initial in so-called 

standard state, i.e., in stable and the most widely occurring 

natural form. 

Subsequently we will use the A. P. Vanichev reference system of 

enthalpy everywhere. 

According to equation (VI.15) total enthalpy I Is composed of 

thermodynamic enthalpy i and chemical energy Qtmm : 

/ *= i + 

For all substances at Initial temperature it is considered 

if*" * 0. 

For parent substances in standard state the level of chemical 

energy at initial temperature la taken equal to zero, i.e., 

• -Crp.*«; metals and ^)=0. 

Consequently, total enthalpy for parent substances at initial 

temperature according to equation (VI.15) also will be equal to zero 

metals and 

Chemical energy of other more complex or simpler substances is 

determined by comparison with energy levels of parent substances. 

For this are used experimental data on heats of formations Qoflp 

of such substances from initial. 
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For an example let us determine the level of chemical energy mul 

total enthalpy at initial temperature for water, during formation of 

H|0"*p from parent substances H2 and 02, taken in standard state. It 

is known that during the formation of steam (HIOn,t’) at T ■ 293°K and 

constant pressure p - 1 atm there is liberated heat of formation 

* 57,785 kcal/kg-mole H-,0. 

Let us consider two states of the same chemical elements 

(H and 0) in the form: 

Firrt 
■tat* 

r-293 

Pmrtrrt 
s Jfcrtdno« s 

Hj“ ard 0.5O;M 

Second 
•tatt 
r-293 

Formad 

H,0 

Tharmodynamio Chamieal 
•nthalfy 

'"° Hi"- 

or)-« 

Q„m (H/>••«>) = } 

If in the first state Qw O/“) = 0, and during transition to 

second state ■ 57,7$5 kcal/mole, was liberated outside then 
it is obvious that the level of chemical energy of the system became 

lower than zero by the value of liberated heat of formation, i.e , 

^ — Qoftp* 

Consequently, total enthalpy of vaporous water at initial 

temperature will be 

- -57 785 kcal/kg-mole H,©"*'. 
$ 

As another example let us determine the level of chemical energy 

and total enthalpy for atomic hydrogen H during Its formation from 

molecular hydrogen H2, taken in standard state at initial temperature 

293°K. It is known that during formation of atomic hydrogen H at 

T ■ 293°K and constant pressure p * 1 atm nore is expended heat of 

formation 

»52 081 keal/kg-atom H. 
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By reasoning analogously, we note that during transition of the 

system from state ^ to atomic state H the level of chemical energy 

of the system is increased by the value of accumulated heat, supplied 

externally. Consequently, 

C* “ + Qo«f - + 52 081 kcal/kg-atom H. 

By generalizing these two examples, it is possible to write that 

at Initial temperature the total enthalpy of the substance can be 

determined by its heat of formation from parent substances into 

standard state by equation 

(VI. 21) 

In the process the heat of formation should be determined or 

referred to the same temperature. The "plus” sign in equation 

(VI.21) is taken when heat is expended on the formation of substance, 

and "minus" sign if the system loses heat outside during formation 

of substance. 

At present usually the staidard conditions for determination of 

heat of formation are pressure 1 atm and temperature 20°C (293°K) or 

25 C (298°K). Therefore, the Vanichev reference system is convenient 

in the fact that at initial temperature 293QK the chemical energy of 

substance is approximately equal to heat of its formation from 

initial elements taken in standard state, which can be directly 
I 

obtained experimentally. 

Accuracy of contemporary tabular values of total enthalpies is 

continuously Increased, in proportion to improvement of experimental 

data on heats of formations of substances and heats of chemical 

reactions, utilized while compiling tabular data. Therefore, for 

contemporary propellants it is recommended to use tables of 

thermodynamic functions with the latest data. 
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§ 6. Calculation of Total Enthalpy by Heats of Reactions 

Propellant or its components are often not simple mixtures or 

solutions of substances, but chemical compounâs, for which there 

cannot be tabular values of total enthalpies and it is impossible to 

directly determine heats of their formations from standard parent 

substances, embodied in reference systems of enthalpies, experlmontally. 

In such cases for calculation of total enthalpies it is necessary 

to use thermal effects of chemical reactions, including the substance 

of interest to us and other substances, for which tabular values of 

total enthalpy are known. For these purposes there are used reaction. , 

in which thermal effects can be determined by experimental means. 

Let us write chemical reaction in general form 

* aA + bB + ...-+cC + dD + ..- 

Equation of conservation of energy for this reaction at constant 

pressure and constant temperature will be 

aIA+ bl» S' clc+dl0±Q„w. (VI. ?2) 

Absolute value of thermal effect of reaction in the right sloe 

of equation (VI.22) is included with a "plus” sign if in tht c 

of the reaction the heat from reactants is extracted in the jlreM. 

shown by the pointer, and with "minus" sign, when for realisation 

of such a reaction it is necessary to expend heat outside. /^lue 

of thermal effect should refer to the quantity of substance of 

interest to us, participating in the chemical reaction. 

Let us assume that the substance of interest to us will be A 

and one mole of this substance (a * 1) participates in the reaction, 

then 

lA + b/B - */c +dro±Q kcal/mole substance A, 
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whence 

lA " e,C + dID - bIB * Qp**«u' (VI.23) 

By this equation we can calculate the value of total enthalpy 

lA at any temperature, If at the same temperature there will be 

known lc. Id. U and 

The example of formation or decomposition of steam 

analyzed above according to type of equation (VI.22) will be written 

during formation of HjO***’ 

C + >*C-C»,+ C.; 

during decomposition 

(Qpm* * Q*tn) 

Let us consider one more example. 

Example VI,7. Cetermine total enthalpy of liquid ethyl alcohol 

at initial temperature 293°K, if its calorific value is known during 

combustion in oxygen. 

Let us introduce the highest calorific value of alcohol CtH4OH 

Into calculation with dimensionality H, kcal/kg-mole of alcohol, 

determined calorimetrically during its combustion in gaseous oxygen 

and cooling of combustion products to 20°C with condensation of steam 

into liquid water. 

Then the equation of combustion can be written so: 

+ 30;*’--. 2C0;m -f- 

....HHINMHlii 
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By equation (VI.23) we obtain 

and 

Cpr. =2/~ri,-f3/^,,-3/^ + H. kcal/mole of alcohol. 

It Is assumed that total enthalpies at I - 293°K for GO/** 

O/** are known. 
HjO-““ 



CHAPTER VII 

CANULATIONS OF COMBUSTION AND ESCAPE OF GASES 

In Chapter II there were examined thermodynamic fundamentals of 

gas flows under the assumption tnat properties of gases were prescribed 

by values of their characteristics in the form of gas constant R, 

heat capacity cp, adiabatic index k and so forth, and thermal effects 

were calculated by changes of thermodynamic potentials (enthalpy, 

entropy and so forth) or were estimated by introduction of conditional 

polytropic process with some average index n. 

During calculations of theie characteristics for gaseous 

combustion products and during the study of flows of chemically active 

gases in the high temperature region it is necessary to consider 

phenomenon of dissociation and recombination of molecules. In certain 

cases attention is also drawn to possible ionization. 

Let us elaborate on some methods of such calculations. 

§ Concept of Equilibrium Composition of Gases 

Process of accomplishment of some reaction of two substances 

X and Y with formation of substance Z, if the reaction proceeds in 

one direction, can be written ir the form X + Y — Z. This equation 

determines dynamics of the process, i.e., the absence of equilibrium. 

If such a reaction is fully completed, then there would set in 

classic equilibrium of one substance Z. In case of cessation of 



reaction for some reason on one of the stages the classic equilibrium 

of the composition would be designated by the sum, including the 

content of three substances 

> +y + z. 

In chemically active gases of liquid-propellant rocket engines 

the dissociation reactions are not ceased, but always proceed 

simultaneously both in forward and inverse directions with the 

formation of end products and their simultaneous disintegration into 
component parts 

• V * : X + Y * Z. '• 

'»Pi. • 

It in the combustion chamber of a liquid-propellant rocket engine 
there would occur one unique reaction of dissociation, written in 

generaltform so: ; r 

V 
aX+ bYz;eZ + dW. 

U« (VII.1) 

where a, b, c, d - coefficients determining the number of moles of 

reactantfi, then according to the mass action law the rates of forward 

and inverse reactions l/" and cr* will be expressed by formulas: 

{/*• mb C* (VII.2) 

here c^, Cy, cw — concentrations of subsTances, expressed in moles 

per unit of volume! k". K- — coefficients of forward and inverse reaction 
rates. 

By reaction rate U we mean change of concentration of reactants 
in time ,. 

(VII.3) 
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Let us assume that at the beginning of the reaction there were 

provided conditions for preferential progress In the direction from 

left to right, with this íTXf. In proportion to increase of 

concentration of substances z and W and lowering of concentration X 
and Y the rate U' will be decreased, and (/- will start to be Increased. 

This will lead to the fact that in some time 

U*. (VII. 4) 

WhlCh the 9uantlty substances forming by forward reaction 

will be equal to the quantity of substances disintegrating in the 
opposite direction. 

Under such conditions the concentrations of substances will be 

constant and chemical equilibrium composition of gases will be 
established. 

In contrast to classic equilibrium (rest, absence of 

transformations) the state of chemical equilibrium Is dynamic. Is not 

connected with cessation of transformations of substances, and only 

steady state Is established, characterised by constan- y of concentratio, 
of reactants. 

Prom condition (VII.-.) It Is clear that with the advance of 

chemical equilibrium there should be the following relationship: 

Ct fr 

«i *' (VII.5) 

Value of Kc is called constant of chemical equilibrium, it depend, 

on the type of reaction, pressure, and temperature. 

Approximate character of change of the rates of forward and Inverse 

reactions, and also change of concentration of reactants In the process 

a abllshment of chemical equilibrium are shown on Fig. VII.1. Here 

• ic letters with a line - Cx, Cy, c C - designate equilibrium values 
of concentrations. 
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Fig. VII. 1, Chanr.i' of 
concentrations of 
reactants in the process 
of establishment of 
chemical equilibrium. 

On the basis of Fig. VII. 1 i'c may be concluded that, for example, 

in the combustion chamber of a liquid-propellant rocket engine the 

equilibrium composition of disse elating combustion products can be 

established only if the working medium residence time in the chamber 

column is greater than the duration of transition process, connected 

with kinetics of chemical transformations. 

Furthermore, for achievement of chemical equilibrium still other 

conditions are necessary! 

1. Reactions must be reversible. 

2. According to laws of thermodynamics the condition of 

reversibility requires constancy of entropy of reactants (ds « 0). 

3. After achievement of chemical equilibrium, equality of 

chemical potentials of reacting components should set in. 

Under the assumpeion that the enumerated conditions are observed 

in the combustion chamber and only one reaction of dissociation 

proceeds there, on the basis of equation (VII.5) the equilibrium 

composition of gases can be determined unambiguously by the value 

of equilibrium constant K^, taken at the pressure and temperature 

in the chamber. 

The question of determination of equilibrium composition of gases, 

when simultaneously there will proceed several reactions of 

dissociation and recombination of molecules, mutually affecting each 

other is more complicated. 
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Condition of chemical equilibrium in the form of equality of 

reaction rate in forward and inverse directions W-U* is strictly 

substantiated with the help of the second law of thermodynamics only 

in a particular case, when in the system there occurs a single-unique 

tndopcndtnt reaction. Let us consider this on the simplest example. 

Let us assume that between two states of substances X and Y 

there can occur mutual transformations both directly and through 

intermediate state Z by means of a chain of reactions 

Xml and ZmY. (VII.6) 

It is obvious that equilibrium conditions can be satisfied if 

steady-state value of concentrations of reacting substances is 

established. Equilibrium can advance both during motion by cycles 

oi and VII.2b (circular one-way course of reactions) and 

by the cycle of Pig, VII.2c (forward and inverse courses of each 

reaction). 

Fig. VII,2. Various possible means of 
establishment of equilibrium during 
chemical transformations. 

Inasmuch as each reaction has the possibility to some degree of 

proceeding in forward and inverse directions, then it is possible 

to eonnider the diagram of transformations on Fig. VII.2c more general. 

So tiiat chemical equilibrium would set in, thorraodynnmlcr imposes 

a unique condition, consisting of achievement of equality of chemical 

potentials M in all three states of the substance: 

(VII.7) 
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For simplicity let us assume that reactions occur In an ideal 

system, so that chemical potentials are proportional to logarithms 

of concentrations! 

K-K'K n+ÄrinC,; 
M,-AÇ,r, 7) +XT InC, (VII.7a) 

By placing these equations in condition (VII.7), we obtain 

C, 
(VII.7b) 

Considering Fig. VII.2c, reaction rates according to equation 

(VII.3) can be written so: 

Jj*.—(<+ «?)+<+ 

+«î - (*;+“?) 

(VII.8) 

or, by using relationship VII.2 for reactions of type (VII.2), we 

obtain 

■i*- --(*i + *r)c,+*rc,+*;c,; 

(VII.9) 

In these equations for simplicity the concentrations are written 

in the first power (it is accepted that Indices a«b«c»d« 1). 

At equilibrium all derivatives will be equal to zero. On the 

basis of this taking into account condition (VII.7b) from equation 

(VII.9) after conversions we will obtain 
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(VII.10) 

ii = *?( »; +*;*) + *," *; 
cF "*r( *$+*?)+*? kf~ =*»; 

c. ^(*r 

Il there occurs a particular case of only one reaction proceeding, 

lor example X**y then V***«06 =•*»"=*and from equations VII.8 and 

il.y there can be obtained the earlier written conditions of 

equilibrium (VII.4) and (VII.5): 

ÜL. 
*r 

by which concentrations of reactants at equilibrium are simply 

determined through constants oí chemical equilibrium and the rate 

of forward reaction is equal to the rate in the opposite direction. 

It we consider a general case of progress of several reactions, 

then equations (VII.10) can be satisfied mathematically at many 

combinations of forward and reverse reaction rates by various means 

and the equilibrium composition of reactants loses unambiguous 

tiaracter. On this basis it is possible to assume that with approach 

chemical equilibrium there will occur oscillations of concentration 

of reacting components between various "equllibrium,, values, satisfying 

equations (VII.10). 

Thus, from the first and second laws of thermodynamics the 

principle of calculation of equilibrium composition of chemically 

reacting gases for branching chains of simultaneously proceeding 

reactions does not follow in evident form. 

For foundation of the existing method of calculation of chemical 

“quilibrii an assumption is introduced concerning the fact that in 

f ‘ complex system of reacting gases with approach to chemical 

equilibrium each separate reaction should be equilibrated, which 

indicates : 
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1) transitions by any means in forward and inverse directions 

must be accomplished equally frequently; 

2) condition of equality of rates in forward and inverse 

directions should always be satisfied for each reaction; 

3) concentrations of reacting components upon reaching such 

detailed balance do not depend on means (on intermediate reactions) 

by which the system approaches equilibrium, but are determined only 

by external conditions, which are characterized by pressure and 

temperature of the reacting gas. 

For idealized systems the possibility of such an assumption is 

based on the quantum theory. 

Introduction of this assumption for real systems is very fruitful, 

it permits calculating the equilibrium composition of gases and 

analyzing real processes occurring in the combustion chambers and 

nozzle boxes of liquid-propellart rocket engines. For calculation of 

equilibrium it is not necessary to return to kinetics of progress of 

chemical reactions, since the state of equilibrium will not depend 

on the means of chemical transformations. 

§ 2. Equations of Chemical Equilibrium 

In connection with the accepted assumptions concerning chemical 

equilibrium, the composition of gases upon achievement of detailed 

balance does not depend on the means of reactions, by which this 

equilibrium is established. Therefore, for calculations of the 

equilibrium composition of gases it is possible to use chains of 

reactions and to write equations of dissociation in the form which 

is the most convenient for calculations. 

Let us consider an example of determination of the composition 

of combustion products of molecular gaseous hydrogen H2 in oxygen 02 

at detailed chemical equilibrium. 
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Tn combustion products there can be the following substances: 

H?0, OH, H2, 02, H and 0. Here nolecules HgO, OH, H2 and 02 are 

complex and can dissociate into simpler molecules and atoms. 

For calculations there are often used the following chains of 

reactions: 

H, * 2H ; O, ^ 20. 

It is also possible to write dissociation reactions of each 

complex molecule until attainment of atoms: 

Hf0~2H + 0; 

OH * H + O; 

H,*2H; 

0, * 20. 

Trom the point of view of principles of determining chemical 

equilibrium, both systems of dissociation equations are equally 

Justified. Therefore, subsequently let us agree to use the writing 

i i lis.codâtion reactions of complex molecules to atoms. Such form 

of writing is simpler and more convenient. 

In general form the reaction of dissociation i of complex gas 

molecule into atoms will be written so: 

^ ftfA -f btB -+- c/C 

or at equilibrium 

\ C't ~ a‘A — - 0, 

(VII.11) 

(VII.12) 
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where Am Qb{ C« - dissociating saturated i molecule; A, B, C - atoms 

into which the molecule dissociates; alt blt ct - coefficients of equation, 

showing the number of atoms obti.ined during dissociation. 

When writing this equation it is assumed that combustion products 

are homogeneous gas mixture. With the presence of condensed phases 

these equations are written in this way with indication of condensed 

phase by corresponding index **, x". which means that the noted substance 

in calculated conditions (at prescribed temperature) is in liquid or 

solid state, for example. 

8,0,- — 2B - 30 - 0 ; 

CO, + C"-2CO«0. 

If at the given temperature some substance can exist in condensed 

phase, it is necessary to check whether this substance will indeed be 

present in combustion products in such phase at perceptible 

concentrations, which must be considered in calculation. This could 

be judged by the value of chemical equilibrium constant of the 

examined reaction, which the designated condensed phase enters. 

The application of certain propellants in ZhRD propulsion systems 

can lead to the fact that in combustion products along with predominant 

gaseous substances there can appear liquid or solid components, scch 

as BjO,“, AIjO,” and others, having relatively high melting and boiling 

points. 

Under certain conditions of combustion of hydrocarbon propel]antr 
there can appear hard carbon. 

§ 3. Chemical Equilibrium Constants of Gases 

During calculations of the composition of chemically reacting gas 

mixtures in liquid-propellant rocket engines there are used various 

methods of determining the concentration of components. 
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1. 

mixture. 
By number of moles of each component in the vOume of 
For ideal gases 

2. 

3. 

of mold's 

By partial pressures Pl of components of gas mixture. 

By molar concentration C,, representing the content of number 

of 1 component per unit of volur* of mixture: 

Ci 

^. By volume 

ratio of number of 

entire mixture Nt. 

(molar) concentration r^ representing dimensionless 

moles of 1 component to number of moles of the 
For ideal gases 

_£l. 
'I * 

asm T USe ChemlCal eqUlUbrlum constents It Is necessary to 
opply them correctly In accordance with the accepted method of 

assignment of concentration of components of reacting gases 

Taking into account the above- 

equilibrium during dissociation of 

to formula (VII.12) the equilibrium 

concentration of complex molecule c 

is written so: 

specified writing of equations of 

complex molecules to atoms according 

constant y expressed through 

¿ according to equation (VII.‘j). 

ÍVII.13) 

Along with this constant when determining equilibrium ccmposltlon 

'iUd °th" expressions of equilibrium constants. 

^ thB above~mentioned methods of determining concentration 
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of reacting components: 

by partial pressure 

(VII.14) 

by number of moles 

(VII.lb) 

by volume molar concentration 

(VII. 16) 

In the practice of thermochemical calculations of the composition 

of gases in liquid-propellant rocket engires preference is given to 

equilibrium constant kp, expressed through partial pressures of 

components by equation (VII.14), since for gases, conforming to 

equation of state pV » RT, the value of this constant does not depend 

on pressure, but is determined only by type of reaction and temperature 

of gas. Therefore, we will use only this chemical equilibrium constant 

and with further designations let us agree to write it through k 

without index: 

(VII.17) 

Values of equilibrium constant for dissociation of complex 

molecules to atoms depending on temperature are given in appendex 

tables. 

With necessity of introduction of other constants kc, kN or kr 

into calculation let us write their expressions through value of 

constant : 
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(VII.18) 

(VIT.19) 

Here the change of number of moles Is designated through A*. 
In accordance with equation (VII.12) 

A« (I — a — 6 —.. 
(VII.20) 

§ 4. Concept of Equilibrium Composltl 
Heterogeneous Mixture- 

on of 

«'hen among combustion products, except gaseous substances, there 

C"n'JOnatd phaseI! (components being In liquid or solid state) 

< hen for determination of chemical equilibrium conditions, besides 

suppositions and conditions stipulated In 5 2, It Is necessary to 

introduce more new assumptions, consisting of the following. 

1. Condensed particles are so small that they receive the same 

lit. .lire as gas, l.e., are In thermal equilibrium with gas. 

?. The speed of condensed particles is the same as for gas, l.e 
they are In dynamic equilibrium with gas flow. 

3. Caseous and condensed phases are not mutually dissolved. 

. Part of the molecules or atoms of condensed substances 

c always in vaporised state. Partial pressure of these vaporlsad 

molecules or atoms Is taken equal to the pressure of their saturated 

vapors, taken at calculated temperature of gas flow. However, as 

“I !hOWn bel0’'' lnStead °f thlE pressure< 1" equations of chemical 
equilibrium constants during heterogeneous reactions there Is 
introduced volatility, equal to one. 

5. Partial pressure of the condensed phases themselves is 



considered equal to zero. 

6. Weight or molar concentration of condensed substances in a 

number of cases can be considerable, and then it is impossible to 

disregard it during calculations. However, the specific gravity of 

condensed phases is approximately 10^ times greater than gas, therefore, 

the assumption can be made that the volume of condensed substances is 

close to zero and it can be disregarded. 

It is necessary to consider that the chemical reaction rates 

in condensed phases are less than reaction rates between gas 

components. Therefore, the time necessary for establishment of 

chemical equilibrium in heterogeneous systems considerably increases. 

Due to this, during the working medium residence time in the combustion 

chamber or nozzle box of liquid-propellant rocket engines the chemical 

equilibrium of condensed phases is not established, which will lead to 

nonequilibrium processes. 

§ 5. Chemical Equilibrium Constants of 
Heterogeneous Reactions 

If the melting point and boiling point of the examined i substance, 

presence of which is assumed in combustion products are relatively 

high (close to or higher than *he gas temperature), then this 

substance can be in condensed phase and form heterogeneous mixture 

with gas. 

For heterogeneous mixtures of chemically active components 

equations of equilibrium constants of the heterogeneous reactions, 

in which the condensed substance enters, must be satisfied. 

When some i substance is present in condensed phase, then its 

partial pressure pt .0.11. in the total heterogeneous mixture is 

considered equal to the pressure of saturated vapors of this component 

at the temperature of the entire mixture P,WMUI-/(7). 

Fcr solution of the problem of whether this substance will be in 

condensed form at assigned calculation conditions, it is possible to 
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rv ommend preliminary calculation of thn homogeneous mixture 

(considering the given component noncondensea) and determination of 

partial pressure of this substance p^. 

If it turns out that p^ is less than ptm^um, then there will be no 

condensed phase of i substance and it is possible to be limited by 

alculation of only homogeneous mixture. 

If, however, it is obtained that 

. (v:i.2i) 

th-n there appear conditions for precipitation of condensed phase of 

this substance and it is necessary to calculate the chemical 

•quillbrium taking into account the heterogeneous reaction, which the 

ondensed phase enters. Then this calculation will show at what 

mcentrations of other components the content of condensed substance 

will reach perceptible values, which can affect the qualitative side 

of liquid-propellant rocket engine operation. 

Let us consider the formula for equilibrium constant of 

heterogeneous reaction on a concrete example. 

Let us assume that in combustion products of boron-containing 

fuels there is BjO^, which at the rated temperature can be in condensed 

i'tatc. Then equation (VII.12) of chemical equilibrium with 

dissociation of to atoms will be 

for homogeneous reaction 8,0,-28-30-=0: 

for heterogeneous reaction 8,0,^-28-30-=0. 

In the case when is only in gaseous phase, equilibrium 

constant of homogeneous reaction K»,o, according to this equation 

_v°. 
•* a3 P*Po 
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»usance K into aecount the presaure of saturated 
conclenncd phase. 

vapors of 

In this case 

(VII.?3) 

- n By,!?Ua!l0n °f equlllbrlum con8tftnt Of heterogeneous reaction It 
- possible to explain the conditions at which this equation Is 

satisfied and the condensed phase exists. 

‘hUS* for 0XamPle# with BgO, at gas temperature 2000°K 

(corresponding to notsle exit conditions) the equilibrium constant 

irrrrrreiction of di8'ociiti°r- to t.buia. 
w be lg K' - 36.002 and absolute value K - 10^. 

It is obvious that equilibrium equation for condensed phase 
b20^ according to formula (VII.22) 

37T 

Will be satisfied when the partial pressure of one of the 

components in the denominator becomes very small. 
gaseous 

Equilibrium Compoi.ition of Gases in the 
Presence of Ionization 

Ionized particles in combustion products of liquid-proper ant 

rocket engines due to thermal ionization appear in noticeable 

quantities at temperatures over 5000°K. If we disregard the 

the'eaumh^ ^ ‘Sicily charged particles, then 

deteraï^d b lCO,,PO,,U10n °f l0nUed chemlc»Hy «ctlve gas can be 
determined by the same method as the composition of dissociated gas 

U calculated. It is necessary to maXe the assumption that In any 
sufficiently small volume of gas the total gas tne total electric charge of electrons 
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and negative ions is equal to the total positive ion charge. Content 

of ionized particles and electrons can be considered by their partial 

pressure, by number of moles or by concentration Just as for neutral 

particles. 

Let us write some equations of formation of electrically charged 

particles: 

for lithium Li* »*Li —r. 

for fluorine F-*fcF + r, 

for nitrogen oxide NO**NO —r, 

for aluminum (with triple ionization) Al*** * AI—3r. 

Equations of ionization constants for these examples will be 

written so: 

for negative ions K0— yjÇ-_ , 

for positive ions —-^*1 **- and *„♦♦♦-. fw*** *»»-, 
Pi 

These constants ai so depend only on the type of ionization reaction 

and on gas temperature, as does the constant of dissociation. 

During calculations of the content of ionized particles, equations 

of ionization constants are Included in the overall system of equations. 

For determination of concentration of electrons, this system of 

equations should include the relationship which determines electrical 

quasi-neutrality of the flow + ... - IN,.. + IM*» + ... 

5 ^• Calculations for Equilibrium Constants 

Systems of equations for calculation of the composition of 

combustion products include the absolute values of constants of 

chemical equilibrium K and values of partial derivatives (-J"*1 ) ' 
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■ ually in calculations there are introduced tabular values of 

equilibrium constants, and values of derivatives ( ) are determined 
\ d In r / 

by tabular values of enthalpy of reactants on the basis of Van't Hoff 
equation 

«In Kf 
~dT~ 

àt . àlnK, a/ 
^ ’ «In r (VII.2ba) 

Ih a cordance with the equetion of reaction according to formula 
(VII.12) on the basis of (VII,25a) 

i din Kp ^ tm-c,Ir . . . 
I~d itTT-/| " ff-* (VII. 25b) 

With the absence of reliable experimental data on equilibrium 

constants, recently their calculation by spectroscopic investigations 

of substances, on the basis of statistical methods1 and quantum theory, 

has beep widely applied. This method can also be used for reactions ' 

taking into account condensed phases. 

lor calculation of thermodynamic values in quantum theory there 

is introduced special function ¢, called partition function or simply 

statistical sun for the given substance: 

(vu. 25c) 

where ^ - energy of molecule in i energy state above the lowest (zero) 

level. This energy is found by spectroscopic investigation; g - 

relative probability of finding the molecule in i energy leve/of 

excitation (quantum weight of state), indicated by quantum mechanics. 
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Use of partition function $ permits calculating any thermodynamic 

functions. 

Usually the partition function ^ is calculated from initial 

temperature -O* K. At any other initial temperature partition 

function 

I* —/• 
* . (VII.2r)d) 

where Iq — enthalpy of substance in standard state at r„, — 0*K; — 

enthalpy of substance in standard state at 

Having table it is possible to calculate Kp of interesting 

reaction 

RXnKp™ 4,57 \gK, MV T— * (VII.?5e) 

In addition to values of it is necessary to know only A/,* (or 

such separation of functions is convenient because ¢(1) for 

simple gases and well studied solids are found with great accuracy, 

whereas A/V.»* is determined from calorimetric data, often less 

accurate. Thus, any success in determining the value of A/Vu», car be 

used for simple convert ions of K without reconstruction of tables of 
P 

values of ¢(1). 

§ 7. Equations of Conservation of Substance 
During Chemical Reactions 

In calculations the compositions of gases reacting together are 

based or the law of conservation of substance. This law is applied 

ir the following concrete form: at all chemical transformations of 

molecules the number of gram atoms of each element does not undergo 

changes. 

Thus, in theimodyramlc systems with constant mass of reactants 

there are preserved equal4ties of number of gram atoms of each element 
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in the initial propellant (In th? Initial mixture) and in chemical 

reaction products at all stages. 

Let us assume that the working medium consists of four elements 

A, R, C, D. Equivalent formula of parent substance of these elements 

)* 

Various chemical compounds, which one or all of these elements 

can enter, can be written by formula ...). where a^ b , c , d - 

number of atoms of each element entering the compound. 

L t us assume that JtA, FfB, /¡c, /f0 — number of gram atoms of 

a n <>lement in propellant (in initial mixture). Then equations of 

balance of each element 

(VII.26) 

The number of equations of conservation of elements corresponds 

to the number of elements in propellant (in initial mixture). 

omposition of gases can be calculated from the condition of 

1 mole of parent substance (propellant). Then the number of gram atoms 

->f elements in propellant 

- a#; *= b,; iVc » c, ; ND «=. d. 

It calculation is conducted for one kilogram of parent substance. 
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where ^ - molecular weight of parent substance. 

It Is possible to calculate for Nx moles of propellant, then 

(VII.27) 

The quantity of parent substance, for which the composition of 

gases is calculated, does not have fundamental value. It Is expedient 

to select a quantity of Nx, at which the greatest simplification of 

calculation formulas Is obtained. 

The necessity of expressing concentration of reactants in various 

formulas simultaneously through number of moles and partial pressure 

Pi imposes considerable inconvenience when performing thermochemical 

calculations of the composition of gases. 

For gases, conforming to equation pv » RT, partial pressures of 

1 component of mixture p^ and its concentration in moles are 

connected with total pressure px and number of moles of gases in the 

mixture Nx : 

The quantity of forming moles of gases Ni depends on the number 

of moles of parent substance Nx, which can be selected from condition 

~~¡F~ ** 1. i • e (VII.28) 

Then for gases 

(VII.29) 
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This equality simplifies ths writing of formulas and facilitates 

calculations. Therefore, let us agree to produce thermochemlcal 

calculations by determination of composition of gases for Nx moles of 

parent substance, satisfying condition (VII.28). 

When performing calculators for Nx moles of propellant the 

equation of balance of elements (VII.26) can be written through 

partial pressures 

- 2 ; 
i-1 

(VII.50) 

Before calculations of the composition of gases the number Nv is 

unknown and it is assigned, proceeding from condition (VII.28). Value 

of Nx Is refined in the course of thermochemical calculations. 

Generally N is introduced into the system of equations for 

determination of the compositior as an additional unknown value, 

subject to determination in the course of calculation Just as other 

unknown values. 

Example 1. Write an equation of balance of elements for the 

simplest bipropellant, composed of a stoichiometric mixture of fluorine 

and hydrogen, equivalent formula of which is H?F2. 

Combustion reaction of this propellant 

or 

", (H.F.) -*• A’n,, (HJFJ + JV«, (H.Fo) + NH (H.F.) + Nf .1 

AAt T = 4500°K F2 is practically completely dissociated. 
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For the two elements H and F entering the propellant composition, 

according to (VII.36) and (VII.2?) we obtain two balanced equations 

»,-2Ar,-Arw + Af,. 

Overall number of moles of chemical reaction products 

If we perform calculation for Nx moles of propellent, corresponding 

to conditions (VII.23), then in the obtained equations Instead of the 

number of moles it is possible to write the values of partial 

pressures, since all components of combustion products will be In 

gaseous form. 

§ 8. System of Equations for Calculation of 
Equilibrium Composition of Combustion 

Products at Rated Temperature 
ftni Pressure 

Let us agree to calculate the composition of combustion products 

for Nx moles of propellant in accordance with equation (VII.28). 

Let us assume that the number of elements entering the composition 

of parent substances (propellant), is m (m — element propellants). 

Content of initial mixture (propellant) Is prescribed by 

conditional formula 

For calculations of the equilibrium composition of products of 

chemical reactions at rated temperature it is not necessary to know 

in what compounds the chemical elements are found: in initial mixture 
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or in propellant, only the content of these elements is important 

(A, B, C, D). 

We will consider that z substances will be formed from m elements 

of Initial propellant composition after combustion and in the course 

of reactions of dissociation and possible ionization. Generally, 

amon« them will be zx electrically neutral molecules and atoms in 

gaseous form, z2 electrically neutral molecules and atoms in 

condensed form, z? positive ions, z4 negative ions and free electrons. 

Conditional reaction of formation of all these z substances from 

initial mixture or from propellant taking into account porfióle 

ionization will be written in general form: 

(VII.31) 

For determination of the composition of reaction products it is 

necessary to calculate z unknowns, characterizing the concentrations 

or partial pressures of componerts and Pl). Furthermore, as 

was stipulated in § 7, for simplification of the solution of equations 

the calculation is performed for earlier unknown N moles of parent 

substances (propellant). 

Thus, overall number of unknowns is (z + 1). Therefore, the 

system of equations for solution of the problem on hand should contain 

(z + 1) independent equations. Let us consider these equations. 

1. Balanced equations of elements: 

(VII.32) 
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The number of these equations is equal to the number of elements 

m. T/uring calculations for Nx moles of parent substance in these 

equations for gaseous components instead of it is possible to write 

pand the value of concentrations always remains for condensed 

pliases; therefore it is better to write system of equations (VTI.^í?) 

entirely through concentrations . 

2. Balanced equation of electrostatic charges during ionization 

^-+2^+2 ***-+ ----2^ + 2+ •• • (vu.35) 

This equation expresses the property of electrostatic equilibrium 

of ionized gas. 

3. Equations of dissociation and ionization in the form of 

equations of equilibrium constants during calculation for Nx moles of 

parent substance: 

for gases 

Hi 

N:iNiiNci 

for condensed substances 

*; 
i 

NaN » 

for positive ions 

Ku* 
P,r* 

Pi 

for negative ions 

(VII.34a) 

(VII.34b) 

(VII.34c) 

(VII.34d) 
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During calculation for 1 role or 1 leg of propellant these 

equations are modified In accordance with formulas (VII.15) and 

(VII.19). 
» 

Equations (VII.32), (VII.3!) and (VII.3^) In totality give a 

system containing z Independent equatiens. For determination of 

(z + 1) unknowns this system if supplemented by one more equality. 

4. Equation of total number of moles for mixture of components: 

(for a11 subst£^ces) (VTI.35a) 

or total pressure of mixture of gas components in Dalton form: 

(for all gases). (VII.35b) 

In accordance with the problem on hand of determination of the 

equilibrium composition of chemically reacting and ionized mixture of 

components, for solution of system of equations (VII.32-VII.35) as a 

necessary and sufficient initial condition there is introduced 

elementary composition, prescribed by content of chemical elements 

in propellant or in some initial mixture of intermeulate state, i.e., 

there is assigned: a() — content of gram atoms of element A, b0 -- 

content of gram atoms of element B, etc. 

As boundary condition there are considered pressure P and 

temperature T, at which equilibrium composition is determined. 

The examined system has ordinary algebraic equations, part of 

which (equations of dissociation and ionization) can be nonlinear 

equations. 

Analysis shows that this system of equations is stable, i.e., 

enabling achievement of solution relative to the sought unknowns. 
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All possible mathematical solutions which give negative values of 

partial pressures are rejected, as not having physical meaning. 

Solutions relative to positive values of sought unlcnowns are obtained 

unambiguously, if we exclude Imaginary roots. 

When the reacting mixture is represented by a small quantity of 

substances, up to four or five, it is possible to solve the system of 

equations (VII.32-VII.35) directly by elimination uf variables and to 

obtain analytic expressions for determining the content of components 

depending on temperature and pressure. 

In most complex cases, when the overall number of unlcnowns is 

more than five, which is most often the situation with liquid-propellant 

rocket engines, the attempt of obtaining the final answer will be 

connected with the necessity of solving not a second or third degree 

equation, but more complex ones, for wnich the roots cannot be 

exactly expressed analytically in the form of known formulas. 

Therefore, analytic solutions of system of equations (VII.32) to 

(VII.35) can be used only for calculation of the simplest cases. 

In applied mathematics there is developed an entire series of 

methods of approximate solution Immediately of the entire system of 

algebraic equations of type (VII.32-VII.35), making it possible to 

obtain answers with assigned accuracy of•calculations. Moreover, the 

use of approximate methods turns out to be less complex and more 

convenient, since engineers are always interested only in obtaining 

results of calculation with the prescribed accuracy. 

Usually approximate methods of solution of equations on the 

mathematical side permit increasing the accuracy of calculations 

without limit, during which only the volume of calculating work is 

increased. However, it is necessary to consider the methodical 

limit of accuracy of calculations, which is limited by the fact that 

in system of equations (VII.32-VII.35) there are introduced values of 
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equilibrium constants, reliable accuracy of determination of which 

docs not exceed 0.5#. Furthermore, the series of assumptions cor.cerninp; 

Idealization of working medium properties lowers the authenticity of 

results of calculations of equilibrium composition by the accepted 

method still more. Therefore, it makes no sense to require more than 

0.5# accuracy from calculating operations. 

Practice of calculations of liquid-propellant rocket engines with 

solution of system of equations (VTI.32-VTI.35) is based on the method 

of successive approximations, which is still called the method of 

iterations (from the Latin word Iteratio — repetition). 

In reference to calculations of the equilibrium composition of 

combustion products in liquid-propellant rocket engines on the basis 

of this method in conjunction with elimination of unknowns, in 

literature there are described several possible methods and procedures 

for calculations with the use of a system of solvable equations in a 

form, such as they are written by formulas (VII.32-VII.35). 

Deficiencies of these methods of solutions are the absence of 

uniformity and limited applicability only for those propellant 

compositions, on which,they are checked. In certain cases it is 

necessary to change calculation procedures because of the absence of 

convergence of successive approximations at assigned initial parameters. 

For these reasons the use of electronic computers for such calculation 

methods is ineffective. 

Recently preference has been given to so-called general method 

of solution of equations for determination of the equilibrium 

composition of combustion products, distinguished by the fact that 

system (VII.32-VII.35^ is written in logarithmic form and linearized. 

Obtained linear system of algebraic equations is solved by the method 

of successive approximations with respect to corrections, which it 

is necessary to introduce into subsequent approximations. 

In the so-called general method of solution there is Improved 

convergence of approximations, for the most diverse propellant 
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compositions and at various initial parameters there is attained an 

identical algorithm of finding solutions. This creates a basis for 

programming the calculations on electronic computers. 

Subsequently only this method will be examined. 

§ 9. Linearization of Iquations for Calculation of 
Equilibrium ^omposltlcn of Combustion Products 

at ftated temperature and Pressure 

Let us write system of equations (VII.32-VII.35) In logarithmic 

form: balance equations of elements (VII.32) 

for atoms 0; 

for atoms 

(VII.32)» 

equation of electrical neutrality for ionized gas (VII.33) 

*• Kr-+ +...)-i* ( 

+*2**~+...] -o; (vu.33) • 

equations of dissociation and ionization (VII.31*) 

for gases 

——(VII.34a)' 

equation of overall number of moles: 

for condensed substances 

— «iIfPc— °i (VII.34b) « 
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for positive ions 

I« Pu* + lg P,_ — Ig p4 — lg /C** =» 0 ; 
(VII.) ' 

for negative ions 

igP^-- IgPr.-lgPi-lg/C^ =0; 

equations of overall number of moles 

for all substances 

(VII.34d)' 

for gases 

9 

**2)A —igPr-O. 
I £ 

(VII.35a)' 

(VII.35b)' 

solution of system of equations ey method of successive 

approximations is started from some initial approximation of sought 

unknowns, which are usually assigned. Let us conditionally designate 

A‘*' *»'.values of sought quantities during initial approximation. 

For linearization of equations (VII.32«-VII.35 » ) in environments 

>f initial approximation let us expand each term of these equations 

into Taylor series with respect to degrees of deviations 

F(x¿ *= F(x^ + bXt + nonlinear terms. 

Here AX/ — deviation of the value of X from the value accepted during 

initial approximation XJ. In logarithmic writing 

AX/-X/-XJ; 
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for pressures 

¿kPi-kßt—kib 
for concentrations 

for temperature 

for number of mo2es 
of propellant 

(VII.36) 

Disregarding the nonlinear terms of expansion, equations of 

conservation of elements (VII,3«) could be written so for element Ai 

t « 

( i* 2 «Ai)t+2 (-½¾)wi**'- 

-0* - 0. 

For shortening of writing let us introduce the following 

designations: 

: (VII.5T) 

(ni.je) 

Then equation of comervation of element A will be 

lp^àltff,-LA^gNam^lÂL^ (VII.39) 

* 1 * ■ 

Remaining balance eq\iations (VII.32)' and equations (VII.33)' 

and (VII.35)' will be converted analogously. 

Linearization of the group of equations of dissociation and 

ionization of type (VII.34)' can be considered on an example of 

equation (VII.34a)' for gases. 
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After expansion of (VII.3^«)' into Taylor series we will obtain 

Algp, X 

X A K - <*, I« »J. - [[ AI« ^ - 0« ÄJ.- 

For abbreviation of writing let us designate 

toA-*,*ßÄ-Kkß.~-Icff,),-V (VII. AO) 

[•ÍStÍ1],-!«,- (VII.41) 

Then equation of dissociation (VII.J4a) will take the form 

Alf A ———— 

-¿^âlgr-1,. 

If the temperature is assigned exactly from calculation conditions, 

then the last itera ¿«i âlg T can be excluded from the equation. For 

generality of writing, this term will be kept for the purpose of using 

system of equations in more complex cases, when the temperature is 

not assigned, but is subject to determination. 

The remaining equations of dissociation and ionization (VII.34b), 

(VII.34c), (VTI.34d) will be converted analogously. 

Value of Ljç depends on the dissociated substance and temperature. 

According to Van't Hoff equation 

-[-&],• (VII.43' 

Thermal effect of dissociation of substance A/ can be taken 

directly from the tables at rated temperature T0 or calculated. 
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proceeding from equation of the dissociation of molecules to atoms 

according to tabular values of heat contents (enthalpies)i 

(A/)»* - ('i - •« *4” Va“ etfc -•••)• (VII. ) 

Let us now write out the entire system of equations in linear 

form: 

1. Balanced equations of elements: 

for atoms A 

£ atN* À Ig JVj - A |g JV, — lAL a ; 

(niM) 

for atoms B 

EMrç A lg/V, - ¿ , A I g , - 4; 

t,»a-igEW-igé^v; 

2. Equations of electrostatic neutrality during Ionization: 

A Ig + J N',,. Alg V,.- + 2 £ *V- A Ig N,^ ) - 

- -^-(2^^.+ 22^^ ^ + 

4.. - Ig [*•. + 2*t- + 2 2Ar,_ +...) -1« (2^V+ 

+ 22^+---). (VII.46) 

3. Equations of equilibrium during dissociation and ionization: 

for gases 
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(VII.47a) 

Alfpi-«,Alf -*(Algp#_c<A!ipc -_ 

“"¿«.AlgT* » —I». 

I, - _ *4 ,f ^ _ ,f ^ 

for condensed substances 

AlfPc_.#t_¿^ A,criiB 

‘•"i " [-¾^]. - (tt), : 

for positive Ions 

(VII.47b) 

* If >* ♦ + AI g _ A I * p, - ¿ A If T* - - 4,,. ; 

I 

for negative Ions 

(VII.47c) 

A ** ^-A l£ p,_ - A Ig p, - £ ^A If T - - 1*.; 

- If Pi-~ If- If pÇ-lg#^ ; 

for all substances 

(VII.47d) 

E^iAlgAr4- -4^^» ; 

*#-lf2A^-|gA^; 
(VII.48a) 
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calculation of composition of components for 
by partial pressures. 

some gaseous substances 

For generality of calculations it i. Important to e.tabli.h 

writings of equations with uniform order and a single algorithm for 

finding solutions. System n of first degree equations with n unknowns 
generally has the form 

*U*I + «U*» + flu*, - - «M*4 + ...+ aimXã - à, ; 

<ki*i + attxt + a**, + auxt + .. + a^xm - 

Ö"X| + + a»x« + + ... + - é, ; 

•-•*1 + a-^.+ + «.4*4 + ...+ «„jr. - 
(VIT.^9) 

Such a system for solutions is assigned In the form of a matrix 
containing columns of coefficients at unknown, and columns of free 
terms s 

auakiaisau • . . 
•»*■*•»«•* . . 

• . 
aua0**iPu . . .mjtii 

. 
(VII.50) 

Colusas In this matrix are arranged In order of numbers of unknowns 

V x2* x3' XV «*«• Th“>. th« third column Is assigned under 
coefficients of equations at the third unknown. Free terms of equations 
are written In the last column. 

In calculated system (VH.*5-VII.k8) the role of unknowns x,. x., 
.... are played by determinate corrections dlgp,. d|gAr,. a,,* 4, ‘ 

arrangement of which In columns (by ordinal numbers of unknowns) affects 
the convenience of calculations. Therefore, let us agree to arrange 

the determined corrections by ordinal number, of unknowns (by columns 
°f matrix) in the following ways 
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a) corrections for dissociating neutral molecules of gaseous 

components ; 

b) corrections for atomic components; 

c) corrections for condensed substances; 

d) corrections for ionized components; 

* р) corrections for number of moles of propellant àlg Na, then for 

temperature Aig T (if it is subject to detemlnation); 

f) the last column is assigned for free terms of equations 6. 

Equations (VII.45-VII.48) are arranged in matrix rows in the 

following order: 

a) first there are written equations of dissociation of 
• ^ . 

electrically neutral gas molecules (VII.47a) in the same sequence 

these molecules are arrayed In Columns; 

b) equations of dissociation of condensed substances (VII.47b) 

are written in the same sequence as these substances are arrayed in 

columns; 

с) equations of ionization (VII.47c, d); 

d) equations of conservation of elements (VII, 45) in the same 

order as they are written in columns; 

e) equations of electrical neutrality (VII.46) and equation of 

overall number of moles (VII.48), or Dalton equation; 

f) if the temperature is not assigned, but subject to 

determination, then as the last row there is added the equation of 

conservation of enthalpy or entropy, as this will be mentioned below. 
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.. 

Lot us consider the simplest example oí determining the 

equilibrium composition of combustion products of a stoichiometric 

m X ure of fluorine ?2 and hydrogen H2 at temperature T - 4600°K and 
Pressure p - 25 atm. 

K 

Thle «Imple »y-tem «t r.te.1 temperature contain» only four 

component« In gaseous combustior products: HP, H-, H and P. 

Calculation will be used to ¿»termine concentration or partial 

pressures of these substances. Furthermore, If calculation Is 

performed for earlier unknown, of mole, of Initial propellant, In order 

«lue of N COn,)ltl0n (VII-29)' then the fifth unknown will be the 

ooaalbn!1/ ren 01' flV* " W*‘ ,h0m ln 5 8. «Howe the 
ht Î , e ° EOn® U by me,n* of ®ll*tnatlon of unknowns and 

f!r! t"*1 f0rnUl4S f0r th* COntent °f “Ch 8ub#tance In evident 
m, without the application of numerical calculation by the method 

of successive approximations. 

meth rr*r: thl” d0e' n0t h0l<l true for HlX'tratlon of the general 
thod of solution of a linear 1 red system of equation, by the method 

of successive approximations. General method Is useful for 

determination of any number of unknowns, which It Is necessary to 

encounter In the calculation practice of llquld-propellant rocket 
engines. 

For the considered two-element Initial propellant conditional 
molecular formula A+ ßK will be 

where an « 2 and b. 2. 
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Determined unknowns are distributed in the following way: 

SiMocUtUvC 
•.«otrlciU 
n«utr«l in« 
■mImuIo* 

itatale 
•Itetrleftlly 
n«uiral r*4»( 

Conasrfi'd 
■ itistarii •• 

lonlxlnj, 
■ubitanc •> 

Ifig 
untoiowris 

*» 

A>V|V Al«?«, 

*• *« 

ai«ph 

non« 

non* 

none 

nono 
H 

A^ 
i 

Let us write System of equations (VII.45-VII.48) in the sequence 

that they will be arranged In calculation matrix rows, adhering to 

rules of the preceding section. 

1. Equilibrium equations in the form of (VII.47a): 

for dissociation of HF$ 

«,-1;. »(-I; 
- IfIfP* - If P» - If 

Here item ¿x, Alg T is omitted, since according to calculation 

conditions the temperature is assigned and not subject to 

determination: 

for dissociation of H2i 

(A#| B$t ) — (Ht) ; ; 

a, - 2; », - 0; 

V-%*-*i«i*-ifir&.. 

(Item ¿xM Algr is omitted). 
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2. lía lanced equatlono of elements In the form of (VII.45): 

for atoms H: 

( + + — ¿i«*» —V-«: 

for atoms F: 

When writing balanced equations of elements It la considered 

that during calculations for Nx moles of initial propellant on the 

basis cf (VII.29) for gasea p^ » N^. 

3. Equations of overall number of moles for gases in the form 

of (VII.48b): 

+ + P**, + 1^X4 --1,,4: 
< - <r + + p(+4¡ 

For solution of this system of equations by the method of 

successive approximations first there are assigned Initial values 

of sought unknowns /W. pV. P*m . A and n*m or their logarithms 

■k p^ms. Ph,. If P*H . If^r and lf/V*#. Then, by solving the system of 
equations, wc find corrections x1# x?, Xy x^, and x^, by which values 

of sought unknowns are refined according to formulas (VTI.36): 

If Pmt ** IfPV + *»; 

If^-lf^ + x,. 
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Ref ir ea values of sought unknowns p'hf. P'h. . Ph. p'r and W', are only 

the first epproach to final results. 

For further Improvement of values of sought unknowns the 

calculation is repeated, taking instead of P*mp. p*«,. pV. P% and N*a 

the new values obtained after first approximation, namely p'hp- P'm,. 

P'm . pV and N'a. Thus, we proceed until final results of calculations 

attain the prescribed accuracy of determ nation of unknowns. 

Basic peculiarity of the method of suc^ssive approximations 

consists of the fact that the final solution toes not depend on 

selection of initial values of sought unknowns, which are assigned at 

toe very beginning of calculations. 

It is possible to assume initial values of all unknowns equal to 

zero (Ig pVr.-Ig P*«.-Ig P*h “Ig P*r-18 A'*,«'*)) or to assign them some tentative 

values. 

Sometimes zero initial values of partial pressures are given only 

to those substances, whose content in combustion products is supposedly 

small. 

As tentative values, nonzero, it is possible to take values which 

are found from approximate calculations of combustion without taking 

dissociation into account or from calculations taking dissociation 

into account, but performed for other values of temperature and 

pressure of combustion products of this propellant, close to calculated 

variant. 

Selection of initial approximate values of unknowns affects only 

the number of operations by successive approximation to the final 

results. 

Another peculiarity of the method of successive approximations 

consists of the fact that calculation accuracy is increased in 

proportion to approach to final results. Therefore, at the beginning 

of calculation it is obligatory to require high accuracy of calculatic.i. 
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operations. In the first approximations calculations can be produced 

with rounding off of signs, and subsequently it is necessary to 

increase the number of considered signs in each successive 

approximation to the required accuracy. 

In contrast to exact solutions of equations by analytic formulas, 

in the method of successive approximations the error allowed in the 

course of calculations of separate figures only increases the tim€’ 
consumption of work. 

In the considered example for illustrations of the start of 

solution Identical initial values of partial pressures will be 

assigned absolutely arbitrarily: 

6,25 

or their logarithms 

A*h. - »« P'h - lf P& - If 6.25 » 0,8. 

Conditional reaction of formation of combustion products from 

propellant through number of moles 

In order to satisfy condition (VII.29), with which for gaseous 
products NM**pt and AT,, it is necessary to calculate the number of 

moles of initial propellant Nx, at which the weight of combustion 

products will be equal to the weight of taken propellant. This is 

carried out at condition 

1*1* + + hM+ . (VII. 51) 

or 

»W. “ Pnr har + PH. f*H. + PhI*h + PF «V • 
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whence it is possible to estimate initial value 

Ao *HP + Ph, I*H, + Ph |*H Py _ 

* "* •‘H.r, 

6,25(20 + 2+14-19) -c 
-45-“ 6,5 • 

For calculations let us write out tabular values of equilibrium 

constants for dissociation of i..clecules to atoms. At the raî'ed 

combustion temperature 4600°K they will be equal to 

Ig/Cu,» 0,116 and Ig/C* « - 1,19. 

For writing the system in general form of type (VII.49) we will 

calculate free terms and coefficients of equations for the first 

approximation: 

‘i - - ^ - (ig oj, - Ig P”„ - ¡Í P», - le/¾.) - 

” — (0.8 - 0.8 - 0,8 - 0,116) = 0,916; 

(lg PS, - 2lg ,¾ - 1g ) „ 

- -(0,8-2.0,8 + 1,19) = -0,39; 

¿h “ ( Pw + 2p®t + P» ) = 6,25 + 2-6,25 + 6,25 = 25; 

*« = lg - lg WS = Ig 25 - Ig2 6,5 = 0,283; 

8, = — ¿H — 0,283-25 = —7,08; 

+ Áf ) = 6,25 + 6,25 = 12,5; 

% - lg £, — lg2Arj »= Ig 12,5 — Ig 2 6,5 = — 0,017; 

Lr *= 0,017-12,5 = 0,2125; 

+ +^ + ^ = 25; 

Vf-lgPS-lgP« = !g25-lg25 = 0; 

= — pO-, Q 

Let us write the entire system of equations in the form of matrix 

of coefficients (VII.50) for finding corrections (for an example 
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calculation of fluorine and hydrogen combustion). First approximation 

Dt»l)?>,vion of 
•quaticua 

Dissociât ad 
molécula» 

Atonic 
■t*stanoas 

fioMinlnf 
tnhrowr.0 

j Free 
tarns 

*1 *t •t *a H • 

*lfFr 

DiMoolotion of HF 
m»*oci*tlon of Hj ! 

‘•«lar.c. of atoms H . 
of atoms V. . 

Total nunl ar of 
moles (Dalton 
equation) . 

1 0 
0 1 

«.25 12.5 
6.25 0 

6.25 6.25 

-1 -1 
-2 0 

6.25 0 
0 6.25 

6.25 6.25 

0 
0 

-25 
-12.6 

0 

0.616 
-0.36 

-7,06 
0.ÍI 

0 

Let us consider the solution of such a system by the matrix 

method with the aid of methods of linear algebra. 

In the written matrix the accepted distribution of unknowns (by 

columns) and equations (by rows) permits obtaining a unit matrix 

" Ufer left COrner' whlch the possibility in the course 
o calculations of eliminating part of the unknowns. 

§ 11. Genera! Method of Solution of the System 
i^-gguations for (jaiculatlon nf thî- 

Composition oí Combustion- 
Products 

Oeneral method Is distinguished by the fact that Initial matrix 

Of coefficients (VII.50) Is preliminarily broken down Into diagram 

U. 
(VII.52) 

Separated unit matrix Um has order equal to the number of 

' issoclading electrically neutral molecules of gas m. 
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Since it is necessary to expend much time on solution of the 

system of these equations, let us consider a numerical example on 

¡^termination of the compositior of combustion products of fluorine 

F with hydrogen H at temperature T - 4600°K and pressure p - 25 atm. 

Initial matrix of coefficients of equations for the first 

approximation was obtained in the preceding paragraph. After breaking 

down this matrix by formula (VII.52) let us write the expression of 

Intermediate determinant (c^) by equation (VII.53): 

I ®4 I 

6.25 12,5 6,25 0 

6.25 0 0 6,25 

6.25 6,25 6.25 6,25 

—25 

-12,5 

0 

-7,08 

0,21 
0 

1 10-0,916 
X 200+0.39 

1.00 0 
010 0 
001 0 
000 1 

tj that it would be possible to multiply matrices (*J, the number 

°f determinant and number of rows of determinant 

1^1 must be equal. If this is not observed, then in unit determinant 

UK there can be added an empty row, which is filled with zeros. 

Product of matrices is calculated in a certain way - by element 

multiplication of row of determinant by the corresponding column 

of determinant snd summation. 

If we designate the product of matrices through 

1*1 
4* *u *k« 

*■ *■ *«* «fcâ 

*m *h * 

then multiplication of the first row by the first column |^| 
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ßiveß 

IM5 I) . ^¢.5-2)4-(6.251) + (0 0)+(-25 0) + (-7,08 0)-37,5; 

multiplication of the second row |*¿*,| by the first column |-jp-J gives 

e21* 

(6,25-1) + (0-2) + (0-1) + (6.25 0) + (—12.5-0) + (0,21 -0) - 6,25 

multiplication of the first row |«ai*i| by the second column |^î-| gives 

e12! 

1 

(6,25-1)+02,5 0)+(6,25 0)+(0.1)+(-25-0)+(-7,08-0) -6.25, etc. 

Let us write out the intermediate matrix j**! completely: 

Kl 

*• <• 

6,25 -25 

12,5 -12,5 

12,5 0 

Free terms 

—7,92 

-5.51 t. 

—3,28 \ 

Thus, part of the unknowns, relating to content of dissociating 

molecules of gas ^ and x2), is eliminated. Obtained intermediate 

system is solved by the method of reverse substitution. For this 

purpose there is formulated auxiliary determinant |aj, of the same 

order as (*||. Let us designate this determinant: 

l«*l 

£»• . . ,cu gx 
cn Cm Cu . . .cu gt 

Cal £, 

(VII.55) 

Auxiliary determinant I*.l in equation (VII.55) is filled in the 

following order: first there is written out the first column from 
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basic matrix |*«J without changes then elements of the first row are 

calculated, then elements of the second column, starting from the 

leading diagonal, which connects all points of intersection of lines 

downward, then the second row from the leading diagonal to the right, 

further the third column from the diagonal downward, third row to 

the right and so on until the entire determinant is filled in (see 
diagram). 

Stapt i 

Calculation of elements of auxiliary determinant (VII.55) is 
produced so: 

CIJ “ «II — (Ctt«i| + c^ty + CtJptt 4*...), 
(VII.r;6) 

where C„ - elements in i row of j column, which are already calculated 

in matrix — elements in i row of j column of matrix «». 

By formula (VII.56) there are calculated elements on the leading 

diagonal and downward from it (steps 2, 4, 6, 8, ...). Elements of 

each row to the right of the leading diagonal (steps, 1, 3, 5, 7, 

in contrast to equation (VII.56), are obtained by additional division 

by the value of diagonal element of this row in determinant so: 

Ct, = t Citffl./ 4- Cj^i 4-..,1 
jm.r (VII.57) 
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For the considered example the auxiliary determinant according 

to formula (VII.55) will be 

37.5 0.167 — 0.666 —0.212 

Kl- *■.«« -0.72« -0.366 
» «.33 22.75 0.222 

In this determinant by the 1st step 

7X - -0.666, C14 - -j™? - -0.212; 

12.5 - 6.25 0.167- 11,46. 

"" 12,5 -25-0,167 — 8,33; 

C, 

by the 2nd step 

by the 3rd step 

From auxiliary determinant there are found unknowns from ju+i 

to In the form of a monocolumn matrix: 

The sought unknowns In the form of monocolumn matrix are 

calculated In the following way. 

1. Into calculations there are introduced only elements of 

auxiliary determinant located on the right of the leading 

diagonal. 

2. Calculations of monocolumn matrix are produced from bottom 

to top. 
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3. Elrments are calculated so: 

*ri - Sn 

*r* " ~ £<»-** ** ~ Coi-jKa.i) 

(VII. 

For the considered example the monocolumn matrix will be 

H 
** 
*• 

-0,029 
-0.205 
0.222 

here x4 - -0.366 - (-0.728.0.222) - -0.205; 

x3 - -0.212 - (-0.666*0.222) - (0.16?)(-0.205) - -0.029. 

After finding unknowns x^ x^, and x^ the earlier excluded 

unknowns and x2 are determined by equation (VII.5^): 

I'. LINO —0,916 ! 
I *• I 1200 0.39 I 

—0.029 
-0.205 

0.222 
-1 

whence x, - 0.682; x0 - -0.448, 

Now taking into account calculated corrections x1# x?, x , x^, 

and x5 there can be determined partial pressures of cor-.bustion products 

after the first approximation by formula (VII.36): 

bp'w - l£PÄ, + x, - 0.8 + 0,682 - 1.482 - 30,4 atm; 

^-^ + ^-0.8 - 0,448 - 0,352 p^ - 2,245 atm; 

- >«Pi + x, - 0.8-0.029 - 0.771 />¡,-5.9 atm; 

>£P;-lgp;-fx4 - 0.8 - 0.205 - 0,595 - 3,94 atm; 

lg ^ - Ig yv; + xi - 0.813 4- 0.222 - 1.035 AT; - 10.83 moles ; 

Pi — Phf + Ph. + Ph + Pf — 53.32 a tm. 
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This finishes calculation wit! Introduction of corrections aftsr 

the first approximation. Calculations of subsequent approximations 

are carried out analogously, namely during each subsequent 

approximation instead of initial values p*i*. ^m,. /h. ft and N*a into 

calculation formulas there are introduced the values of these unknowns, 

found with corrections from preceding approximation. 

§ 12. Calculation of Theoretical Temperature and 
Equilibrium Composition ôî Combustion 
Products at Rated Constant Pressure 

In lhe Chamber 

With such boundary conditions the system of equations for 

determining the composition of )roducts (VII.32-VII.35) should be 

augmented by one more equation 'or finding the combustion temperature. 

Such an equation can be formulated on the basis of the law of 

conservation of energy in the form of enthalpy balance. At constant 

pressure there should be observed equality dl ■ 0. 

In integral form this equality is written so: 

AZ-Ti-E**7? • (VII. 59) 

where U„l\* - enthalpy of liquid-propellant at its combustion chamber 

feed temperature; ±d/ — heat loss during combustion or heat addition 

from an external source; l\ — enthalpy of combustion products at 

combustion temperature T. 

With adiabatic insulation of the combustion chamber from the 

environment, absence of losses (because of poor carburetlon and 

physical incompletness of combustion) and absence of external heat 

source instead of (VTI.59) the equation of enthalpy balance will be 

in such a form 

(VII.60) 
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Let us linearize this equation by Taylor expansion with respect 

•o increases of A1* r and Alg XM in the vicinity of initial approximation 
(/V. 7\ Then we obtain 

+2 (*ä). 4'* *•+*■? (ïiïV),A'«r • 

Considering that 

(*¥*). - ** ■ (Viif), ^ (-Jr jÍt), - K ’V 

let us write equation of enthalpy balance (VII.60) in the final form: 

2 (T A i* + (*,7), à if r - iv; /j. a i g ^ ^ , (vii.6i) 

where 

(''TU - N,)Tmr% H i, - 2(WT) - (jv;/;*). 

Equation (VII.61) is suitable during calculation of any components 

of combustion products. When performing calculations for N moles 

of propellant for gaseous components, instead of N we put partial 

pressures Pl - Nj in equation (VII.61), and for condensed substances 
we keep , 

With application of general' method of solution of totality of 

3tirr,Try TnS °f successlve «‘PP'-oximatlons, instead of equations 
( IO -VII.35) there are used linaar equations (VII.45-VII.48) 

Let us write the entire system of equations for calculation of 

temperature and composition of combustion products (neglecting possible 



ionization), in the sequence they are written in the initial matrix 

of coefficients for solution: 

1. Equations (VII.4?a) for equilibrium during dissociation of 

gases 

Alfc P,—a,Alg/>4 — ^ A Ig — c, A Ig pc — ... — Lk1 A Ig 7* «= — 44. 

2. Balanced equations of elements (VII.4^): 

for atoms A 

^MfJAlgAJj —Alg^, =« — a £ ^ A A * 

for atoms B 

2¡WAIgJV<~£-Alg^--aa£a; 

3. Equations (VII.47b) for equilibrium during dissociation with 

the presence of condensed phase 

— «IA Ig Alg pB —c4Algpc A Ig T *= — . 

4. Equations (VII.48a) of total number of moles of combustion 

products: 

for all substances 

^AlgA^-a^JV®; 

for only gaseous substances 

SPiAlgp,-l,p\. 

5. Equations (VII.61) for enthalpy balance 

2 /T A ! g JV, + (c,D0 A ! g 7 - iV« /;. A I g A', = _ 8/, 
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where 

(C'T), ~ P £ (c,t Nt)Twmr h » J (*,/i )r-n “ W ¢) ■ 

§ 13. Calculation of Theoretical Temperature and 
Equilibrium Composition of Combustion Products" 

In the Nozzle Box with Isentroplc Flow 

The usual theoretical scheme for such calculations is the 

assumption concerning isentropic character of processes, occuring 
in the nozzle box. 

As boundary condition for calculation there is assigned pressure 

in the examined nozzle section, including the nozzle exit. Typical 

calculations are produced for the nozzle exit section, since by 

results of such calculations there is directly calculated the 

theoretical specific engine thrust. 

For determination of unknowns, characterizing the composition of 

combustion products in the nozzle box, previously there was used the 

system of equations (VII.45-VII.48), examined above in detail. 

lor determination of temperature this system is supplemented by 

one more equation, expressing the constancy of entropy during flow 

in nozzle box dS = 0. 

In integral form this equality is written: 

S,-S4. (VII.62) 

where - entropy of combustion products ahead of the nozzle box in 

the combustion chamber, determined by results of calculation of 

combustion products in the chamber; Sa — entropy of combustion 

products in the examined nozzle section (at specific composition, 

temperature Tfi and pressure p& in this section). 
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Entropy of combustion products is determined on the basis of 

tabular values of standard absolute entropy of substances, designated 

by 5/. By standard value of entropy there is conditionally implied 

the value of entropy for assigned temperature at atmospheric pressure. 

Under combustion chamber and nozzle box conditions the pressure 

can differ from atmospheric. Let us consider the formula for 

calculation of gas entropy at any pressure. 

According to the first law of thermodynamics 

TdS « c^tT — odp. 

At the same temperature (dT = 0) from change of pressure the 

entropy is changed so: 

dS «a 

Replacing -f-*by equation of state and integrating by pressure, 

from the preceding equality we will obtain 

(VII.63) 

where = 1.9Ô7 cal/mole»deg; p — atm. 

Value cf entropy of combustion products is determined by summation 

of entropy of all the substance components 

5»(VII.64) 

Considering condition (VII.29), = p^ for gases. For condensed 

substances as there is taken the standard value of entropy 5/. 

Equation (VII.64) gives total value of entropy of combustion products. 

Specific entropy, related to one mole of propellant, from which these 
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combustion products are obtained, will be 

in the combustion chamber 

S. I (SM), 
(VII.65) 

where AfÄ number of moles of propellant, for which the composition 

of combustion products in the chamber was calculatedj 

in nozzle box 

c _ (st )• *(W, 
(V7I.6É) 

where - number of moles of propellant, for which the composition 

of combustion products in the nozzle is calculated. 

Equation (VII.62) for conservation of entropy during expansion 

in the nozzle taking into account (VII.64-VII.66) will be (index a 

is dropped) 

C ft 
-Ò.-0. (VII.67) 

Let us rewrite this equation in logarithmic form: 

After Taylor expansion by Increases of A!g ^ orAlgp, for cases 

AlgiVr and Aig rt in the vicinity of initial approximate value of unknowns 

N i0-. JVr\ TV and linearization we will obtain 

X ATJ A !g AT, + yV‘ A 

~Ig^-AlgArx-Ig 5,,=0. 
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After further conversions taking into account it is 

possible to write 

S[Si+íi«®r] s(swaiíw,+ 

+2 [c>, ">)' 

r-l«S.] J(SA,)*. 

Let us designate 

(VII ,68) 

for gases 

S'-SJ-l.SSTflnp,); (VII.69) 

for condensed substances 

Let us write equation of conservation of entropy in final 

linear form 

2(S;tf,)*Algtf,-(Sg)*Algtf,+<*Algr.--*s(S,)*. (VII.70) 

where 

<î-2(‘«w.)*- 
I • 

Here superscript 0 indicates that these values are calculated 
according to initial (preceding) approximation. 

Taking into account (VII.63-VII.69), formula (VII,70) is valid 

for all components of the heterogeneous mixture of combustion products. 
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Kor wsoous substances instead of Nj there are substituted values of 

partial pressures p^ = N^. 

System of equations (VH.45-VXI.48) together with equation 

(VII.70) for calculation of theoretical temperature and composition 

Of combustion products in the nossle is solved by the general method 

Of successive approximations, described above. 

For calculation of isentroplc outflow at chemical and energy 

equilibrium the pressure in the considered section or at nozzle section 

in th aS"lg"e'1- FUrth'rm0re' from >-«“lts of calculation of combustion 
in the Chamber uressure pK, temperature T and composition of 

combustion products before the nozzle are assumed known. 

In order to tentatively assign the expected gas temperature in 

he nozzle for the first approximation T,\ it is possible to use the 
mean value of index of expansion process: 

for propellants such as oxygen + kerosene n = 1.12-1.15; 

for propellants such as HNO^ + kerosene n - 1.17-1.2.* 

Then by approximate equation it is possible to take 

(VII.71) 

Thus, the composition of combustion products in the nozzle 

for the very first (initial) approximation can be estimated by 

composition of combustion products in the chamber 

(VII.72) 

A distinct 

is considerably 

Therefore, in a 

feature of calculations for the nozzle exit section 

lower gas temperature than in the combustion chamber, 

number of cases the unknowns, relating to content 
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of atomic gases from calculation, can be excluded, and thus, the 

system of calculation equations is considerably simplified. 

Calculation of isentropic expansion with determination of 

composition of combustion products is usually produced for the nozzle 

exit section and is finished by determination of the following 

values: 

1) composition of combustion products, prescribed by partial 

pressures or molar content, and gas temperature; 

2) average molecular weight of combustion products or gas 

constant: 

3) average isentropic index n*, during gas flow from the 

combustion chamber to nozzle exit, which we will subsequently 

designate through k: 

* ß» 

Sometimes this formula for k. is writen more approximately, 

neglecting the difference of R and R. which leads to divergences 
Q- K 

in the determination of average index of the expansion process; 

4) theoretical exit velocity. It is more correct to calculate 

exit velocity at isentropic process of expansion by equation of 

conservation of energy in the form of enthalpy balance \ 

(VII.73) 



wlioncr* theoretical velocity 

V" = 91,53 V77-I. . 
(VII.75) 

In this formula the enthalpy of combustion products in the chamber 

IK and enthalpy in the nozzle exit section I& are expressed in 

specific dimensionality, relating to one kilogrs**:, and are calculated 

by equations 

"" isp» ^ P/)** 
(VII.76) 

where Ij^ - enthalpy relating to one mole. 

Frequently for calculation of theoretical exit velocity there 

is used approximate formula 

(VII.77) 

In this formula, besides the mean value of k, there is also 

introduced the mean value of gas constant R, variable from R 

in the combustion chamber to R at nozzle exit* 

5) theoretical specific thrust at calculated conditions 

r*. r 9,33 KTT-/,'. (VII.78) 

After finding the average index of isentropic process of expansion 

k (pertaining to entire length of the nozzle), it is possible to 

approximationly determine the gas flow parameters in the nozzle 

throat, where number M = 1. 
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By average isentropic index k there are found pressure in the 

throat 

product of Rgp T,p in this section 

velocity in throat 

- V~ig~R,f Tgp * ^ig-lL-R, T,. 

Determination of these values is used for theoretical calculation 

of specific throat 

(VII.79) 

and specific impulse of pressure in the combustion chamberf called 

complex 1 

P (VII.8o) 

In foreign literature instead of complex ß there is used a value, 
called characteristic velocity c*. which is connected with complex ß 
so: c* ■ ßg m/s. 
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thank- t ■’ «"iPonant of total engin» throat, develop»,( 
thanks to gas prea.ure on the nonbalanc.d part of the front w.n of 
the combustion chamber, with area equal to F . t wall of 

^21^ dlnenslonaltty kg.sAg ani is the basic ^onent 

value of specific throat area 1, connected with complex 6 and 

pressure In the combustion chamber p . The g,„ater the nr 

the combustion chamber, the less 1, £ 6 Pre8SUre ln 

Value of complex p according to formula (VII.80) dec. „da on ». 
product nf dt Du ' Aaooy aepeuas on the 
P oauct of and the mean value of Isentroplc «ndex k ♦ 
values are affected byj * These two 

deter!,)n,tyP!n°f Pr°Pell,,nt and th* «tío of fuel and oxidizer a 

and k dCd! C0mP08ltl0n °f COnbUStl0n Pr0dU<:t‘' - *.t. 

b) pressure in combustion chamber p lowering 
........... 

»t::,“ *; -- 
because of the application of average k the val,. c nozzl«. Thus, 
out to be dependent on the „ ’ lue of comPlejt » turns 

« dependent on the supersonic part of the nozzle. The hlcher 

nozzle expansion ratio, the greater this Influence Is. 

If we eliminate Inaccuracies In determining the theoretical 
value of complex P by Introduction to calculation of 
of k not r-vw. «-K calculation of the mean value 
Of k not Mr the entire nozzle, but only for the subsonic part then 

this complex win be determined entirely bv ln»r»ch.„h ’ 
propel lant cireiy oy ln+rachamber parameters: 
P pellant used and pressure In the combustion chamber. 

of pre2reXl! C'etermlned iurln« test, by measurement 
pressure In the chamber and consumptions of propellant components. 
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This permits comparing tne experimental value of ?n(, with theoretical, 

calculated by formula (VII.80). 

On the basis of such a comparison It Is possible to check the 

correctness of the method of calculation of temperature and composition 

of combustion products, anC it Is possible to Judge the degree of 

perfection of Intrachamber proctsses with regard to propellant 

combust ion. 

Therefore, for detailed analysis, In order to eliminate the 

influence of the supersonic part of the nozzle on theoretical 

determination of ß, it is expedient to perform additional calculation 

of temperature and composition of combustion products in the throat 

Itself. After completing such calculation one can determine more 

precise theoretical values of the required throat area and the va ue 

of complex ß. 




